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High efficiency-Iow 
power consumption 

non-overloading 
impeller-no risk of 
motor burnout if 
resistance should fall 

Drip-proof squirrel 
cage motors bolted 
directly to casing
no separate belts, 
shafts or bearings 

Humidistats, 
manometers and 
re&ulating dampers 
available as extras 

Mild steel, welded 
fan casing. Bolted-
on side plates permit 
variation in the angle 
of discharge 

For grain & hay drying, potato ventilation and 
animal house ventilation, etc . 
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in a range of 10 sizes to meet all requirements 
Gyra-Flo Packaged Drying Units. com- Gyra-Flo Packaged Drying Units are an 
prising Fan. Motor and Starter at entirely British-built product backed 
standard. are available in an exclusively by the wide experience and technical 
wide range of 10 sizes from 5 h.p. to knowledge of a specialist fan 
<40 h.p. single or 3-phase, with or with- and blower Full 
out heaters. Electric. propane or oil details of prices and i 
heaters can be supplled to requirements. data available. on request. 
This multi-purpose-unit enables you to harvest under 
any conditions - and store until the market price is right 
CARTER THERMAL ENGINEERING LIMITED 
Redhill Road . Hay Mills . Birmingham 2S • Telephone: VICtoria. 4300 
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The new Bentall Intercontinental Grain 
Dryer. is sectionalised for easy erec
tion, low in height, completely dust
less and competitively priced. Ask 
your dealer for full details. 
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Sentall Elevators are ruggedly con
structed and have many outstanding fea
tures-inspection doors in head and boot, 
slide controls to adjust the rate of feed 
and self-aligning ball bearings. Outputs 
range from 10 to 40 Ions per hour-dry 
wheat 

Rentall Conveyors are 
capable of handling up to 
8 tons of wheat per hour. 
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Foreword 

CORN growing is, and is likely lO remain, onc of British agri
culture's major enterprises. A very high proportion of the 
resulting harvest is now handled by combine harvesters, which 
hI ing with them problems of grain handling, preservation and 
storage. 

There are many well-tried methods of preserving grain 
quality which remain unchanged in principle, but develop
ments in the application. of such principles follow one another 
with almost embarrassing rapidity, and choice of method is not 
casy. even for those with an eXlcmivc knowledge of the many 
types of drying equipment available. 

I n addition, there are some new techniques for preservation 
of grain at a high moisture content which makes a choice even 
1110rc difficult. 

This lhird edition of the Bulletin aimsJ like its predecessors, 
to give authoritative information on the many aspects of pre
servation and storage. It  has been expanded to provide a com
prehensi\'e guide to design, choice and provision of installations. 
The work of revision has been undertaken by a panel, under 
lhe chairmanship of Claude Culpin, which is responsible for 
the Bulletin as it now stand ... The individual contributors 
to the wOlk of revision were P. �r. Bailey,· B.Sc., A.K.C., 
A.1\U.Agr.E.,j. B. Holt, 1\I.Sc., C. N. Stcvens, A.F.R.Ae,S'J 
W. F. Williamson and j. \""oodforde,· 1\I.I.E.E., A.1\r.L-
1\lech.E. (National Institute of AgricullUral Engineering), C. 
Culpin,· 0 B.E'J 1\t A., Dip. Agric. Cantab.}, M.r.Agr.E., 
11. J. H ine-,· 8.Se., and D. E. \viJlow�,· 8.Se., (National Agri
cultural Advisory SClvice), 1\liss �1. B. llyde,· 1\[.Sc., N. l
Bun'ell, B.Sc.) (Pest Infestation Laboratory), j. A. Freeman, 
O.B.E., Ph. D., RSc., A.R,C,S'J i\r.r.BioJ., (Infe-station Con
trol Laboratory), \-V.l\fagson,· M.RE., A.R.I.B.A., (Agricul
tural Land Service), and T. W. V. jones, I.S.0., B.Sc., 
(Meteorological Office). Those marked· were members of the 
editorial panel. 

J\finistry of Agriculturt, 
Fi.rhtritS and Food 

Dtcnnbtr Ig6S 

W. E. JONES, n.Se. 
Dirtctor 

National Agriwltural .Idd.rory Str/lict 
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Influence of Weather on 

Harvesting and Storage 

TII E weather affects the moisture content of grain at all stagt-s; before it is 
cut, between culting and storage and during storage. It is only during the 
last stage. that of storage, that the fanner has any direct control over the 
atmospheric conditions affecting his grain. In the intermediate stage he has 
a choice of method, stooking, lripoding, windrowing or direct combining; 
but before the crop is cut he can do litllc except in the selection of the best 
lime to start. 

AVERAGE RAINFALL 
Before cutting, the chief f..1Clor which will increase the moisture content is 
obviously rainfall, but the effects of damp air, dew, fogs and mist cannot be 
ignored. Near the sea coast with onshore winds the air i� generally fairly 
humid, but saturated air is more likely to be found in inland areas at the end 
of a calm c1car night. It is in the c;heltered valley bottoms, the same placcs 
which arc frost pockets in spring, that crops are most liable to be subject lO 
damp conditions during the night, and the grain t.here most likely to have a 
high moisture content in the mornings. Such local influenccs cannot be shown 
on a small-scale map. 

The more general effc 1 of rainf. .. dl can be indicatcd by I'eference to 
the average conditions, and Fig, lA shows the mean August and September 

t 

-

fig. 1,\. A\'c:ra!;c: August S<-pl(:mbc:r r.inrall (in.) 
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• FARM GRAIN DRYING AND STORAGE 

rainfall over England and ''''ales. In considering this map it must be remem
bered that an average merely means that, in the course of time, half the years 
have less rain than the average figure and half the years have morc. Theclriest 
areas, which lie around the Thames estuary. in I-funtingdonshire and in south 
Yorkshire, ha\"c average August and September totals below 4 in. ,\Iost of lhe 
country to the cast of a line from Tyncmouth 10 Bournemouth, together with 
that pal t of the west Midlands lying between Hereford and Shrewsbury, has 
an August and September average below 5 in. The only exceptions to this arc 
the Clc\"clands, the Yorkshire \Volds, the Lincolnshire \Volds, and the :\or
folk Heights, \\ here the mean figures are �Iightl>, higher. As might be expected, 
the WetleSl an."as are Exmoor, the Wehih mountains, thc Pennines and the 
Lake Di<;trict. 

o far as 'cotland is concerned the lowcst values are found over the 
eastern 10\\ lands whel c the a\cragc total [or the two months is of the order 
of five to eight inches. 

RAIN-DAYS 

�I wo other dCl.1ih regarding rainfall of England and \Vales should be noted. 
Onc is that the average number of rain-days in August varies from about 
Illirleen alOund the Thames estuary 10 seventeen in the north and west, and 
twenty or more in the hills and mourlt.lins. In Scptember thc figures arc 
.. lightly le!'", eleven in the south-cast and fourteen to seventecn in the west. On 
the eastel n side of Scotland the average number of rain-days is seventeen lO 
twenty in August, and about fourteen 10 seventeen in September. The second 
fact is that, in thc west, morc than half of the rain falls during the night 
between 9 p.l1l. nnd 9 n.m.; in the cast the reverse is true, for more of the rain 
falls during the day. Rain which falls in the night has more effect on grain 
moisture content than rain that falls in the day, and a gi\'en amount of rain 
\\ hieh falls .. Iuwly has morc effect than thc !'amc amount falling as a short· 
lived stonn. 

DRY SPFLLS 

I hc area') of England and \Vales most likely to have spell� of llut-t- or more 
(on!'ccutive rainless days dUl-ing Augu�t, he in a belt between the east Mid
lands and the Suffolk and Essex coasts, in cast Sussex and in the r!lle onVight. 
By Scptembel the chances of such spells have decreased considerably, cspeci
ally over most of East Anglia, although the probabilities are still high in the 
Fcn Districl. August, therefore, despite somcwhat higher averagc rainfall 
totals, offers a greater chance of a fine spell with suitable har\·cst conditions. 
On the other hand, during unsettled "eather, the showers during August can 
be very heavy indeed. and many of our most intense falls havc occurred in 
this month. 

DRYINC CONOITIONS 

\Vhen a crop is well the moisture can be removcd by some combination of 
the effects of sunshine, wind and warm dr)' air. If the air is moist, and con
tains almostall the water vapour it is capable of holding, it can only hold more 
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if its temperature is raised. Wind is needed to move the water vapour away 
from the surface of the plant and to mix it with the surrounding air, and the 
heat required to change water into water vapour must come from the sun. 
The best drying conditions are, therefore, strong sun, a fresh wind, and warm 
dry air. 

A V E RAGE TEMPERATURE* 

In rable I (see p. 8i, are a number of average temperatures for certain typical 
stations distributed over the whole of the country and covering the months 
of August, September and October. 

As in the case of average rainfall figures, average temperatures must be 
treated \\.·ith caution, and it must be remembered that approximately half the 
months will have temperatures below average and half above average. 

Over a period of ten years a reasonable cstimate of the average monthly 
IcmperatUlcs likely to be experienced may be obtained from Table 2, which 
gives corrections to be applied to the monthly aveniges for the three months 
August, eptember and October. 

For example. at Durham in August, the average temperatures over a ten· 
year period are likely to be as follows: 

54'9, 56'5, 5)"2. 57'8, 58'3, 58'8, 59'3, 59'7, 60'1, 6", F 

The order in whieh these figures are like1), to appear during a coming decade, 
i�, of course, unknown. 

EFFECT OF IIILLS 

The lee effect is of considerable importance in assessing drying conditions. 
Air that has descended behind a range of hills lying across its path is wanner 
and dryer than it was on the windward side. Much cloud may cover the tops 
of the range bUlthere are often breaks or even complete clearance in the lee. 
A� a result, areas I}ing in the shelter of slIch ranges not only escape some of 
the rain but also enjoy better weather for drying.out. The efiecl may be quile 
local and not extend over a wide range of country, but it is quite appreciable 
in areas such as the Welsh l\farchcs, parts of thc Yorkshire dales and behind 
the Nonh and South Downs. Hill ranges, such as the Cotswolds and Chilterns, 
lie along the prevailing winds and so do not have such a pronounced effect. 

R E L A T I V E  HUMIDITY 

As is explained in Principles of Grain Drying and Storage on p. 20, there is a 
relationship between the relative humidity of the atmosphere and the equili
brium moisture content of lhe grain. In other words, at a given air tempera
ture and humidity there is a lower limit to the moisture content, below which 
we cannot reduce the grain by natural means. This lower limit decreases 
somewhat with rise in air temperature, but the main cOlllrolling factor is the 
air humidity. 

Now the relative humidity of the air is not a constant factor. It changes 

• All U-mp(TiUUrct in the text are given in F A eon\"enion table is given in the ap
pendix (p. 164). 
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from hOllr to hour, that is  to say, it  has a diurnal range; it also changes from 
day to day. It is generally at its maximum when the air temperature is at its 
lowest, around dawn, and is at its minimum about mid-afternoon when the 
air temperature is highest. On cloudy days the humidity tends to stay high: 
its variation is greatest when the day is calm and sunny. Tn Fig. I B  the upper 
curve shows a lypical variation of relative humidity at an inland station on a 
dull, cloudy, summer day, whereas the lower curve is t}'picaJ of variations 
which occur on a warlll, sunny. summer day. 

'00 

.0 /" � 
\ / \ / 

0 

\ / \ V � / 
, 000 0' "" o. " " " " " 

Time GMT 
Fig. ,n. Diurnal variation or relative humidit),. Up�r curve on a dull summer day; lo\\cr 

('urvc on a fine summer day 

Figures le and ID give the average daily relative humidity for August 
and September. In general, the inland areas have slightly lower average 
humidities than coastal regions. 

With the large hour-to-hour and day-to-day changes in relative humidity, 
it might be thought that these average maps would have only limited use. 
However, the moisture content changes in the grain are much less rapid than 
the relative humidity changes in the air, and the grain tends to come into 
equilibrium with the long-term mean relative humidity. 

The average monthly maps therefore, do give some indication of the 
relative magnitude of the grain-drying problem. The difference between the 
most and least humid areas appears to be numerically small, being only about 
8 per cent in August, 7 per cent in September and still less in the winter 
months. Neverlheless, the chances of less humid days inland are considerably 
greater than on the coast, because the day-to-day variat ion aboul the monthly 
average is greater. For example, in September the average daily humidity at 
Pembroke is 87 per cent, and probably on only two or three days per month 
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is lhe daily average less Ihan 80 per cent. In Oxfordshire, the monthly average 
is  80 per cent, so that on fifteen days per monlh the daily average is probably 
less than this figure, and on one day in four it may be less than 75 per cent. 
lf advantage is taken of the favourable conditions which occur in the inland 

Fig. I c . . \\"t·rag� number of houn of rdati ... � humidity of go per cent or mor� during .\\lglUt 

areas, the averages do not adequalcly represent the real differences belwccn 
drying problems in the more r.l.Vollrcd inland areas and the weslern and 
coastal areas. 

HOURS OF HtOl1 HUMIDITY 

Ahhough bigger variations about the average Ihus imply a larger proportion 
of Iow-humidity hours, they must also imply a similar larger proportion of 
high-humidity hours. Slatistics arc now available for the number of hours 
when the relative humidity is 90 per cent or more for a number of stations. 
fig. I E shows Ihe average conditions in August. Other months show similar 
patterru. 

The area with the least average number of very humid hours is that com
pri!iing the FyJde of Lancashire and the Wirral of Cheshire, closely followed 
by the Suffolk Essex coast. Other areas which avoid excess dampness in the 
air lie in three belts: 

ra) the 10\\ lands of the Trent, Owe and !lumber; 
(hl the north-south strip from Furncss 10 Hereford along the l.a.nCa.5hir� :md 

Chelhir� pl3ins and th� Wdsh Marches; 
(cl Ih� Oxford plain, the Thames VaU("y and parts or £.5,s("x and Suffolk. 

FAVOURABLE AREAS 

It has long been realized that arable systems of farming prevail in the drier 
eastern counties because the greater root range of the grain crops enables them 
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to withstand minor droughts and deficiencies of soil moisture. Figs. lA, le, 
I D and I E show how the probability of suitable harvest conditions reinforces 
these reasons for such land utilization. The crop must be gathered in as well 
as grown. 

rig. ID. Average: rdative humidity, September (per cent) 

Fig. lA shows that most oflhe land east of Tynemolllh, Birmingham and 
13001 nemouth has a relatively low average August to September rainfall. 
Take away from this area the hill region.s and a few places where special 
conditions apply, and add Ihe relatively low rainfall and good drying condi
tions of the west �fidlands in the lee of the \Vclsh hills, and we obtain a fairly 
accurate description of the parts of England where grain crops are mostly 
grown. 

The relative difficulties of drying or storage are best considered by refer
ence to Figs. le, ID and I E. Figs. le and I D  indicate the areas in the centre 
of England where very good drying conditions are most likely to be found and 
arc probably more significant in dry years; Fig. I E indicates the areas, sum
marized in the previous paragraph, where very bad drying condilions are 
least likely and is probably more significant in wet years. The maps show the 
avtragt conditions. During some Septembers, high humidities can prevail for 
long periods over most of the country-typical of late blight attacks on the 
potato crops. 

'Vhcnever possible, plans must be made to cope with the worst conditions 
that may be expected over a reasonable period of years, otherwise limes will 
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occur when it  is almost impossible to harvest and store successfully more than 
a limited portion of a crop. 

WEAT HER FOREC ASTS 

\Veather forecasts are obviously of limited value to a farmer faced with the 
problem of clltting) drying and storing) since the time of harvesting is largely 
governed by the condition of the crop, and by the men and machines available. 

Abo-.e 
250-300 
200-250 
Below 

Fig. lE. Avcrage number of hours ofrclatin:: humidity orgo per ccnt or more during J\ugust 

A farmer, when arranging the timing of harvesting operations, would be 
hdped by the regularly broadcast short-range forecasts covering periods of 
24 hour5 with the outlook for the following 24 hours, to supplement his own 
and local weather lore. 

1n addition, more precise and detailed forecasts for 24 hours and medium 
range forecasts for two or three days ahead) are available by telephone from 
a number of meteorological offices in various parts of the country. A list of 
these offices is gi\'en below. It must be realized that medium range forecasts 
are necessarily much less accurate than forecasts covering a 24-hour period; 
indeed, they aim to give the weather type rather than any detailed weather 
sequence. 

The Meteorological Office also issues statements giving the weather 
prospects for about thirty days ahead. Such statements are issued at the 
beginning and in the middle of each month. The statement of prospects of 
weather for the coming thirty days is regarded as a reasonable inference in 
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the liglu of present knowledge. However, the methods employed are experi
mental and liable to be changed. The confidence that can be placed in the 
conclusions is conscquendy less than that for forecasts of weather for a 
p3nicular locality for short periods ahead. 

Leaflets giving the weather prospects arc issued regularly twice a month, 
and may be obtained, at a cost of 13s. 6d. a year, post free. Applications 
should be made to The Secretary, Meteorological Office (M.W.S.), London 
Road, BrackncU, Berkshire. 

Statements of weather prospects are also issued regularly to the press and 
the Broadcasting Services and are normally given publicity in this way. In 
addition, telephonic enquiries on the maller are dealt with by the follow
ing meteorological offices. 

L IST OF j\1 ETEOROLOGICAL OFFICES AVAILABLE FOR 
TELEPHONIC ENQ.UJRJES 

Aua Ttltplumt No. Arta Ttkphant J\o. 
Abingdon Abingdon ' .... London Temple Bar 4311 
Angl�y Holyhead 2288 Manchester Deansgate 6701 
Birmingham Shddon 4147 Newmarket Mildenhall 2274 
Cardiff RhOOSC' 3<3 Norfolk Narborough ,6, 
Cambridge Cambridge 56+41 Northanu. Stamford 2251 
Cornwall Ncwquay 22'24 Northumberland Red Ro," 360 
DeVIZCS Upavon ,86 Notlingham Notlingham 55155 
Devon 8arnstaple 22,p Plymouth Plymouth 4.2534 
Gloucester Gloucester 23122 Preston Pr�ton 52628/9 

Ilamp'hire 
{Southampton ,88.., Shrew�bury Shawbury 335 

£msworlh 2 355 {Brildenstoke 283 Wiltshire 
Ilerlford�hire RO)"SIOn 2271 Amesbury 3331 
Iluntingdnn Huntingdon '5' {Bawtry 474 
Lmcoln Louth 2143 Yorkshire Lecollfield 386 
Liwrpool Gar�tOIl 4666 Linton-on-Ouse ,6, 

TABLE I 

Average mQnthly temperatures COF) 

:-\verage Temperature F 

Station Count)" 

,\ugust September October 

Durham Durham 50"5 54 6 48-6 
York Yorkshire N_R" 60-8 56'7 50"1 
J.eyland Lancashire 59-' 55'7 49"7 
Ross-on-\\'ye Ilcrdordshirc 60. 57- • 50"6 
Man�ficld Nott i nghamshire 60-, 56"1 -19'-1 
Cranwcll Lincolnshire 606 56'j 49-8 
Chdtenham C]ouce<.lf"r<ilire 62-0 57"6 50-6 
Oxford O'lfordshirc 62"' 57'9 50-8 
\Voburn Uedforruhire 607 56-7 49"5 
Norwich Norfolk 6'2" I 58, I 50-9 
Pellzance Cornwa.1I 61-7 59-I 54 "'2 
1'llfTllOlllh Devonshire 60-9 58-4 53"4 
Long Sutton J---I'ampshire 6'-3 57"'2 50"2 
Tunbridge Wells Kent 6'"5 57-6 "'-, 
Colwyn Bay Dc:nbighshire 60'5 57-4 51"9 
AberY51wlflh Cardiganshire 60-8 57"8 52 "' 
In\'erness ltwerness-shire 56 8 52-9 47"4 

\ 



Year 1'\0. 

INFLUENCE OF  WEATHER 

TADLE 2 
1\[ea1l dU'ialion from temperature al}erage CC F) 

in a sample period of TO )'ears 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Correction -3"6 -2"0 -'·3 -0·7 -0·2 +0'3 +0"8 +"2 +"9 +3·7 

" 
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Harvesting Methods 

A LT H 0 UG H binders arc still used to cut corn, particularly on smaller farms 
where rOOls are grown and the corn harvest does not constitute a serious 
labour peak, the combine harvester method is far the more important and is 
now used [or a vcry high proportion of cereal crops. The penalty of direct 
cutting is that at least a proportion of the grain will be at too high a moisture 
content for storage unless it is artificially dried. An exception to this is when 
the grain intended [or stock feed is Slored in air-tight silos. Direct combining 
is the commonest method of cuning, but indirect or winclraw harvesting is 
still occasionally practised when the crop is markedly uneven in ripeness, due 
to late or second sowing of pans of the field, and when excessi\'e greensluff 
is present. \Vindrowing may also be used in an emergency when har\'esting 
is delayed and too many fields ripen at the same time. 

DIRECT CUTTING 

Onc of the great advantages of combine harvesting, as compared with the 
binder, is the reduction of man-hours required to clear the field. The reduced 
risk of loss through unfa\'ourable weather, due to a reduction i n  the harvest
ing period, is also of great importance. Although grain losses used to be con
sidered higher with the combine, due la cutting at a later stage of maluril)', 
it is now generally acknowledged that, in most circumstances, a properly 
adjusted combine will collect significantly more grain than a binder; it can 
harvest laid crops without much loss and, in addilion, standing corn will dry 
out faster than WCl sheaves and the field can bc cleared more quickly afler 
harvcst-an i.lllpol-tant advantage on soils which arc difficult la work in a 
wet autumn. 

\VINDROW HARVESTING 

The crop is first cut by a wind rower or swatheI'. or by a binder from which 
the compressor arm has been removed. The swath is left to dry, I) ing on a 
high stubble as long as necessary, before being picked up and threshed. 

The technique of windrowing is not always easy to carry out. A standing 
slubble or6 8 in. is necessary to support the cut crop and trial and adjustment 
is usually necessary to determine the optimum cutting height. Laid crops are 
unsuitable for wind rowing. The swath should not be allowed to fall on stubble 
which has previously been rUIl over by the tractor wheels, so when a binder 
is used it is essential 10 offset the tractor hitch sufficientl), to ensure that the 
swath does not slide over into the wheel track depression. 

Acreages windrowed at one lime should be restricted, because in pro
longed bad weather losses are likely to be heavy. A combine harvester pick
up auaehment is necessary for collecting and threshing a wind rowed crop. 

STATIONARY THRESIIING 

When combine harvesters are used as stationary threshers, the sheaves are fed 
into the auger or on to the elevator canvas, and must be well shaken out as 
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with an ordinary thresher. The knife and reel must be rcmoved for safety, and 
the header platform should be raised to its full height for easy fceding. 

'Where much stationary work has to be done, it is wonh fitting up a 
tcmpOl"ary fceding table which can convcnienLly be made of corrugated iron 
sheeting. The evcnness of feed will be improved, thereby increasing output, 
but outputs on stationary work are usually appreciably less than when the 
machine is used for direct combining. 

CHOICE OF A CO�IDINE HARVESTER 

N.I.A.E. Users' test reports are now available on many of the commonly 
used combines and such reports provide an excellent guide to the comparative 
merits of the machines testcd. However, machines are constantly undergoing 
improvemcnl and particular aspects of design or performance which have 
been criticized in a report may well have been improved in the meantime. 

Combinc harvestcrs may be classified into three groups: 

Sry:proptlltd. Self-propelled machines have a built-in engine to operate the 
threshing mechanism and to provide motive power. An outstanding advan
tage of these machines is that they may be driven straight in at any point 
without running over the corn; in addition, wet or immature areas in a crop 
can be kept separate. The operator is situated in a commanding position and 
is able to assess conditions calling for rapid adjustments of cUlling table height, 
reel position) etc. The range of adjustments provided and their ease and 
speed of action are important points to look for when comparing machines. 

Ahhough drum width in relation to width of cut) drum peripheral speed, 
straw shaker and sieve area, etc., are all important factors affecting threshing 
efficiency (and this, of course) applies not only to self-propelled machines), 
the true potential can only be judged by ca,·efully controlled tests or fir.,t-hand 
experience. The fact that a tractor is not required to pull the machine may 
be important to many fal"mers. 

Trailtd ,\[ochinu. Now that diesel-engined tractors of 35 to o\'er 60 h.p. with 
6 12 forward speeds and live power take-off arc in common use, the nced for 
a separate engine for a trailed combine harvester is much reduced. Where 
low-powercd lracLOrs arc used, and particularly in heavy crops or in hilly 
areas, the constant speed of the independent engine, regardless of ground or 
crop conditions, is an advantage. 

PawtT Tokt-ojJ Dr;vCl. As a result of power increases in farm tractors and of 
power take-off refinements) power take-off driven machines are now avail
able with widths of cut up to 10 fl. A tractor which has an adequate rcsclve 
of power for normal requirements can, if fillCd with an efficient govemor. 
provide for the sudden demands for extra power to maintain a near constant 
drum speed. 

OTHER FACTORS INFLUENCING CHOICE 

TOIILtr or BO,t!gfr 
The choice in this case is usuaUy dependent on the facilities available at 

the rann for handling grain in bulk. Bagger combines arc stilJ widely u�cd and 
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call for the minimum capital expenditure in drying and storage equipment. 
In addition, small parcels of grain or other seed may be convenicnlly kept 
separate. However, bulk handling al all stages, if cfTcctivcl}' organized. can 
notably reduce the man hours and the amount of work involved in harvest
ing, sLoring and disposal. Grain tank capacity, or more important, the time 
taken 10 fill under good har\'esting conditions, should be noted and related 
to thc proposed transpon arrangements. Levelling augers in the grain tank 
arc now provided on some machines to ensure full use of available capacity. 

I Vhetl Equipment 

Combine harvesters, particularly the larger self-propelled models, a(Oe 
heavy machines, and in wet harvests, bogging down can be a serious problem. 
For such conditions the provisio!1 of larger section tyres or twin wheels may 
be an important choice factor. 

Output 

Width of cut is not a reliable guide to combine output. Some of the .. elf. 
propelled machines now available are capable of operating at much higher 
speeds than formerly and a change to a new combine of similar width of 
cut to its predecessor is, therefore, likely to provide a useful reserve of output. 
Grain drying and reception arrangements. however, must be capable of deal
ing with this increase, otherwise the machine can only be used effectively when 
little or no dq ing is required, or to cut about the same quantit), daily as the 
old machine but when conditions are most favourable over a shorter working 
period. This latter advantage should not be underestimated. 

A modern self-propelled machine should comfortably cut 20 acres per ft 
of cut per season even in the generally more difficult conditions of the north 
and west; while in the south and east, 30 acres is normally quite easily 
allained and commonly exceeded. With less modern machines, particularly 
of the trailed type, the above guide figures should be reduced by about 20 per 
cent. Where soil conditions tend to give relatively light crops, a wider cut than 
would normally be chosen may be justified. "Vhen considering cutter bar 
width, it is important to remember that transport width is in\'ariably greater 
except where pivoted table assemblies are filled and although gateways may 
be widened without much trouble, difficullies may arise in narrow country 
lanes. 

One method or assessing combine harvester output requirement is based 
on a larget period for completion of the harvesting opcration in 8-hoUl' work
in� days. The target period is usually a compromise: if it is too short, capital 
investment may be unnecessarily high, while grain intake arrangements may 
Cl eale difficulties in good harvesting condition .. ; if it is too long, full advantage 
may not be taken of brief spells of fine weather in a difficult season. Target 
harvest period is of course influenced not only by average weather conditions 
but also by other crops grown on the farm. It may not be vitally necessary 
ror instance to complete the harvest quickly on a mainly cereal farm where 
labour requirements for autumn work are limited. A suggested target harvest
ing period for the Eastern COllnlics is 20 harvesting days. 

Fig. 2 illusll'ates graphically how such calculations may be made. The 
main problem, apart from choice of a realistic target harvesting period, is to 

discover the working rate of a panicular combine. Test reports give the most 
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reliable information on this aspect, though care should be taken to refer to 
overall working rates achieved during the test. Even these will often be higher 
than are obtained in practice, and they should be regarded as the maximum 
rates likely over a prolonged period of use. 
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rig:. 2. Relationship between combine: harvester output, acreage han'csted and number of 
combining days available: 

A combine is correctly set when it is producing the highest practicable 
output of reasonably clean grain, with a minimum loss of grain on the ground 
and in the straw. Grain losses increase sharply as straw throughput increases, 
as Fig. 3 shows. This graph, taken from the report of a comparative field test 
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of three combine harvesters. l)Cpifies this tendency. Up to a certain straw 
throughput (l h) losses remain C'-lidy steady but as throughput is increased 
beyond this critical rate, losses increase disproponionately. 

C O M B INE H A R VESTER O P E R A T I 0 �  

The b S i  guide to operation of a particular machine should be found in the 
manufacturer's operation manual. General guidance is also given in Farm 
� Iachinery Leaflet No. 3 (Combmt lIarustrrs, i-I.�I.S.O . •  6d.).  

H AR V E S T I N G  H E R B AGE SEt'DS 

Sm<lll seeds pose much greater harvesting problems than cereals. The weight 
of individual seeds may be only I t", to .}", that of a \\hC3t kernel, and this is 
onc reason why separation is much more difficult. The main harvesting 
methods arc: 

CUlling with a lJinckr; qnoking and thrnhing uif(;ct f((Jrn th(' �ulf!k; 
cUlIint:; with a " indrow('r, a !mwcr nr a binder wilh the t)ing mcchani:'ffi ill· 

op<:ralnT, followed by thrC'ohing in the field from " metro" , or tripods; 

d.r('ct cutting ", jlh a oombin(\ 

If the combine is used as a stationary thresher in lhe field, one or morc 
tractors fitted with front and or rear buckrakes and modified to serve as a 
hand·loaded carrier, provide a quick and easy means of collecting and 
transporting the stooks to the machine. The individual sheaves must be fed 
as evenly as possible to the elevator canvas or feed auger. For safety reasons, 
the knife and reel must be removed. Where much stationary work is planned, 
it is worth fiuing up a temporary feeding taule, u .. ing corrugated iron sheet· 
ing or similar material. A sheet or tarpaulin under the table ensures that no 
seed is lost in this area. 

Field windrows arc more vulnerable to adverse weather than tripods, but 
labour requirements are much less, Effective draper type pick. up attachments 
are now available for most combines and these will deal satisfactorily with 
herbage and small leguminous seed crops, provided botlom rc·growth has 
not been allowed to anchor the crop. 

Direct combining is clearly the most labour�saving method of all, but 
many small seed crops ripen unevenly so thal yields of viable seed in such 
cases may be low. The method i� also more suitable for crops which are 
reasonably free ofbollom growth, such as ea!'l)' varieties of rye grasses, fescues 
and cocksfoot, than for very leafy crops. To achieve a high rate of seed rep 
cO\"er)" the crop must usually be leC! later than with indirect methods, and 
this increases the risk of shedding, especially in wet or very windy conditions. 
Drying is almost invariably necessary where direct harvesting is employed, 
due to the high moisture content of the seed. 

Some growers go over the crop twice with the combine, to reduce the 
problems of uneven ripening and shedding losses. The first combine opera� 
tion is timed for when the crop is rather riper than normal for the binder, and 
the machine set to lea\'c a long stubble and to thresh out onl), the ripe s�ed. 
Aflet' a further period of ripening, lhe swath is picked up and threshed again. 
After the first operation, however, prolonged bad weather could restrict over· 
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all yield of viable seed to the quantity already gathered. \Vill. this method, 
it is best to sow secd crops in 14 in. drills or less, so that the treated swath is 
less likely to fall on to the ground between drills; it may also be necessary to 
fit a deflector at the rear of the combine to reduce this danger. 

\"'hite clover and alsike are not really suited to direct combining unless 
the crop stands unusually high, but red c1o\'er, sainfoin and trefoil can be 
combined direct when there is not much leaf and the crop is dry. Timothy is 
also a difficult crop and a second threshing is usually necessary. Very careful 
timing is essential to achieve maximum yield, because of the progressive 
ripening of the seed heads. 

T R AN S P O RT OF G R A I N  

l utroduclion of a combine harvester, with a greatly incrca�cd output COIll
pared with the machine it Icplaccs, can create dinlcultics with transport if 
the problems are not anticipated. On tcst, outputs, under ideal conditions, of 
over 1 0  tons per hour have been recorded by 10 ftcut sclf-propelled machines. 
Although sllch outputs cannot be expected for long periods, it may be im
portant to take full advantage of the machines full potential on occasion. 

When planning transport requirements to permit uninterrupted com
bining, the time taken for thc grain tank to fill, \."hen the machine is operating 
at its maximum rate, is the first point to determine. For example, assuming 
a barley crop of 30 ewt to the acre is harvestcd by an 8 ft cut combine harves
ter travelling at 3 m.p.h. with a 20 per cent lime allowance for corners, ete., 
it will cut approximately 2'3 acres per hour and deliver 30 x 2'3 6g cwt 
into lhe grain tank per hour. If the tank capacity is 25 cwl it will fill in just 
over 20 minutes. I f  the combine is to be kept working without intcrruption, 
the trailer(s; must complete the journey 10 the store in rather less than this 
time. I f four minutes is allowed for manceuvring at the store and tipping, . 6  
minutt!s is left for travelling. The state of the roads and fields travcrsed 
obviously affects the average speed on the journey, but assuming a 7 m.p.h. 
average (8·6 min per mile), the total distance covered in . 6  minutes would 
be rather less than two miles (i.e., onc mile from store to combine at its most 
distant point in the field) . Thus, a 30 cWl trailcr working continuollsly would 
be sufficient to keep the combine fully occupied at this distJ.nce. 

A 3 ton trailer would save transport tractor time, but lhe outfit would be 
idle in the field between alternate tanker fillings. A good compromise is to usc 
a 3 ton trailer and also to set at Icast one more trailer down in the field, near 
the combine, �o that the lattcr can easily run to it to empty. This doubles the 
time available for the journey to and from Ihe store, but sacrifices a little 
combining time. h i5 possible to erect a temporary storage area in the field 
using straw bales or grain in plastic fertilizer bags to form 'walls' on a tar
paulin or plastic sheet. 

Arrangements for quick turn round at the grain store arc obviously of 
great imporlance, particularly as transport distance increases and grain tank 
filling time decreases. 

HANDLING S T R A W  A P T E R  T i l E  C O M B I N E  

The baler wed independently is by far the most popular method of dealing 
with straw Icn by the combine. Low density presses attached to the rear of 
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the co mbin e are attra c t iv e  where low density bales are requ ired, b ecause a 
separate o peration is avoided ,  ' Iowever. if trouble is experienced the co m
bine is held u p  a nd they are perhaps more suitable for use w ith med ium 10 
low outpu t machines, 

\Vi th small machines in light cro ps the use of a s t raw d efle ctor wh ieh puts 
two w indrows into one enables the baler to work more effectivel y. 

'f the straw is to be ploughed in,  the job is mad e  much easier and more 
effect ive if a spreader is fitted to the back of the co mbine to distribute the 
straw over the ground , J-Iow e\'er . a straw chopping at tach ment or a separa t e  
machine for the purpose is an even mor e  eflcctive aid to sat isfactory ploughing. 



Princip les of Grain Drying and Storage 

STO RAGE G O N D 1 T 1 0 N S  

R I  P E  grain consists of a living embryo (the germ), a store of food (the cndo
sperm" and a number of protective coatings (bran, ctc.). In common with 
other forms of life, grain gives off heat, water and carbon dioxide as its store 
of food is consumed. The rate at which grain lives is governed principally by 
its moisture content, its temperature and the availability of oxygen. Thus it is 
possible, by adjusting these conditions, to preser\'e the propenies of grain by 
reducing iLS life-activity 10 a very slow rate. 

This is generally done by reducing the grain moisture content and tem
perature la a level suited to the intended period of storage. The storage of 
damp grain at a low temperature 15 F) is also possible and the application 
of this mClhod to r

.
1.rm requiremenls is in process of development. Grain with 

high moisture content ( 1 8  -2'l per cent) can be kept successfully in an airtight 
silo, but when so stored undergoes certain changes which render it unsuitable 
for milling, malting and seed purposes ahhough it is sati3factory for animal 
feed. (See p. ' 9 1 .) 

The harmful organisms (insects and milcs, moulds and baclcl ia) that 
altack stored grain arc all subject to the general considelations outlined 
above, and their activity is reduced in dry cool conditions and in most cases 
when there is a lack of oxygen. 

MOISTURE CONTENT A N D  T E M P E R A T U R E  

The development of mouldo;, bacteria, mites and, to a lesscr extent. of in"ccts 
can be prevented by reducing the moisture content of the grain 10 a level at  
which they will not readily grow. I t  would, however, be uneconomic in prac
tice to reduce the moisture content of the grain to a low enough value 
(8 10 per ccnt) where all insect growth is restricted. 

The figures given in Table 3 are the recommended maximum moisture 
contents for e1ean and undamaged grain stored at a temperature not exceed
ing 60 F. Where special cooling facilities arc available it is possiblc to store 
grain at c;omewhat higher moisture contents (p. 87). The figures in brackets 
show the lower moisture content levels required for malting barley and for 
seed grain. 

The general effect of grain temperatures above 60 F is 10 increase the 
risk of convection air currents being set in motion within a stored bulk of 
grain with the consequent probability of redistribution of moisture. This in 
turn may resuh in areas of relatively high moisture content grain which be
come centres of heating and progrcs\j\·c deterioration of grain quality. Too 
high a temperatufC' at a moderate moi,)lure contenl also kad" to spontaneous 
heating caus("cl by the development nf moulds. 

Imccts and mites will not develop readily if the temperature is helow 
65 F and cooling grain to 60' F described on p. 83 is a sdlisf<lclory means of 
preventing infcstation. To control moulds and bacteria, howevcr. the tem
perature must be much lower depending on the moisture content of the grain. 

' 7  
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TABLE 3 

J\{ax;mll1l1 grain mo istufe conter/is which ore soJtjor 
storage if! Great Britain at 60 F 

Period of 5torage 

Up to four w('cks from han'est 
Until February 
Ulll i) t\pril 
lkyond April 

Pcrc('ntage mOl�tllr{' content 

,\ 

1 7  ( 1 6) 
l .s (q) 
1 5  ( I 'll 
1 4  (13) 

B 

,8 (17) 
1 7  ( 1 6) 
, 6  (15) 
1 5  (q) 

A In bulk or in cJO'ie\y 5tackcd bags without turning or cooling uy 
forced n:.ntllalion. 

B i n bag� standing upright and (r{'cI), t'Xposcd to the:: air, or cooled in 
bulk With forced ventilation or in bulk \\ nil frequent lurnlllS from 
a full into an empty bin. 

Tht mOIJluft contml /j Slit/urn lomJlltltly IIntfmm Ihrouflhllllt a maSJ of 
g'tJln and tht figurtJ gllm 111 J obIt 3 apply to Iht u�lltJI part of tht g,ain and 
not to 1J1l tll'tragtf01 (nt bllIA. 

For moisture contents up to about 20 per cent chilling 10 .15 F is necessary: 
at higher moislurcs the IcmperalUrc must be near freezing point. The way in 
which grain moisture content and tcmpc:ralUre are related to a fall in gcr
mination and to insect and damp grain (fung.,l) heating is shown graphically 
in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Relalions.h ip of storage temperature and !,'!"in moisture content to insect healing, rail 
in germination (to 95 �r ccn! in 35 w«b' stor<tge) and damp grain (Fungal heating) 
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I NS E C T  H E A T I N C  AND D A M P  GRAI N H EATI N G  

1 l  is not always easy to distinguish betwcen heating due to an insect infesta
tion, and damp grain heating caused by moulds. I nsect heating can occur in 
dry grain, but it may raise the temperature and produce enough moisture 
locally for damp grain (fungal) heating to develop, particularly above the 
original insect 'hot spot'. A pre-requisite for fungal heating is the presence 
of grain of high moisture content. Fungal heating may develop, for instance, 
in grain that has not been sufficiently dried, especially ir it has come off the 
drier without adequate cooling, in grain that has become artificially welted 
by rain, or in grain that has had its moisture con lent increased because or a 
heavy inrestation of insects. Fungus-eating insects may be associatcd with the 
moulds ora damp grain hot-spot, even if the more usual stored product pests 
are absent. 

I n both rorms of heating the temperature is raised to a certain maximum 
level, above which the development or the insects or moulds cannot proceed, 
and rurther rise in temperatUl"e ceases. I n insect heating, activity ceases at a 
temperature of about 1 10°F, whereas moulds can raise the tcmperature to 
140- 16o°F berore they are inacti\'ated" It is sometimes possible in practice, 
by measuring the temperature, to decide which type or heating is taking 
place, but as one rOm} is oflcn dependent on or changes into lhe other, not 
too much importance should be altached to this aspect. 

OXYGEN 

Insects, mitcs and moulds can be controlled by the removal or oxygen, i.e., 
by airtight storage. Thc insects or moulds use up the oxygen in the airtight 
silo and lhus kill themselves berore they have become numerous enough to 
cause damage. 

E X C LU S I O N  OF CONTAMINANTS 

Greenstuff or weed seeds may have a moisture content considerably higher 
than that of the mass or grain, and if the conveying system concentrates such 
material into particular spots in a bulk store, local heating may be rapidly 
set up. Any such centre of local heating can cause serious consequences, be
cause convection currents will soon spread the high-moisture and hcating 
conditions to other parts or the grain mass. I t  is, therefore, essential to see 
that all such contaminating material is cither removed berore storage or, if 
present only in small quantity, is dried with the grain to a safe moisture 
content. 

Another objection to the inclusion or rubbish in stored grain is the possi
bility of it collecting in areas having a relatively high resistance to the passage 
or cooling air, thereby preventing the intcnded uniform reduction or grain 
temperature by this method. 

M E CII A N I C A L  D A M A G E  

Grain which has been damaged during combine harvesting i s  more prone to 
attack by moulds and insects; mechanical damage to grain may also reduce 
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germination and it is therefore especially undesirable in malting barlcy and 
�ccd grain. 

I l  will be clear that, if the conditions for the storage of 'dry' grain arc 
allowed to become less rigorous than they .. hould be, lhe rate of rcspiration of 
all forms oflifc will increase and the resulting heal and water will encourage 
a further increase in respiration with the po .... ibility of a rapid deterioration 
of storage condilions. 1 he same close adherence to appropriate rccommen· 
dalions is as e�scntial for the successful holding of damp grain in chiJled grain 
storage. 

D R Y I N G  P R O P E R T I ES 

Since grain is not always harvested at a moisture content which is safe for the 
intended period of dry storage, it is frequently necessary to reduce the mois
lure content. This requirement brings into prominence fUrlher properties of 
grain related to the drying process" 

As with all other hygroscopic materials, there is a relationship between 
lhe moisture content of grain and the relative humidit)-" of the air surround
ing it, ,,,,hen steady conditions have bet:n maintained for a long time. This 
, clationship is different at differelll temperatures but the variation is com
paratively small. I t  also differs according to types of grain, for different 
varieties of the same type and, for a gi\"Cn sample, it is different during 
wetting and during drying. 

The relative values of grain moisture content and air relative humidity, 
" hen they arc in equilibrium, arc �hown in Table 4 and in Fig. 5. As indi
cated above, the rclalion<:;hip \'al ies under different conditions but that given 
here has pro"ed to be satisfactol")' for practical dq"ing applications. 

TABLE -1 

Grain moisture eonlCIIl Rdati\"c humidity of air 

. ' • 
• ' . 

. .  .9 
' 3  55 
' 4  6, 
'5 ,. 
,G " 
, 7 8, 
, 8  86 

Another characteristic ofgrain is that somt' ofib most valuable properties 
(all be de�tro)"ed by high temperatures. This applie:; in particular to damage 
10 gluten whil.:h is of imparlance 10 the ba.king qualit} of wheat, and to a 
reduction in the germination of malting barley and seed grain where even a 
small lo\\"erin� of the germination j .. tOL."llly llllil.C'ccptablc in commercial 
rcoq u IremelllS. 

The maximum air temperature for dl ying milling ,\ heat mU'it not exceed 
150 F provided the moisture content of tile grain does nOt exceed 25 per cent; 
if grain has a higher moisture content than 25 p<:r cent the air temperature 
should be reduced to 140' F. 
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The sensitivity or grain to gc,"mination damage rrom cxcessive lempe,-a· 
lures depends on its moisture, as shown in Table 5,9 
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Fig. 5. Graph showing rdationship between grain moisture content and air rdative humiduy 

In practice i t  may prove to be very difficult, ir not impossible, to carry out 
proper grain sampling and accurate moisture dClerminalions to allow the 
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dq,jng �\Ir temperatures to be adjmted correctly and frequently to con"c
spond with the variations in the real moisture coment of freshly harvested 
gralll. 

I r there is any doubt conceming the precise moisture content of the grain 
being supplied to the drier or about the accuracy of the thermometers used 
for measuring the air temperature, it may be preferable, at limes, to use the 
lower temperatures recommended on p. 50. 

Grain to be used only for fceding purposes can be dried at temperatures 
up to 220 F. t.  3$ J n some casts there may be considt:rable variation in the 
moisture content in different parts of the grain ma� immediately after drying 
at IcmpcratUlcs of 180 220' F and it is advic;abJe to sec that Ihe grain is weU 
mi...-..:cd and cooled beforc it can be left safely in long term bulk storage. 

�I E T H O O S  O F  O R  Y J  N G  

I n a warm dry climate cereal grains dry naturally ill the field to a safe 
moistulc content for subsequent storage. I n this country the mean daily rei a- -
tive humidity of the atmosphere between thc middle of August and the cnd 
of October is between 80 85 pCI' cent which corrcsponds Fig. s,: to a mois
tUle content of about 1 7  per ccnl. LilLle useful drying could, therefore, be 
achieved by passing atlllosphcl ic air through a bed of grain. Even if air was 
used only during the less humid times of the day) thc process would still be 
very slow and unpredictable. 

Tht: relative humidity of the air can be reduced in various ways but the 
onc which has been found to be the most convenient and economical is by 
raising its temperature. Reference to a ps)'chrometric chart Fig. 6', shows for 
example that air at say 62 F DBT and 85 per cent RH at point X) must be 
heated to 70 F to reduce the relative humidity to 60 per cent (at point Y). 

Grain driers emplo) ing heated air may be grouped into two main cate
gories; those using a small tempcI3ture rise, where the moisture content of 
the grain is brought almost into equilibrium with the drying air; and thO'lC 
working with a considerably higher temperature rise, where the drying pro
cess is continued only until the grain has been reduced to the required 
moistUle content instead of being brought to the \'ery 10\'1 equiliblium value 
concsponding to lhe much hotter air. Some other types of driers are opera
ted at temperatures between the 10\\eSl and highest. 

Low T K M P E R A T U R E  D R I E R S  

Driers requiring only a small I ise in air temperature are those where grain is 
placed in relatively large quantities for drpng in situ either on the floor of a 
building or in a ventilated silo.33 The increase in air temperature needed is 
usually only a few degrees to give a mean daily relative humidity of 60-65 
per cent. The recommended depth of grain is 7!  8 fl for the floor method, 
and up to 10 ft when silos are used. \Varm air is generally introduced at the 
bottom of the bed, therefore drying begins at the bottom and progresses up
wards until the moisture content of the ma"s of grain has been reduced to 
about 1 4  per cent) i.e. wlH:n it is in equilibrium with the drying air. Grain in 
depths up to about 10 fl can he dl ied by this method from 20- 1 5  per cent 
m.c. in 10 1 4  days using an air velocity of 1 5  20 ft min. The air emerging 
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from the lap of the grain bed is in a saturated condition for most of the dl-ying 
period and the rate of drying depends upon the amount of warmed air which 
is passed through the grain, which in turn may have an economic limit 
imposed by the powel" requirements of the fan and air heaters. 
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Fig. 6. P)}"chrornetric chan showin� increase from 62 -72 F dry bulb temperature required 10 
reduce air of85 p('r C(,llt r.h. (X) to 60 per cent r.h. (Y) 

The method of connecting the air supply to the bottom of a deep bed of 
grain is not the only possible arrangement; several others have been employed 
mainly with the object of reducing the effective depth of grain to be dried. 
Some silos have a central duct with the air passing radiall)" through the grain 
and the perforated orexpandcd metal walls of the struclure.�3 I n other designs 
air is introduced and extracted through a pattern of horizontal ducts spaced 
al various levels between the base and the tOP of the silo. 

H I G H  T e M P E R AT U R E  D R I E R S  

I f  air is raised to a higher temperature, its water-carrying capacity IS 10-
creased, butl since its relative humidity is much reduced, i t  tends to dry grain 
to a n  unnecessarily low moisture content. The drying process, therefore, has 
to be stopped some time before the grain comes into equilibrium with the 
drying air and when its mean moisture content is at the desired value. In this 
case there is quite a steep gradient of moisture content, from a low value at 
the bottom of Ihe bed to a high one at the tOp. 

In order to prevent the tOP and bottom moisture content from differing 
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by too much) the depth of the grain undergoing drying must be kept rela
tively small and, in continuous driers, the grain may also be mi.xcd as i t  
moves through the machine. 

For a given depth of grain the moisture content gradient will be greater 
for higher ail' temperatures assuming that the hna! moisture content is to be 
1 4� 1 5  per cent. Similarly the temperature gradient across the grain bed will 
be greater at high temperatures. 

The rate of drying depends mainly upon the inlet air temperature, and 
the amount of drying which is carried out at any particular air temperature 
and initial grain moisture content, is controlled by the lime for which grain 
remains i n  the drier. The rale of drying is also influenced by the quantity of 
air passing through the grain bed but in most continuous grain�Aow machines 
this is fixed at an optimum value and is not adjustable as part of the normal 
drier control facilities. 

I t  is usual to provide a grain cooling section immediately after the drying 
unit and, except at the lowest temperatures, a significant additional weight of 
water is evaporated during the cooling stage. Tt is highly desirable to reduce 
the temperature of the grain to 6o°F but this will not be possible if the 
ambient air temperature at the lime of drying is above this value. rn such 
circumstances the grain must also be cooled in storage. 

The high temperature continuous driers can cause damage to grain if they 
are wrongly operated but machines can be designed to reduce the risk of 
thermal damage. With continuous driers of the cross�flow type, i.e., where the 
grain and hot air move at right angles to each other, the hot air supply may 
be provided in several stages so that wet incoming grain is subjected to a 
lower drying air temperature than when it has been partly dried. A better 
method is to use the counter�now principle where the grain and hot air move 
in opposite directions. The hot air entcrs at  the end where t.he dry grain 
leaves and becomes progressively cooled by evaporation as i t  encounters 
weller grain. These two melhods of drying take advantage of the fact, ab'eady 
mentioned, that the sensitivity or grain to thermal damage depends on its 
moisture content. 

The counterflow type of drier also makes the most effective use of the df}'� 
ing air since the air, as i t  becomes morc moist, passes through wettcr grain 
until it leaves the drier more or less in equilibrium with the incoming wel 
grain and is, therefore. canying away the maximum possible amollnt of 
water, 

In ventilated silos the rate of drying is limited by the water�carrying 
capacity of the air, and the individual grains remain at a nearly uniform 
moisture content rrom their centres to their surfaces; but with higher tem
perature driers, the rate of elt'ying may be limited by the rate at which the 
grain will part with il5 moisture. That is, the watcr may be removed from the 
outsides of the grains faster than it can be replaced rrom their centres and the 
grain may become surface�dry. This can give a false impression of the extent 
10 which drying has been completed. 

A possible advantage of high�temperature drring is that the very low 
moisture content rcached by the surfaces of the grains, together with t.heir 
relatively high temperaturc, may discourage the development of fungi on, or 
under, the grain surface and thereby improve the storage properties. 
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Several types or drying systcms employ air temperatures which arc inter
mediate between those rererred to above, and the methods of drying grain 
in hessian bags or in shallow rectangular trays can be taken as twO 
examples. 3". 39 51 

I n the first of these systems, open weave bags conlaining the damp grain 
are placed on apertures in a hOI'izontal platform in such a manner that a 
stream of warm drying air passes through the grain for an appropriate period. 
The depth of grain should be 7-8 in. and the airflow is normally about 
140 c.f.m. -'bag; the temperature rise for the air is 25 -30 F and, uncler these 
conditions, a drying rate of the order of I per cent m.c. reduction per hI' can 
be obtained. This method or drying is sare for agricuhural or honicultural 
seeds as well as cereal grains and where necessary the depth of seeds in the 
bags can be reduced in order to maintain an adequate Aow or air through 
them. 

Higher air temperatures up to 1 50 F are employed wilh tray driers and 
the dcpth of grain is generally about 2 n. For cereal grains an airflow of 
50 c.r.m. '�. ft of tray area gives satisfactory results. Because of the relatively 
thick bed of grain, the moisture gradient at the end of a drying period tends 
to be considerable and the moisture content of the topmost layer of grain may 
be only slightly decreased, although the mean value of the whole bed has 
been reduced to 14. or ' 5  pCI' cent. The rate of drying will vary, mainly 
according to the air temperature and aid10w employed, but a reduction of 
I !  per cent m.C. per hI' would be typical. 

As \\'jlh the high temperature continuous flow driers (cross-flow), thermal 
damage to the grain can be caused by the use of too high air temperatures 
and the recommendations on p. 50 must be applied. 

OTIIER SYSTEMS OF D R Y I N G  

Othcl' mClhods of drying than those outlined above have been proposed. For 
example, the grain itself might be heated by exposme to inrra-red radiation 
or by means of high-frequency electrical energy, instead of by the passage of 
preheated air. 

The relative hum.idity of moist air could be rcduced by removing water 
from it as an alternativc to simply raising its temperature, Thus the air 
supply might be passed ovcr a drying agent, such as silica gel, or it might be 
cooled to a temperature where the water vapour condenses and is removed as 
a liquid, 

These and \'arious other systems offering a possible alternative to drying 
with heated air, involve increased capital cost and complication of equip
ment and they are seldom encountered in practical form on the rarm. 

R E S I S T A N C E  TO A I R F L O W  

Among the various phy'SicaJ properties of cereal grains, which are relevant to 
matters concerning drying and storage procedures, is that of their resistance 
to airflow when being dealt with in depths which may be from 4 in. in a con
tinuous flow drier to 10 ft in a ventilated silo. In most cases the resistance of 

, 
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the grain [onns the largest pan of the Lotal resistance of the system to which 
the fan is supplying a flow of air. 

The curves in Fig. 7 have been t..'1ken from various SOllrccslO•  39 and arc 
sho\\ n as a guide to relationship between static pressure and airflow for cereal 
grains, and for several different kinds of seeds. The figures represent the re. 
siSlance 10 airflow [or a bed depth of I Cl and for material which is uniformly 
dry and clean. For the present purpose it  can be assumed that the resistance 
increases and decreases in direct proportion la the bed depth (i.e., for 6 in. 
i t  will be half that shown, or [oJ' '2 fl it will be double, elc.). 
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Fig. 7. Resistance to airnO\\I of grain and seeds (depth 1 ft) 

Some variation in the resistance of grain and seeds must be expected in 
practice, and this may be especially evident with different moisture contents 
and bulk densities and also with any artificial packing of the bulk material, 
due 10 the manner in which it has been loaded into a silo or drier. The 
presence of dust, shrivelled grains, weed seeds, straw, and other foreign 
malter, may also cause a change in resistance compared with a clean sample. 

The data in Fig. 7 cannot be applied directly to finding the resistance of 
grain in a radially ventilated silo21• U nor does it represent the resistance of 
grain and seeds in sacks.61 



Choice of Drying System and Planning 

of Installations 

C H O I C E  O F  D R Y I N G  S Y S T E � [  

T IJ I! choice of drier for a given farm i s  nOl a subject on which it is possible 
to lay down any precise rules. The drying problem depends on: 

the climate. which differs materially from scason to season, but is genemlly less 
favourable in the north and west of Britain than in the south and cast; 

Ih(' acreage to be harvested, and crop yields; 

tlw combine nrength available for dealing \\jlb the harvest; 
Choice of drying equipment will also depend on: 

farming policy regarding the proponions orlhe crop 10 be sold as soon as possible, 
or 10 be- lotored for later sale, or for fttding; 

exbting faciiili(S at the farm, and the need to consider any associated problems 
such as grass or hay dJ)ing, corn-grinding and Other food preparing equipment, 
bUlldiJlgs available, etc.; 

the amount or capital that can be invested. 

The fundamentals of drying are the same, whatever drying system is used, 
the main practical differences between the various systems being in the 
manner and ease of handling the grain and the speed at whieh drying takes 
place. Some driers are designed to remove the excess moistul·e in a matter of 
hours, while other systems may take several days to remove small amounts. 

Clearly the first step must be to define the size of the drying problem, by 
estimating the amount of grain that will normally need to be dried and the 
average amount of moisture that it will be necessary to extract from it. 
Having done this, the answer can be compared with the known performances 
of the various types of driers, some of which are briefly summarized in the 
following pages. 

SlZE OF TilE DRYING  PRonLE�1 

The amount of drying that needs to be done in relation to the size of the 
harvest varies considerably according to geographical location, organization 
of the harvest, and the individual season. The wise farmer plans so as to be 
able to deal with the most difficult conditions likely to be encountered; but 
it is usually far too expensive t o  equip to such an extent that this is achieved, 
without some difficulty, in the we Hest and latest harvest. Generally speaking, 
however, it pays 10 be in a position to proceed with the hal-vest in spite of 
bad weather, ralher than to be so ill-equipped that it is always necessary to 
wait until grain is fairly dry. Whereas ten years ago it was often argued that 
a drier was unnecessary on farms with plenty of combine harvester capacity, 
a number of wet harvests and the increasing effectiveness, efficiency and 
economy of driers have now made such an attitude completely untenable. 
On the contrary, it is unwise and generally too risky to attempt to secure the 
harvest without using a drier. No serious attempt has ever been made to 
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arrive at the average amounl of dl")'ing that needs to be done: since this flue
watt's enormously from year to year any such assessment would be of little 
value. With these reservations, the figures in Table 6 give some indication of 
typical grain moisture coments at hal-vcsl in average ( 1 948 and 1960) and 
vcry dry seasons ( 1 949 and 1961)  in the eastern counties in the general neigh
bOUl"hood of Silsoe, Bedfordshire. The figures refer to samples taken at  ran
dom during combining, and indicate the proportions of samples falling in 
various moisture content groups. 

TABLE 6 

Graill moisture content at harvtSl. (E. Counties, average olld l.'try dry uasons) 

Range of 
moisture content 

per cent 

Under l.J 
" 15 9 
16-17'9 
18· 19'9 
�o--� 1'9 
2:2 -23-9 
24'25'9 
26--27'9 
28 '29-9 
30 and above I 

L 9.,8 
All c�'n'als 

0·5 
5 

�6 
'5 
�b 

0 
6 
, 

0·5 

Proportion of Sampks in Group 
per ccnl 

1949 
All cereals 

n 
3'  
,6 
" 

4 
3 
, 

, 

'960 
Capelle wheat 

, 
'9 
3' 
'0 
'0  
6 

, 

,gG, 
Proctor barley 

'0 
,6  

.5 
,6  

3 

Thc percentage in high moisture groups is appreciably higher ,n a 
season such as 1 965. or in regions of high rainfall. 

C A P A C T T I  E S  A N D  G E K E R A L  C H A R AC T E R I S T I C S 
O F  D R Y I N G  S Y S T E � I S  

C O N T I NUOUS DRIERS  

wet 

The principal advantage of continuous driers is t,hat most grain can be dried 
safely within a few hours of combining (subject 10 the qualifications discussed 
in the following pages) and the worry of ensuring that grain in store is safe, 
is more or less localized_ Continuous driers afC particulnrly suited to districLS 
where damp conditions often prevail at harvest, as they are less affected by 
the humidity of the air than are types of driers working with a low tem
perature rise. 

!-.Iost continuous farm driers are rated at capacilies ranging from 1-5 tons 
per hour, although higher capacities (e.g., 1 0  tons per hour) arc also avail
able_ These ratings refcr to the OUlput when drying wheat by 4, 5 or 6 per 
cent (usually 5 per cent from 21  per cent), using a hot air temperature of 
1 50 F. Actual output oblilined depends on the hot air temperature used, 
the amount by which the moisture conlenl is 10 be reduced, and to some 
extent on the type of grain dried (see p. 50). 
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Some fanners prefer to minimize management problems by choosing a 
larger machine than is really essential. On account of capital cost, however, 
it is usually inadvisable;: to choose a continuous drier· with a rated capacity 
equal to the maximum hourly output of the combine harvester(s), since the 
drier can, if necessary, work much longer hours than the combine. l\1oreover, 
the output of the combine is normally low during periods when the grain is 
specially damp, and maximum combine output usually occurs when grain 
needs liule or no drying. In general. a continuous drier, with a genuine 
rating of 2 tons per hour, should be capable of dealing with 100 tOilS of grain 
per week without the necessity of working at nights or weekends. This size 
of drier will, therefore, be adequate for quite large farms even where all the 
grain needs drying. Driers of 5 tons per hour capacity, or more. are needed 
only on very large farms or in extremely unfavourable conditions, where a 
high proportion of the grain needs double d'-ying to bring it  to a storable 
condition. 

The seasonal output from a d,·ier ofa given size depends to a considerable 
extent on the facilities provided for grain handling. Bulk handling is the only 
logi al solution for a farm with a small staff, and for good results it is essential 
to arrange the installation so that drying can proceed for long periods with 
only push. button contro!' Adequate self·emptying pre-drying storage, 
matched to combine and drier capacity, is an important requirement; e.g., 
if combine capacity can reach 8 tons per hour and drier capacity is 3 tons 
per hour, the aim should be to provide a minimum of about 40 tons of self· 
emptying pre.drying storage, so allowing the combine to 'vork at full capacity 
for 8 hours without any grain intake difficuilies. J n such circumstances, the 
drier may need to run for up to , 6  hours daily. If weather conditions con· 
tinue favourable, so that the combine can work long hours for several days i n  
succession, grain moisture content a t  combining is likely to be low, and i t  
should be possible to push up drier outpm to at least 4 tons per hour. How. 
ever, the fanner who wants to avoid running the drier for more than about 
q hours a day, or who is in a region where climatic conditions are normally 
adverse, could in such circumstances be justified in choosing a drier of 5 tons 
per hour capacity. 

A factor which must be borne in mind is that it  is generally unwise to 
leave cominuous-flow machines entirely unattended. even when they are de
livering the grain direct to bulk storage. Quite apart from the possibility of 
failure of elevating or conveying equipment, present.day machines are by no 
means automatic as regards production of a uniform final grain moisture con
tent when, as normally happens, the moisture content of incoming grain is 
continuousl). changing. h is, therefore, necessary to arrange for fairly fre
quent supervision, and in these circumstances it is not wonh while to use a 
very small (e.g., less than I ton per hour) continuous-flow drier. For such 
reasons, drying in bulk or in batch is often preferable. especially for small 
farms, where only onc or two men are available for the whole of the harvest· 
ing operations. 

T R A Y  AND OT H E R  B ATCH D R I E R S  F O R  L OOSE GR A I N  

Batch driers for loose grain (e.g., sloping tray driers. simple ducted driers. 
small-diameter radial-flow driers) aloe well suited to the needs of mixed farms 
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in \Yeller districts. They enable the drying to be done quickly, with the cer
tainty ofprcscn'ing grain quality; and, where 'well installed, with a minimum 
of I.tbouf and supervision. Drying capacities may be easily calculated from 
the PCI rormance figures on p. 60. A typical tray with grain 2 ft deep, an air 
flow of 50 c.r.m. per sq. ft, and working at a temperature of 1 20' F, will take 
about 5 hours to remove 6 per cenl. I n adverse conditions i t  will dry three 
batches daily, onc being left on overnight. For easy opera lion, il is desirable 
tQ prO\·jde hoppers of similar capacity to the drier for holding grain both be
fOie and after drying. This makes it possible to change over with a minimum 
of delay and labour. 

Batch drying is essentially a medium-temperature, medium-speed system, 
\\ith lower temperatures and a longer drying time than continuous-flow 
driels but a higher temperature and much shorter time than a bulk drying 
sy!.tcm. Typical temperatures arc about 100-t';!O F. Drying is not taken to 
the equilibrium point, but must be stopped when the top is slightly under
dried and the bottom slightly over-dried) lhe grain being mixed during 
emptying in order to secure uniformity. 

There is no sharp dividing line between a large-capacity batch drier and 
drying grain in bulk. The only real difference is in the method of use. FOI' 
c,ample, a radial-flow drier can be used as a batch drier. using a moderate 
'e.g., 25 F) temperature rise and subsequelll mixing; or it can be used as a 
storage drier, with air only wal'med sufficiently to bring grain moisture con
lent into cquilibl ium with the relative humidityofthe drying air. ( ec p. 78.) 

PLATFOR�I DRIERS 

Platform driers for grain or seed in sacks can be very suitable for farms where 
bulk handling is unnecessary) or impl'acticable on account of equipment and 
facilities already on the farm. The mcthod is pal ticularly suited to small 
farms, where the grain is han'csted in sacks by a contractor, and to farm.s 
whcre seed crops) such as herbage seeds, are grown in fairly small quantit),. 

A medium-sized installation, with about 50 apcl tures and an oil-fired 
drier unit burning about I gallon per hour) will reduce the moisture content 
of Ihe 50 c\Vt batch from 2 1  to 1 5  per cent m.c. in about 6 hours. J lS drying 
capacity is, thereforc) comparable with that of ;) continuous-flow drier of 
about 8 cwt per hour capacity. This, at first sight, scems \'cry little, but such 
driers can do 50 tons a week, and lhis is adequatc for most small farms. M ucl! 
smaller sizes, electrically operated (e.g., ! per cent m.C'. removal per hour 
from 30 cwt) arc, in fact, quite big enough for many small farms. 

DU A L - P URPOSE BATCH D R I ERS 

Though a small platform with an electrically operated unit suits some 
fanners, there is much to be said for a larger batch since the quantity of 
grain combined is often the produce from se\-'cral acres, :md it is a great con
venicncc if this can be handled as a batch. This is practicable on a suitably 
designed dual-purpose hay, grain dricr. Here the Aoor is usually constructed 
of 3 X 3 in. 5 gauge welded mesh supported on a framework of timbcr. The 
partly-filled sacks arc laid all over the Ooor, 2 3 layers deep. By this means a 
single bay. with an area of 450 sq. ft, can hold up to about 20 tons of corn, 
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Chief disadvantage of the method is lhe labour im'olvcd in handling the corn 
on and off the dl)ing floor; hilt the system suits Ihe fal m where hay drying 
is important and only a little corn d'-ying is needed. 

D R Y I N G  A N D  STORAGE I N  B U L K  

Drying grain in bulk, whcther in a silo or on lhe floor, is essentially a slow
cll }ing system. I t  involves using a large volume of air ani}' slighdy wal med, 
with drying continued over a very long time. Onc of the most frequent mis
takes made by farmers, who have not already become accustomed to drying 
in bulk, is to expect clr} ing to be completed far too soon. A typical average 
rate of moisture removal, \\ herc full drying capacity is concentrated on a 
particular bulk of grain, is ! per cent per day; so grain which is to be dried 
from 2 1  1 6  per cent m.c.) must be blown for a lotal lime in the region 01 
1 0  days. This is usual1y no great disadvantage, but it  has to be understood 
that the time is not only long, but is influenced by aunospheric conditions 
much more than is the ca<;e with higher-temperature drying systems. The 
waler evapOlativc capacity of a well-designed plant for '50 tons of bulk 
storage is normall), equivalent to that of a continuous-flow drier rated at 
rather less than 5 cwt per hour; but this capacity is adequate for the need, 
pro\:ided that initial moisture content is within reasonable limits and the 
equipment is properl)' operated. In general, vertical air flow ventilated bins 
arc best suited lO conditions where not much of the grain is normally har
vested al over about 2 1  per cent m.c., and where the harvest is reasonably 
early. This appli both to ventilated silos and to drying grain on the floor. 
Ducted or radial air flow ventilated bins, in which the air is required to flow 
only a short distance through the grain, are more suitable for dealing with 
grain of higher moisture content. For really adverse conditions it is betlcr to 
choose a higher temperature quicker-drying method, e.g., a batch drier or a 
continuous-flow drier. 

Important advalllag of systems: of drying in bulk include (a) ability to 
receive grain from the combine at an almost unlimited rate, and (b) the fact 
that the drier can operate completely unaltended) apart from an occasional 
check, and adjustment if necessary. 

Where conditions are suited to storage drying, and this applies to most of 
the main corn-growing areas of Britain, there is the problem of choosing be
tween single-purpose grain silos and drying on the floor in a general-purpose 
building. There is something to be said for both methods. In general, drying 
and storing in silos can have some technical advantages. The various parcels 
of grain are under more positive and independent control; they are less 
accessible to vermini and provided the silos are all ventilated and equipped 
with sweep-arm auger unloading, filling and emptying requires less attention 
and ingenuity. Against this must be set the fact that a fully equipped 
speciaJized sYlltem is likely to involve a higher capital cost, and is weless for 
m()'f,l other agricultural purposes, whereas a well-designed floor store can be 
efficiently used, if necessary. for a variety of purposes. Even while partly 
filled with grain, such buildings can provide useful storage space for ferti
lizers and implements, and, when empty, the building and equipment can 
be used for conditioning baled hay, �roreover, in the long tenn, if enterprises 
on the farm are changed, general purpose buildings may be used for such 
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diverse purposes as bulk storage of potatoes or for housing almost any of the 
common 1)'peS of livestock. I t is, therefore, with good reason that this type of 
store has l apidly become popular. 

H I G H - M OISTU RE G R A I N  ST O R A G E  

Choice of:1 drying and storage system needs to take account of the possibility 
that :H least a part of the harvest might be belle!' stored without drying. The 
\'arious methods of high-moisture storage are described on pp. 87-97. 

AI R -TIGHT ST O R A G E  

!\Jany fanners who already have adequate equipment for drying, but would 
like morc storage capacity for grain which is to be used for stock fecd, arc 
likely to find that high-moisture storage for this additional capacity fits in 
well. The air-tight storage is unlikely to be much more expensive than corrcs
ponding storage for dried grain, and any extra capital cost is balanced by 
avoiding the cost of drying, and greater ease of managing the hmvesl. A 
complcte switch to large-scale air-tight storage, on the other hand, can prob
ably only be justificd where a suitable specialist large-scale stock enterprise 
is being established. I n such a case, some careful calculations are needed, 
and it would seem wise, in the present stage of knowledge, to arrange to 
'\\ rite on-' the capital cost of the silos in a fairly short time, and also to COI1-
sideI' what use can be made of them for other purposes, if  it should prove that 
high-moisture grain storage is not as sOllnd as it appears at present. Subject 
to this consideration, air-tight storage appears to be a sound method of 
storage where large quantities of barley have to be fed throughout the year. 

H I G H - M O I STURE S T O R A G E  I N  UN S E A L E D  S ILOS 

Insufficient information is available 10 permit a full  assessment of the potenti
alities of storing wct grain for stock feed in silos which arc sealed only by 
a plastic sheet, and which remain unsealed after unloading begins, the 
grain being removed from the lOp by an unloadcr similar to those used for 
unloading silage. Possible ad\'antages of this method of storage are: 

it may be, but is not necessarily, cheaper than storage in an ;ur.tight silo; 

tht, silo is ora type winch can equally well be used for high dq:.mallcr silage, so 
i� wmcwhat more 'duat-pul·pose' than the aiT·-tigIH type; 

Ihi� type (If silo and unloading method fits in with a very early harvest, and Ihi� 
may be desirable for �ueh reasons as securing a level SC3.';Onal distribution of 
labour requirements. or to facilitate the control of wild oalS. 
The umealed type of silo is clearly unsuited to farms where the grain is 

only required intermittently or at a very slow rale. I t  appears to fit in best 
where there is a heavy demand for high-moisture barley during the period 
extending from early autumn to late spring. 

CO O L I N G  H I G H -M O I STURE G RAIN WITH C HILLED AI R  

As explained on p. 87, grain may be kept al moderately high moisture COIl
tent for a variety of purposes ifit is quickly cooled lO a sufficiently low temper-
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alUle. There arc clearly advantages in the praclice where the grain is needed 
fOf u!:.c al the moisture content at which it is storcd. Thus, if grain is needed 
fOI .t particular put pose (c.g .• sced, milling or malting) at say 1 8  per cent 
moisture content, there is a good deal to be said for avoiding drying merely 
in order to keep it. \Vhen the necessary floor storage or bins are available, 
capital cost of the equipment for chilling is not high (not more than about 
£2 per ton). and since running cost of the equipment is very low (e.g., less 
than IS. per ton per month) the economics of the method of storage can be 
attractive. 

Experience of the process on farms indicates that the technique may have 
an important future, but that, before deciding to apply the method, farmers 
should make sure that potential buyers of the grain are willing to accept and 
appreciate grain stored by this method. 

CAPtTAL COST AND ECONO!oIlCS OF D RYING  AND STORAGE 

In comparing the capital costs of the drying systems whose capacities have 
bcen briefly surve),ed in the previous section, it is necessary to take account 
of the fact that storage drying systems provide for OOlh drying and storage of 
an appreciable proportion of the harvest. Such systems will not, thcrcrore, 
usually be chosen unless storage of the grain for an appreciable time is a 
primary cOll5ideration. The cost of a ventilated bin drier is necessarily high 
compared with, say, a batch drier, on account of the fact that an appreciable 
amount of storage is bound to be provided. The bulk storage capacity needed 
should, therefore, be the next important consideration after the drying 
capacity required has been estimated. The provision of storage in itselfis often 
not vcry costly, but most bulk storage systems also necessitate grain-conveying 
sYl;tCms, and i t  is the combined cost of storage and conveying that makes 
some installations cxpell5ive. 

C.ontinuolls driers, because of their greater complexity compared with 
the simple batch t}'pes, lend to be more expensive, but some of the small 
continuous driers (20 30 cwt per hour), together with simple storage, do 
not COSt very much more Ihan the size of vtntilated silo installation needed 
to provide the necessary dl-ying capacity. 

For a farmer who has storage capacity for grain in sacks, and wishes to 
pro\"idc himself with a safc and efficient grain drier at the smallest possible 
co .. t, the platform drier is worth consideration. If properly planned, instal
lation of this t}'Pe of drier need not lead to any further expenditure, and it 
provides insurance against an unfavourable season. 

Table 7 shows examples of capital costs for typical drying and storage 
equipment installed in t.he years 1 963-64. The figures given are rounded-off 
averages of a small sample of installations which were typical of the plants 
installed in those years. "Much lower figures are possible for some t}'Pes of 
installations using large bins, both floor-vent.ilated and radially ventilated; 
hut in practice examples of the low costs sometimes claimed were rare. 

The seasonal price increase for wheat helps to cover the costs involved in 
grain drying and storage on the farm. \Vith barley, the position is problem
atical; the price fluctuations do not follow a regular pattern. Owing to the 
rapid increase in the numbers offarm grain driers in recent years, the pressure 
on the grain market immediately after harvest has eased somewhat, but it 



TABLE 7 
Examp/rs of capital costs of l)'Pical grain drying and storage I/O/lis installed ill 1s;63-6.;. 

'" ... 

Tons Tons 
Total Capital 

Ancillary capital c�t per ton 
Type of drier Storage Conveying dried stored equipment cost· stored· 

annually annuall}' £ £ 

Platform. 2 tons None None :\'one 50 250t 51 � 
> 

all-eleetrie � 
Tray. 2: tons None �Iobile augers None '50 750t 5 � 

oil·fired " 
Floor-venulated bins Rectangular Bucket elevator Cleaner 300 '5° 4°00 .6 � 

all-electric galvanilted steel chaUl and flight > -
conveyor 7-

Floor-ventilated bins Outdoor cylindrical Lar�e-capacity None :wo '50 3000 " 0 
gas-fired burner galvanized steel augcrs � 

Radially ventilated silos Indoor cylindrie3l Bucket elc:vator Cleaner 300 '50 4000 . 6 < -
all-electrie expanded metal chain and Right Z 

" 
conveyor 

Continuow Rectangular Bucket elevator Cleaner 400 '50 5000 '0 > 
Z 

1;-2 tomjhr • galvanized steel chain and Right 0 
conveyor � 

Continuous I Rect3ngular I Bucket elevator Cleaner 500 300 5400 . 8  � 
2:;-4t tons/hr galvanized steel chain and flight 0 

� 
conveyor > 

Conlinuous Rectanglllar ' Bucket elevator Cleaner 800 600 !)600 . 6  " 

5 lons/ hr galvanized steel chain and Right 
� 

conveyor 
Continuous On-floor � lobil!" augers �one 800 600 6000 ' 0  

5 tons/hr 
t n bulk on Roor On-floor Mobile auger� Non!" .00 '00 .800 9 
In bulk on floor On-floor Mobil!' augers None 400 400 3200 8 
In bulk on floor On-floor Mobile augers None 800 800 6400 8 

• Except where otherwise stated, includes building COSts after dedUCtion of grant under Farm Improvement Scheme, 
t Excludes any new building costs. 

I 
• 
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should be remembered that it is arter the most difficult harvest that this 
pressure tends to be greatest and it is in such seasons that the rarmer with his 
own drying and storage racili ties is in a slrong position. 

Factors which arc sometimes overlooked in assessing the pros and cons or 
rarm drying and storage, are the amount or capital tied up in stored grain 
and possible reductions in returns as a result or over-drying. 

Fuel and power costs or grain driers usually tend to be or minor impor
tance compared with the costs that arise rrom capital expenditure. They may 
be easily calculated on the following basis: 

in an oil-fired continuous-flow or batch drier, G per cent m.c. removal (rrom 
2 1  15 per cent) rrom I ton or grain requires about 2t gallons or diesel oil and 
about 8 units of electricity for driving rans. With oil at IS. 411. a gallon and elec
tricily at l id. a unit, the COSt is 4J. 4d. per ton; 

in an electrically operated storage drier, the: same performance requires on 
a\"Crage about 80 units of electricity, and at I id. a unit Ihis would cost about 10S. 
per ton. 

This difference in favour of oil firing may be important on a big farm, 
but it should be remcmbc,·ed that, if a [2,000 oil-fit·ed drier is written ofT in 

d d . I d · · 
£2000 

1 0  years an nes on Y 400 tons a year, epreclatlon costs = 10S. 
1 0  X 400 

pcr ton. This serves to emphasize the fact that on many farms depreciation 
is higher than the cost of fuel and power. 

P O W E R  S U PPLY 

Where electricity is available, it is nearly always advantageous to employ it 
for providing power and light, whatever t)'pe of grain-drying or handling 
system is contemplated. It has so many advantages compared with alterna
tive methods, that the latLer are usually not worth considering. Whether 
elcctricity should be employed to provide the heat for drying depends on the 
drying system chosen. J n general, it is technically very suitable for use in a 
storage drying installation for reasons of ease of accurate control and mini
mum requirement of attention. 1 n high temperature driers, such as con
tinuous driers and some tray types, its use as a source of heat cannot be 
recommended. Wherever electricity is to be employed, careful planning of 
the installation is essential, otherwise both the initial cost and subsequent 
running costs may be unnecessarily high. The electricity supply authorities 
should be consulted at an early stage of planning, so that they can assist in 
securing an economic installation. An important point which can influence 
the choice of drying system is the maximum demand for electricity. 

A new grain-handling installation will necessarily increase the maximum 
demand of the farm for electricity, and this may resull either in increased 
capital charges ror the supply of power, or in changed tariff, or both. If the 
maximum demand is greatly increased, it  may involve the provision of trans
formers of higher capacity, and possibly the provision of a 3-phase supply 
where hitherto single-phase has been adequate. It  may often be possible to 
provide an e.xtra 10 kW without difficulty, whereas increasing the max.imum 
demand by, say, So kW may necessitate major alterations on the supply side. 
It is alwa)'s important to keep the maximum demand as low as possible, and 
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this factor will sometimt's be decisive when the relative merits of such things as 
pneumatic and mechanical conveyors arc being considered. 

Ekctrical supply (,oll�ideralions m,l)" sometimes be dcci"jvc in innucncing 
a choice between twO distinct t)PCS of drying system. ror e'(ample, an 
e1ectrically-driven oil·fired tray dricl requires only 4 k\V, while an all· 
electric drier of compalablc capacity requires about 48 kW, and an all. 
electric ventilated silo installation of abOlll 150 lons capacity usually needs 
about 20-30 k\V. The oil-fired drier can be introduced without much dis
turbance to electrical supply, but the provision of an additional 50 k\\' may 
be difficult or quite out of the question. 

FUlthcr information on alternative forms of heating is given on p. g8. 

D E T A I L E D  P L A N N I N G  OF I N S T A L LA T I O N S  

The detailed planning of drying, cleaning, convcying and storage layouts 
depends on the buildings and the equipment that arc to be used. i\ lost of the 
impOt tant planning details are referred to elsewhere in the Bulletin, i n  con· 
nection with indi\'idual layouLS or individual items of cquipment. The general 
guidance givcn in this chapter should, therefore, be supplemented by morc 
details wht'1 e necessary. 

Adequate planning rcquires first a choice of system and then a choice of 
equipment, which cannot be detel-mined until plans linking the var-iolls items 
of equipment ha\'e been prepared With a complicated installation, omilO.sion 
of the preparation of scale drawings is likely to lead to much trouble and cost 
i n  assembly, and oftcn to unsatisf:1.ctory operation which is subsequently 
very difficult (0 remedy. 

One of the most important considerations in planning i<; to decide the 
general lincs of flow of materials through the plant. I n  many instances, the 
ideal to be aimed at will be a plant which: 

allow� for grain from the combine harvester to �nt('r in an unillt�rruptro flow at 
on(' ( nd of lhe plant; 

pr,,\'idc� the neces.ury storage for grain which is to be kept for f�'C'(ling or for later 
sal .. ; 

prrmih ('as), sacLanlit-ofT or bull.: loadinlit of th� grain 10 be sold; 

pwvidt"\ Caloy inlal.:e and 5torag� of boull:lu+in fl·cds. �imple com't'�ing of �tor«\ 
gram to a food·prrparing plant, and easy handling of the animal fen\lIllf'tufTj 
whid\ \\ I I I  be prepared, 

All this invokes careful consideration of floor levels, so that cvcrything can 
be efficit.·ntly handled with the use of a minimum of mechanical equipment. 

ROAD AND FLOOR LEVELS 

An ideal arrangement is possible where therc is a slight slope in  the land, 
which pcr mits grain to be delivered to the plant a t  the general noor level, and 
lhe loading out of grain and mcals on to vchicles which have the vehicle 
plalform either a t  floor level or below it. Where the general slope of the land 
does nOI give the a .. s istance, these objects may some limes be achieved by 
making a sunken road for loading off, or by arranging the conveying cquip. 

ment 10 deliver the grain and :01' meal to an elevated loading plalform. 
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G R A I N - RE C E I V I N G  P ITS 

BOlh continuous-flow and batch driers for loose grain need adequate storage 
capacity for damp grain) so that they can be supplied from this pre-drying 
storage, and the work of drying can continue uninterrupted throughout the 
night when necessary. With bag-handling combines, the grain-receiving pit 
need not be very large ir adequate storage for grain in bags is available 
adjacent to the grain pit. vVhen bulk-handling combines are employed, it is 
usually convenient to provide a wet-grain pit or about 10 tons capacity, or 
alternatively to provide ample pre-drying storage by installing a smaller 
receiving pit and raising the grain rrom this pit to an elevated selr-emptying 
storage bin of the required capacity. It  is often convenient to feed the pre
drying bin by means of the overflow frol11 the drier feed. 

Recommendations fOl' the cOllStruction of wet-grain pits are given on 
p. 43; anention must be paid to the difficulties that will arise in situations 
where there is a high water-table, In the early days of bulk handling in 
Britain it was considered almost essential to be able to run vehicles over the 
top of the grain-receiving pit, and many rarmers still consider this facility 
wonh while, even ir i t  involves building a ramp, The development of efficient 
hydraulic tipping trailers has, however, removed the necessity for run-over 
pits on many farms, and there are often advantages in locating the wet-grain 
pit beneath lhe main roof, the grain being tipped into i t  over a dwarf wall. 

On large farms, especially where more than one combine is employed, 
there may be a considerable advantage in having the wet-grain pit divided, 
to facil itate changing over rrom one crop to another. 

With ventilated bins, the damp-grain pit need not be very large, since the 
only bOllleneck in emptying it is the capacity of the cleaner and of the con
veyors. It is orten preferable to choose high-capacity cleaning and conveying 
equipment, and a pit of moderate size, especially ir there is the difficulty of a 
high water-table. 

When a new installation is being planned, it is an advantage to site the 
grain receiving pi t inside the buildingj and to leave a good area of unimpcded 
floor space near it, so that in emergency, grain can easily be tipped on lhe 
floor and pushed into the pit later. Where there is a high water-table, a long 
shallow V-shaped pit with an auger in the bottom may be most suitable. 

C L E A N E R S  

Choice and layout of lhe cleaning equipment will depend on the crops grown 
and on the lIse to which these crops are to be put, as well as on the attributes 
of the various types of cleaners themselves. On some rarms it is usually pos
sible to combine corn crops in almost as good condition as when a stationary 
thresher is used, but on others there are frequent difficulties with dirty grain 
samples, and in such circumstances the provision of good cleaning equipment 
is essential. There is considerable difficulty in deciding on the need, or other
wise, for providing a cleaner in some simple modern storage drying instal
lations, especially those where the grain is dried on the floor. Inlroduction or 
a cleaner interferes with the essential simplicity of the installation; it adds 
appreciably to the capital cost, but an even greater disadvantage is that it 
introduces a hindrance to easy and rapid emptying of traiJers, and calls ror 
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supervi!>ion which it  may be difficult to provide. Most farmers are, therefore, 
justified in Laking the view that it is best to look after pre-c1eaning problems 
by growing clean crops and doing a good job of cleaning with the combine. 

Howncr much cleaning is done before the grain is put into store, there 
is certain to be dust when the grain is moved after drying. \Vhere the grain 
is poul'ed into a bulk transport vehicle direct from a floor-store, the result may 
be an extremely dusty atmosphere. The best methods of overcoming this 
problem have still to be worked out, but it seems likely that the ultimate 
solution will be a powerful controlled suction applied at the intake and exit 
of the conveyor. The general problem of dust comrol is further discussed on 
p. 40. 

In con<;ideling the location of cleaners, i t  is essential to bear in mind the 
need to provide facilit ies for observing and adjusting the cleaner and for 
gelling rid of the c1eanings, as well as for easy disposal of the grain. Chaff and 
dust can sometimes be conveniently blown straight out of the building, while 
in other circumstances dust-collecting socks are necessary. Heavy materials 
removed by cleaners usually need to be collected in bags or boxes, which 
must be located in positions where emptying is reasonably easy. 

Failure to provide for easy removal of cleanings and changing of sieves 
is a common mistake which results in an untidy plant, unnecessary contamina
tion of cleaned grain, an unpleasant and unhealthy almosphere whenever 
the plant is at work, and possibly the development of insect and mite pests. 

LOADING OUT IN  BULK, SACKING-OFF AND \VEIGII ING 

Loading out of grain in bulk should be allowed for in the design of all modern 
installations, since this is all'ead}' an established procedure. This may be 
achicnd either by providing an o\'erhcad hopper \\hich can feed grain into 
road transpon vehicles by gravity, or by providing a conveying system which 
can deliver grain out at some 20 tons per hour. \,,'ith a continuous-flow drier, 
provision of adequate selr-emptying pre-drying storage can also help to 
provide a neat solution of the problem, the grain for loading out being placed 
in one of the self-emptying silos. Provision of a capacity of 20 tons per hour 
in the bOllom conveyor allows for full Aexibility, so that grain can be delivered 
out at a high rate from any silo. v" here a farmer wishes to weigh his grain 
before delivel ing it  in bulk, the best arrangement is to use an automatic 
weigher through which the grain flows before it is delivered to an overhead 
hopper. Overhead hoppers should be made to accommodate large road 
transport vehicles. 

Where it  is necessary to load out grain in sacks, sacking-off and weighing 
should be arranged lO take place as near as possible to the sack-storage space, 
and i t  is essential to avoid having too restricted a space for these purposes. 
Sacking-oO' should never be arranged to take place at the foot of an incline 
so that each sack has to be lifted; a slight slope away from this point is better. 

\Vhcre the layollt permits, i t  may be morc satisfactory to arrange to have 
the weighing machine immediately beneath the sacking-off hopper, so that 
the extra movement of " .. heeling the unweighed sacks to the weighing 
machine is m"oided. This necessitates ha\cing the sacking-off hopper fairly 
high, which is nOl always practicable. The aJternative is to have a double
sack hopper and to have the weighing machine at right angles to this, and 

QP 
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I slightly offset. I n  either case it is convenient 10 sink the weighing machine 
slightly into the concrete, so that the platform is at floor level when it is 
depressed. There should always be enough space to stol'e several tons of grain 
in sacks at 01- very near the sacking-ofT point, and as indicated earlier, i t  is 
better if the floor level is at least as high as that of the vehicle on to which the 
grain will be loaded. 

CONVI:.Y I N G  SYSTEMS 

Certain types of grain-conveying systems arc brieAy considered in conjunc
tion with particular layouLS on p. 47 and p. 139, while the conveyors them
selves arc described in some detail on p. 105. The layouLS or complicated 
installations and conveying systems are naturally interdependent, and it is 
important to understand the capabilities and limitations of the various con
veying systems before beginning the detailed planning of installations. 

It  must be remembered that the conveying equipment at typical farm 
plants is little used compared with that in provender mills, and for this reason 
i t  is usually important to keep expenditure on it within reasonable limits. I t  
is often more economic to have a cheap system, which involves spending a 
little time in adjustment or operation, rather than an expensive system which 
is almost or fully automatic in operation. 

Choice ofa conveying system will necessarily be influenced by any limita
tions imposed by the layout of intake hopper, drier, cleaner, storage silos, 
method or loading out in bulk, sacking-on- point, and location of the rood
preparing plant. I t  will also be necessary to consider the necessity to turn 
grain from onc silo to another, and to return i t  for re-drying or further 
dressing. Factors such as the need to keep grain samples absolutely pure for 
seed purposes will have to be considered, and this may influence the choice 
of conveying system, and in turn the general layout of the plant. 

FOOD-PREPARING  PLANT 

The installation of a grain-drying and storage plant will frequently necessi
tate a rearrangement of the racilities ror grinding and mixing of animal 
feeding-stuffs, and an ideal arrangement is often possible by locating the 
food-preparing section at the end of the silos rurthcst from the wet-grain pit 
and grain drier. 

In the past, it has been customary to arrange food-preparing plants on 
two floors, and this may still be convenient where a good existing building 
with two floors is available. There is, however, no good reason to build new 
two-storey buildings since, with modern equipment, including as i t  does 
hammer mills equipped with a blower for elevating the meal and rood mixers 
which can be red rrom ground-floor level, i t  is cheaper and better 10 arrange 
all needed food-preparing equipment on a single floor. Hammer mills which 
suck grain rrom a below-floor hopper are now available, but where hoppers 
are installed above the hammer mill or other machinery, they should be sited 
to take advantage of existing conveying equipment. In cases where a good 
rood-preparing plant already exists in a building adjacent to a new drying 
and storage plant, it may be desirable to arrange for transrer orthe grain from 
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sLOragc to the grinding plant by means of a cOlwc),or fed from the mam 
system. 

There al e advantages from the viewpoint of oust cOlltrol and insect in
festation control in having the food-p, eparing plant and the grain store 
separated by at least a dust-proof partition. I n  the case of both the grain 
store and the food-preparing plant, howe\'er, control of dust is lar'{ely a 
m.11I('I· of choming suitable equipment and installing it so as to pre\'cnt the 
Cl eation of dust, rather than of confining it to particular areas, 

C O N T R O L  OF DUST I N  G R A I N  S T O R E S  

All grain stores arc potentially dusty, and when heavy dust pollution is added 
to the fumes and moisture exhausted from a typical dil ect-fired drier, the 
result can be an atmmphcre which is at best unpleasant, and at worst may 
seriously endanger the health of those who have to work for long hours in the 
building. Dust also provides harbourage for insects and mites. Tt is much 
beller to take some care to avoid dust at the planning stage, rather than have 
to take expensive remedial action afterwards. 

I t  i� not usually practicable to solve a dust problem, in an efficient and 
economical way, simply by installing an extraction fdll in the gable, though 
this can sometimes help if the fan i'i adequate in size and care is taken to 
(,IlSUle that fresh air enters the building at a suitable point or points so that 
there is a straightforward air flow right through the building. This method, 
however, has serious limitations, e.g., the power needed to achieve a suffi
cient air now and the difficulty of ensuring that dust is not just picked up 
from one place and dropped in another. In general, this method is only suited 
to improving the atmosphere above the tops of silos, where the roof space 
itself provides an effective large-capacity ducl abo\'e the silos. The only 
effective way of gelling dust right ut of the building is to confine it in ducLS 
or pipes of fairly small cr<m-sectional area, so that the dust particles remain 
air-borne until they reach the outside 01· are deposited in a settling chamber. 

The main sources of dust in grain stores are: 

Cleaners. I lerc: the solution is so obvious that it i5 surprising that simple 
winnowers are still offered to farmers. Th(' only logical choice of cleaner is an 
aspirating type which enables the dust and chaff 10 be ducted direct to a 
suitable collection point separated from the atmo�ph('re of the buildin�. 
t\1('thods arc discussed on p. 1 1 8. 

COIII'9ors. Every time grain is moved, dust is created due to the rubbing of 
grains on one another. The amount of dust d("pend� on the type of grain, its 
dryn('!'.S, and its initial cleanliness, but most installations must be designed to 
catel' for very dusty grain occasionally, t\lelhods of control depend on the 
conveying method. Pneumatic conveyors are the worst offenders, but ex
treme dustiness is only one of the reasons why mechanical conve)'ors are now 
preferred. I [ is fairly simple to remove dust from any kind of conveyor where 
lhe mcchanic;m moves in an enclosed trunking (e.g. a bucket elevator). The 
general pi inciple is to suck the dUSl-l.lden air along a pipe or trunking, and 
deliver it out of the building. 

The most difficult problem is removing the dust where the grain is de-
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livered inlo the silos. l lcrc the area where dust is  created is chieny in the silo 
itself, where the grains impinge on onc another. This is usually a lalgc area, 
and the only tcchnically efficiclll way of rcmoving dust is to cover the silo 
with a canopy and suck thc dust-laden air from beneath it. This is not easily 
done, so is not generally practised. i\lore usually, a large extractor fan is 
installed in the gable as near the main source oflhe dust as possible. This can 
sometimes improve the atmosphere above the silos, but heavy dust particles 
arc deposited at other points in the building. 

Driers. Some driers, notably horizontal reciprocating types and inclined 
cascade types, give I ise to a vcry dusty atmosphere unless a canopy and ex
tractor fan is installed. Fortunately, most drier manufacturers arc now con
vinced of the ne cl to avoid contaminating the atmosphere of the drier build
ing with dust and fumes, and most are now able to supply a suitable canopy 
and fan, which can exhaust directly Ollt of the building. Other manufacturers 
aim to solve the problem by a suction drying system, and Ihis can certainly 
be effective in respect of dust control. 

E LECTRICAL WIRING 

The fact that electricity can be wired to almost any point abollt the farm 
buildings should not be allowed to obscure the need to keep heavy electrical 
installations well grouped together, and within easy reach of the supply 
point. A grain.handling plant will often need expensive heavy wiring, which 
may sometimes have to go underground from the supply point. I f  wiring 
considerations are not borne in mind from the commencement of planning, 
the total cost of the wiring on a comprehensive layout may be several hun
dred pounds . 

• 



Continuous Driers 

P R I N C I P L E S  A N D  D ES I CN O F  CON T I N U O U S  D R I E RS 

C O N 1 1 N U O U S  driers extract the moisture from the corn rapidly. All com
mercial models employ the principle of hot-air d.'ring, and in order to keep 
lhe size orlhe machine and the powel' used by the fans within praclical limil'i 
air is used 011 Ihe highest temperature to which the particular type of grain 
can be o;afely exposed (a roughly constant amoulll of heal is necessary 10 
achieve a given amount of drying, and the higher the temperature pcr
missible, the less air is necessary 10 carry this heat to the grain). As the hot 
air passes through the grain it  gives up heal which evaporates water but also 
raises the Icmperature of the grain. The temperature of the grain never 
reaches that of the air; the c10senciS of Ihe maximum temperature reached 
by the grain to the air temperature depends on the design of the dt-iet- and 
nthcr factors. 

A continuous-Aow fat m grain d.ier usually has the following components: 

t .  a compartment or COll1partlTIt'nts ror conlninlll� the grain during the drying :md 
cool in!; treatmenl.5, with re n;e storage space for damp grain to ensure thal the 
drit'T IS "h."3)1. kt'pt full during operatloni 

2. a means of cau.sing a stead)' fI'I .... ()f grain through the: drier. '" nh c()ntrol gt'ar to 
1t'gUI:ue Ihe rate of Ao'" ; 

3. a source of heat: u�ually an oil-fired furnace or more prechdy, an air heater; 

4- a fall or fans for moving Ihe heated air thrvugh the grain; 
5. dc\'iC'l'S for controlljng the air lemperalufC; 

6. a fan for mo\ing unheated air lhrough the" grain la cool It after drying, 

Design and construction of continuous driers is too complex to be under
t3ken on the farm (Figs. 8 and 9', ; these machines arc factory built and 
delivered complete or nearl), complete. The configuration adopted by 
different manufacturers for the combination of the components listed above 
varies considerably. I n  nearly all continuous farm driers the actual drying 
process is carried out in beds of grain of moderate thickness (from a few 
inches to a fOOL or two, according to t) pe1 through which the drying air 
moves at right angles to tht" direction of movement of the grain, a t  a rate 
of the order of 50 c.f.m_ per sq. ft of surface of the grain mass. Layout of grain 
beds may be substantially vertical, subst..'1.ntially horizontal, or inclined, 

] n urtical or tOWtr dritrs the grain may be contained between sheets of per
forated mtt31, in columns which may be arranged, for instance, as two walls 
along the long side of 3 rectangle, or as a cylinder, enclosing a plenum 
chamber from which hot air reaches the grain. Some vertical driers have the 
grain wall enclosed between alternate slats against which the grain rests at 
its angle of r-epose; in another type the grain forms a continuous column inlO 
which air is introduced and exhausted by successive rows of ducts crossing the 
grain mass, the plenum chamber being on the outside of the grain columnj 
ail llow i n  thi .. type of drier i!!O mixed, PMtly crossAow, partl} co-flow and 
partly counterllow. 1 he flow of grain through vertical driers is maintained 
by gra\-ity, the grain having been elevated 10 the reserve space incorporated 

�2 
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in the upper part of the drying chamber. Grain is released from the bottom 
of the columns by control devices of val-ying complexity-some driers have 
fluted rollers rOLating with variable speed, or gates oscillated with variable 
frequency, and others a mechanical agitator to ensure a flow of grain through 
a simple slide used to regulate it.  

Simple hori;:oTltal driers have a �ingle bed of grain which is kept moving 
from the inlet to the outlet end of the drier. The plenum chamber is under 
the grain, and only one pcrforalcd or louvred floor is nccessal-Y. In onc fOl m 
of horizontal drier, the grain is moved by a conveyor. I n  anolhcr, the drier 
bed is sligildy tilted, and oscillated to keep the grain moving . 

. \Iultiballd driers consist essentially of horizontal drier conveyors mounted 
one above another so that the grain travels in alternate directions, falling 
from the end of one band to the beginning of the next. Control of output of 
horizontal or multiband driers, in which the grain is moved by conveyors, is 
achieved by varying the conveyor speed, and in oscillating driers by adjusting 
the dams which retain the grain. 

inclined bed driers, like horizontal driers, need only a single hed to suppOrl 
the grain but the grain moves down the drier by gravit) and the output rate is 
governed by rate of removal f!"Om the foot of the incline, depth being main
tained by a series of vaned cylinders. Horizontal conveyor driers, including 
one slightly inclined type, are adaptable to green crop drying, though the 
economics of the latler process are such that it is now extremely rare for a 
single drier to be used for both grass and grain. 

Other lJpts of continuous dritr include counterflow driers, in which the grain 
flow is normally downwards, the air moving upwards th!"Ough the grain. 
This arrangement has various advantages in theory, and is intrinsically 
economical in fuel, but as the depth of the grain bed is comparatively great, 
fan power is higher than in conventional d,·iers. T n jluidi?ed bed driers the air 
passes through a horizontal bed of grain sufficiently fast to move the grain:  
very good mixing of grain and air is achieved, but again fan power is 
high. Good mi..xing is also achieved in rotary drum driers. but these arc not 
normally used for grain-drying in Britain because of their high cost wilh the 
restricted temperatures used for drying grain. 

Layout of fans and airheaters varies with design, but is basically of two 
kinds. In one. the main fan draws hot air from the furnace and blows it into 
the plenum chamber. After going through the grain, the drying air then 
lIsually passes from the drier directly into the surroundings. Unless the drier 
is situated in an open-sided shelter, this arrangement makes for unpleasant 
working conditions as the exhaust is warm, moist and dusty. and in addition 
usually contains sulphur fumes from the fuel. l\·Iost manufacturers or such 
driers supply, as standard or as an extra, a hood. usually with a supple
mentary fan, so that the exhausl can be ducted outside the building in which 
the drier is housed. Some more elaborate types of drier wilh this arrangement 
of fan and air heater, notably those in which the air enters and leaves the 
grain mass through cross ducts, have a built-in chamber to collecl the 
exhaust air, from which it may be ducted outside the building. 
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A variant of this kind offurnace and fan arrangemcm is that in which the 
oil·fircd air heater is situated downstream of an axial·flow fan, so that the fan 
mOlor is not overheated. 

The other kind of layout is that in which the grain compartment is 
situated between the air heater and the main fan. DuclS can easily be con
nected to the delivery side of the fan so that the exhaust is taken outside the 
huilding; as static pressure in all pans of the drier is below atmospheric, this 
arrangement intrinsically provides a clean atmosphere surrounding the 
drier. The designer is faced with the problem of ensuring satisfactory mixing 
or the air·strcams from various parts of the furnace, as the fan rotor is no 
longer able to mix them at source. 

Cold air fans arc sometimes arranged to blow the cool air through the 
grain and sometimes to draw it through. 'Where the drying air is drawn 
through the grain the cooling air is also usually drawn through the grain by 
the main fan. Where cooling air is blown through the grain, it is advisable to 
cnsUl e that the fan is not drawing in the warm moist air just exhausted from 
the dq ing compartmentsj if necessary, ducting should be installed to bring 
cool air from outside the building, though careful siting of the drier near an 
opening may makc this unnecessary. 

C H O I C E  A N D  I N STA L L AT I O N  O F  C O N T I N U O U S  

D R I E R S  

fn addition to the general considerations on choice of dq'ing system dis
cussed on pp. 27-36, choice of a continuous drier requires study of sC\'cral 
factors which will greatly inAucnce cost and layout of the plant. 

DRIER  RATING 

Continuous driers al'e usually rated on their output of grain dried a t  the hot 
air temperature recommended for milling wheat, when the moisture content 
i� reduced by 4, 5. 01' 6 per cent from 2 1  per cent. f l is important to note to 
which percentage reduction a rating refers, as obviously a drier rated at 
6 per cent reduction has approximately I t  times the drying potential of one 
rated at the same output at 4 per cenl reduction. Thc output actually 
obtained depends on the hot air temperatures used for the various types of 
grain dried; on the resistance to airflow of the particular grain dried; and, 
to a small c."{tcnt, on atmospheric conditions. At onc lime outputs claimed 
for continuous driers were often decidedly optimistic, but current lypes 
appear to be more realistically rated. Official test reports give reliable ratings 
for certain driers. 

:MATCHlNG DRIER WITH GRAIN ACREAGE AND COMBINE CAPACITY 

I t is impossible to give a general rule to enable a correct choice of drier size 
to be made, At one extreme, many farmers succeed in combining all their 
grain without using a drier at all; in favourable seasons, driers may not need 
to be used even where they are available. At the other extreme. in wet 
districts, practically all the grain combined mUSl be dried. Acreage of grain 
harvcslcd per foot of combine cutter bar and acreage of grain per ton per 
hour nominal rating both vary enonnously in practice: a survey in lhe south 
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and cast ;\Iidlancls showed thal, in this comparatively dry area, 50-100 acres 
of corn were commonly catered for per lon PCI" hoUl" nominal drier rating, 
though many farms had much less cl, icr capaCil)'. The lI"C of larger corn· 
bincs on a gi\-en cereal acreage does not ncccssaril)- imply a need for larger 
ch iers, as use of a larger combine on a fixed acreage should enable grain to be 
harvested at a generally lower moisture contenl. However, it is desirable that 
a continuous drier should be large enough la deal with the expected daily 
Olllput of the combine in unfavourable weather conditions b)' working the 
drier for long hours if necessary; bUl without raising the air temperature 
above safe limits. �tost farmers find it  inconveniellt to run driers for 24 hours 
a da}., but 1 6  hours a day is oftcn practicable. Using this criterion, a combine 
force c. ... pccted to harvest 12 tons per hour under average conditions \ .... orking 
for 8 hours a day, would be matched by a 6 ton per hour drier. 

I t is inadvisable to put i n  too small a drier, as, in a wel season, there will 
be a tcmptation to raise temperatures beyond safe limits in order to increase 
outpUl. 

COST 

There is a considerable range in capital cost between the most and the least 
expensive types of drier. Driers designed primarily for mill use are intended 
to work a far greater number of hours per year than farm driers, and their 
heavier construction and greater elaboration is rcnected in higher cost. Farm 
driers, working at the most a few hundred hours per season, will last with 
reasonable care for many years, in spite of comparatively light construction. 
Size has an innuence on the cost of drie�, as some parts cost almost as much 
when scaled down as when made for larger driers. As a vcry approximate 
guide, driers of 3 tons per hour rating and above, cost about £500 per ton per 
hour rating (at 196.1 prices); a I ton per hour drier, however, would cost 
:1.lound £800 1 ,000 for the dlier alone. 

BU I L D I N G  CO N S I D E R A T I O N S  

If a drier is to be installed in an existing building. the type chosen may have 
to depend largely on the space available in the building itself. Horizontal 
driers are p:lrliculally suitable for low buildings, and can be installed even 
under low beams with a clearance ofa few inches. On the other hand, where 
plenty of head room is available, a vertical drier takes less floor space than 
other types. ;\luhiband and inclined conveyor types are intermediate in their 
requirements for floor space and height. I f  a new building for drying and 
storage is to be erected, i t  will usually be more economic to make the drying 
bay of a height equal to or greater than that necessary for the storage bays, 
to accommodate a vertical drier or onc of the intermediate IYPes. However, 
,he floor space required by modern types of horizontal dricr i, reduced as far 
as possible by the placing of fam and air heater under the drying compart· 
ment, and these driers may be suit.."\ble in new buildings in certain instances. 

CR O P  CONSIDERATIONS 

If large acreages of the c;ame kind of grain are grown, or rome mixing of 
varieties does not matter, for instance with feed barley, it is unimportant if 
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a little grain of two kinds is mixed in the drier when changing from field to 
field. At the other extreme, when corn is being dried for tI'UC-lo-t)1>e seed, 
i t  is imponanl 10 be able to clean out the drier thoroughly. Horizontal 01' 
inclined driers are then usually indicated, and those with louvred beds are 
easier 10 clean completely than those with pcrforated beds. On most types of 
drier, if crops are to be kept separate, i t  is necessary, when concluding the 
drying of onc lot, to feed into the drier some similar grain that has already 
been dried. to prevent the hot air from escaping past the damp grain. The 
ratio of drier holding capacity to rated output should therefore be taken into 
consideration, if many such changes of variety have to be made, as some 
driers hold more grain than others for the same output rating. 

F U E L  

:Modem continuous farm grain dricrs are normally supplied with direct air 
heaters fired by gas oil, a similar oil to that used i n  diesel engined tractors. 
Electricity is impractical for the heavy loadings which al'e required for con
tinuous driers, while the saving in using solid fuel is oASet by the conveniencc 
of modern oil  fumaces. Large installations, for instance at mills or co
operatives, may have indirect air heaters, in which a cheaper fuel  (heavier 
oil or coke or coal) is burnt, and the heat from the furnace gases passed to the 
drying air either by a gas-to-air heat exchanger, or by a boiler and steam
to-air heat exchanger. 

P O W E R  

The use of a number of separate electric motors to power each of the various 
components of a continuous drier has become almost universal, though 
some makes can be supplied, if required, with a cOllntcrshaft for engine drive 
where elcctric power is not available. 

L A Y O U T  

Good layout of a drying and slOrage plant, is fundamental lo successful and 
economic operation. The arrangements for reception of grain are ofparticular 
importance. As the hourly working rate of the combine will nomlally be in 
excess of that of the drier, i t  is desirable to include in the installation a holding 
bin in addition to the grain intake pit. As in most grain-drying installations, 
a pre-c1caner is desirable. and this should preferably be installed between 
the pit and the holding bin or bins, to remove trash from the damp grain. 
Elevators will be required to raise the grain from the intake pit to the hold
ing bin, from the holding bin to the drier intake, and from the drier output 
to the conveyor taking it to store. Some driers incorporate onc or more of 
these elevatol""S, but it is more usual for the drier to be supplied without 
devatol""S: in preliminary planning this should be taken into account. The 
elevators already mentioned will usually be adapted to lift grain to the grain 
cleaner or dresser. which is sometimes incorporated in the layout, to ensure 
the production ora good conunercial sample. Finally, if grain is sold ofT the 
farm, either a high bulk loading bin, with a capacity equal to that of a large 
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bulk grain lorry (say 20 tons) should be provided, feci by a normal devator, or 
a high capacity comeyor and elevator s)'stem should be installed. 

Provision should be made in the conveying sy�tem for moving grain from 
one bin to another, and for movlIlg grain from a storage bin back to the 
drier: i t  may be necessary in some circumstances to partly dl·y grain, to a 
moisture content safe for lemporary storage, and sub'lequently to complete 
Ihe drying. 

To make storage completely safc, it is desirable 10 include in the layout 
provision for cooling of the grain in stOI C to a Icmperature below 6oClF. 
Grain, as it leaves a continuous drier, may in fact be considerably abo .... e this 
lemperalUle, a'l, often at harvest, the almospheric air is at a higher tem
peralUre and the best of cooling on the dricr cannot quite reduce the grain 
to ambient temperatures. Arrangements for cooling in slore can be much 
simpler than for drying on the floor or in silos, with widely spaced ducts and 
a comparatively small fan, which is fun at night or during other periods of 
low ambient temperature. 

O P E R A T I O N  O F  C O N T I N U O U S  D R I E R S  

IlEI;oRE WORK 

Tht momijactllr"'S instruction bool. should ht cartfully studitd ht/ort the drier ;s 
used. ThtJallowing gmtral sllggr.rtiolls (onllot ftp/act thl dtloiied inJormatioll llsuaily 
giu" for loch ope of dria. 

Before the beginning of each season remove an)'" dust 01' rubbish which 
might foul the grain-drier perforations, or WOI king parts, and clean the 
in'iidc of the drier and ducting thoroughly. Run the plant for a short time 
and look for air leaks in ducling, slack dri\'cs, loose nuts, or any similar faults. 
?\Jakc sure that fans and cOlweyors arc running in the right direction (centri
fugal fans slilJ deli\'er some air the right way, but at greally reduced efficiency 
if they arc reversed, for instance by accidental l'cversal ofmolOr connections). 
It  i:; particularly important to dean out an)' dust which collects in hot air 
ducts and the hot air chamber, as this dmt becomes vcry dry and constitutes a 
fire risk. l lorizontal and inclined dl iers arc filled wilh removable plates so 
thal the hot-air chamber can be cleaned out easily, and thi:; should be done 
daily during the season. 

Adjusting D ischarge Rate 

I t  is advisable to I un the drier to obtain a rough idea of output rate with 
variou'i settings of the discharge control. Some vertical driers with twin walls 
have separate discharge gears for each column, and these should be set to 
give equal rates of di'icharge. Discharge rate U'llIally varies according 10 the 
type of grain, and wilh the same t)'pC of grain according to moisture content, 
so it will not be possible to obtain precise selting<:;. 

rht FlImoct 

Thcworkingofoil-fired furnaccsshould be checked before any grain isdried, 
so that a dean smokeless flame is obtained. Incomplete combustion due to an 
excess of primary air is indicated b) blue smoke', and due to an excess of oil 
by Llack smoke. Either is liable lo .. poil the grain, and appropriale adjust
ments should be made, calling in a specialist if nece��ar)·. If adjusunent is 
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provided of the quantity of diluting air, it is normally advisable to use the 
maximum quantity possible. If thl.: burner capacity is sufficient to heat this 
10 the required temperature, reduction of air flow will reduce the rating of 
the d, ier; if the burner capacity is not sufficient, little if any gain in output 
will be obtained by shutting down the air to achieve the desired temperature 
as long as the burner is fully on, Solid-fuel fires should be lit  well in advance 
of the starl of drying each day : while the fire is smoking, all furnace gases 
must be directed to the atmosphere and drying should not be started until 
a clean bright fire is obtained, 

DURING  \"'ORK  

When starting [or the first time in the season, or after the d"ier has been 
emptied to change from onc crop 10 another, the grain that is in the drying 
and cooling compartments of a continuous drier when drying is begun will 
not be propel ly dried, and should be returned to the intake, 1\110st continuous 
driers are provided with an overflow chute from the feed hopper, which 
returns grain to the pit. To ensure that the drying compartments are full 
and thus prevent an escape of hot air, the feed elevator should be set so that 
there is always a trickJe of grain down the overflow. 

Control i\[elhods 

The method of control normally recommended is to set the hot-air tem
perature to the maximum permissible for the type of grain being dried 
(p. 50), and regulate the output rate so that the desired final moisture 
coment is obtained. \Vhen the grain requires a reduction of more than 
6-7 per cent i n  moisture coment, it is usually advisable to dl'y to about 
t 8  per cent moisture content and put the grain through the drier again at 
the earliest possible opportunity. 

Another method of control, sometimes used when the d. ier rating is com
paratively large in relation to that of the combine, is to run the drier during 
the day at a constant output rate to keep pace with the combine. Hot air 
temperature is varied, subject to not exceeding the maximum permissible. 
If the grain is insufficiently dried , ... ·ith the maximum permissible temperature, 
it  is put through the drier again overnight. 

T rmperaturt Control 

\Vith either method of drier control, it is necessary to ensure that the control 
of hot-air temperature is accurate and effective. Oil fired driers are usually 
filled with a thermostat operating a high-flow flame control, or with a pro
portioning burner in conjunction with an over-temperature cut-out and 
automatic re-ignition. \-Vith the latter arrangement it is desirable for the 
operator to set the burner from time to time during the day, as atmospheric 
temperature varies, so that cul-out and re-ignition are not constantly occur
ring. \Vith either type of burner, the setting should be checked against the 
drier thermometer, which should in turn be checked by inserting a reliable 
mercury thermometer imo the air flow. 

IUcommmdtd Hot Air T rmptTalurts 

The ma.'Cimum permissible hot-air temperaturedependson the use towhich 
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the grain is lO be put, its moisture content, and drier design factors. In the 
absence of definite instructions for the lIse of other temperatures, those 
shown in Table 8 (which have been aglced by authorities I ('presenting the 
purchasers of the \'31 iOlls kinds of grain) should be ob�crv(:d. 

Grain for sloek fe«l 
\\ hC'a! for milling 

T A B L E  8 

Gr:tin and purpose 

}'Ialtlllg b.:trh'y and 5C«l corn up to 2 ,  per cent m.c. 
Mailing b;ulC'y and �et'd COl n abo\"(' �_I pc:r ('('lit m.c. 
Oily \t'ros 
(Tht' safe all' temperatures J()r drying \"t."gcl:lL]c s«-<I, arc lower than 
thc�c III most cases) 

�ta.�. air tc-mp. r. 

' ' 0 

" 5 

• Feedio!; prOptTlics are not harmed by H:mpcralutC"S up to 'l20'f' during dr}'in,!,; but the 
higher the temperature u�(:d. the more uinJcult it i� to cool the gram ... ffccli\C�ly berore 
SlOragc. 

I t  should be noted that the maximum t('mperalUre recommended for 
drying wheat for milling is considerahlv Ic!'s than that for stock feed: use of 
temperatures over 150eF may result in modification of the gluten with con
sequent damage to the baking quality of the Hour. 

OlltPllt Ralt, .\Iou/llre Removal and T ffllprraturt 

With a given hot air temperature, the weight of water removed per hour 
by the dricr, and therefore the output rate X reduction of moisture content 
percentage, is very roughly constant. Thus, if at 3 tons per hour output rate, 
grain is dried from 2 1-1 7 per cent moisture content, at 2 tons per hour i t  will 
be dl ied from 2 1-15 per ccnt. This is not strictly true, for various reasons, but 
can scrve as a guide for making trial adjustments. The evaporative efficiency 
of most kinds of drier incrcases when the output rate is increased: Fig. 10 
shows an example of thc performance of a ch ier on tcst, in which i t  will be 
noted that the output rate when drying from 2 1  18  per cent is more than 
twice that whcn drying from 2 1  15  per cent. Evaporativc efficiency tends to 
be high when the moisture content of the grain clllering and Icaving the 
driel is high, but against this the amount of water to be removed for a given 
nominal Icduction in moisture content is morc at higher moisture contents. 
The idea of reduction in percentage moisture contclll is ttScful for approxi
mate calculations, but like most sums with percentages is apt to be mislead
ing. The wcight of moi."turc removed when X tons of wet grain is dried from 

. . 
2 1  1 5  pcr celll mOisture content IS 

6 X, 
100-15 

I.c. fi X  
85 

6 
NOT - X. 

100 

Table ..-\5 (Appendix) showl> the reduction in weight that takes place when 
grain is d, icd from various moisture levels. 

The efiecl of change in hOI-air temperature is that output will be \"ery 
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approximately proportional to the difference between the hot air temperature 
and atmospheric temperature. The effects of atmospheric temperatUlc and 
humidity bec me m re marked the lower the drying tcmperature, so plC
diclion of the perfonnance of a drier becomes more and more uncertain the 
lower the hot air temperature . . \s a guide, a drier capable of an output of 

S"tllk ... t u ... "",t .. 
It., • •  ,tor ... , ... ,,' 

, \ -50' 

B,. 1"-
""'-

200 'I 
I 
Oot .. t _ I h u (\0.,,, 21'/� nit lit'", 

1 11 - - - - -
I I , 

/' I 
" - , -

- - - - - - - -/ I 1/ , 
, � I / I i I " , " " " 

Fig. 10. Graph or dri�r �rrormance 

3 tons per hour dr>'ing from 2 1  1 5  per cent with a hot air temperature of 
1 50 F will have an output of 4 tons per hour at ISo-F, 5 tons per hour at 
2 1 0°F, and only t !-2 tons pt'!' hour at 120 F, depending on allllosphelic 
conditions. 

Drier output is influenced by the resistance of the grain to air flow, and 
a selling satisfactory for onc type of grain will not necessarily be salisfaclol Y 
fc.)r another at the same input moisture content. Different types of grain \tary 
considcrably in drying rate when dried in thin layers, but the variation from 
this is reduced by the thickne� of the bed in most practical farm driers. 

Stlting 'ht Drier 

Thedrier may bc approximatelyset aftcr determining Ihemoistureconlcnt 
of the grain delivered 10 it, bearing in mind that many types of moisture mcter 
will give only an approximatc indication of the moisture content of newly 
harvested grain (see p. 1 25). After this, the setting becomes a matter of trial 
and error. Moisture content readings should be taken of the dried grain as 
often as practicable, and not less than about every half-hour (unless con
dilions are so staole that little change is taking place). Experience will show 
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how much Output rate should be reduced if the moisture OnlenL tends to 
risc. Occasional readings of the moisture content of the incoming grain \\iU 
enable the experienced operator to anticipalc changes and keep output 
moisture content reasonably constant. Changes 10 the output rate should be 
gradual unless input moisture readings indicate a sudden change. A rough 
c.dculation can be made or lhe lime in hoUl's necessary for any change to be 
fully cfTccti\'c, by dividing the holding capacity of the drier in tons by the 
new output rate in lons per hour. 

Automatic controllers for continuous driers use the principles just des
cribed 10 coollci output fate electronically. I f a  drier is fitlcd with an auto
matic controller, the output moisture content should be checked with an 
01 dillary moisture meter sc\-er31 limes at the commencement of drying each 
type of glaill, so that the controller can be set conectly. Afterwards, the 
controller should hold the output moislure content reasonably constant, 
though an occasional check is .ulvis3blc so that any tendency to 'drift' can 
be compensated_ 

Brt(lJ.downs 

I f, for ally reason,it is necessal y to SLOp the plant when it is full of grain, the 
input clevatol feed should be stopped. 1 1  the SlOp is longer in dUlation than 
a few minutes, the bur ner should be turned down or turned oA- altogether. 
1 1 1  the unlikely event oU ire in the dl i(-'I, SlOp a"J0l/.s and empty the drier as 
quickly as possible: common sense will dictate in the particular circumstances 
\\ hethc .. the grain should be damped while still in the drier or as it  leaves it. 

AFTER W O R K  

At the cnd of the season and again before the new season, the drier should be 
cleaned out thoroughly_ Grain should be removed, since not only Illay i t  
provide food for insects, mites and rodents, but i t  may sprout and will tend 
to cause rapid rusting of the parts with which it  is in contact. Appropriate 
parts of the drier should be painted, as there is :I. great tendency to flI<;t 
bl'cause of the action or furnace gases and the long pCI-iods of idleness 
between seasons. 



Batch Driers 

B A T C II  driers .nc considered helc as driers which hold, or support, and city 
a relati\'ely small batch of grain in sacks or in bulk, the grain normally 
remaining static during the drying process. 1 n·sack driers and tray driers are 
lhe commonest form of batch cll iers, but hoppered chamber driers, \\ ith inlet 
and exhaust dUClS distributing air through the grain mass, also fall  into this 
category. I n addition, radially ventilated silos and ducted silos (in which the 
drying air travels only a sholt distance, 3 Cl or less, through the grain), even 
when their capacily is quile brge (over 20 lons), may be used as IXllCh driers, 
due to their ability to dry relatively quickly when appropriate combinations 
of airflow and heal :nc applied. The�c types of drier arc considered in detail 
on pp. 7 I 3· 

Batch driers, though inevitably introducing discontinuity into a grain 
drying and storage operation, can be an attractive proposition " hele capital 
cost must be kept to a minimum. l\Iany farms already have building:; suit.\ble 
for sack storage, and if the quantity of grain handled is not large (say 30 100 
tons) Ihe low capital and operational cost of an in-sack drier makes a strong 
appeal. However, the trend is now firmly to\\ards bulk handling at all stages 
after harve:;ting, and the sack drier does not fit in with this method. A simple 
bulk batch drier, such as a tray drier, is the next and obvious alternative to 
the sack drier. Capital cost need be liulc higher, as far as the drier is con
cerned, but modifications to buildings to make them suitable for bulk 
storage may also be necessary and expensive. Harvesting and drying in bulk, 
and subsequently handling in sacks, cannot be recommended except as a 
temporal y measure. 

I N - S A C K  D R Y I N G  

Grain and othel seeds harvested in thin hessian sacks by combine harvesters 
can be safely dlied in batches in the sacks, using a simple platform drier in 
which slighdy heated air is forced through the grain in the bags on the plat
form as shown in Fig. 1 1 . Capital cost is low but, although the labour 

A fon od keO'11 ",,11 
a Heold 0" 
C CtCllfl III hgt 
o PIoIIoo. 

Fig. t ' .  Principle of opc:r.ltion of plalform drier 

im'oived in loading and unloading the platform is not excessive, particularly 
if  the la)'OUl is well planned, it often demands umvanted breaks in the se
quence of harvesting and sloring operations. However the plant can be left 
unaucnded throughout the calculated drying cycle lime. 

53 
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DRYING RATE 

Drying rate varies according 10 the rate of airflow through the bags and the 
amount of heal applied. For example, a I)'pical oil·fircd unit has a fan which 
delivers 5,700 c.[rn. heated to 25' F abo\'e atmospheric temperature, .md uses 
I gallon offuel oil an hour. This unit could deal with '2, 3 or even 4 or 5 tons 
of grain at a lime according to the platform size. With a '2 ton loading such a 
plant would remove moisture at  approximately I per cent an hour. Rather 
more than half this rate would normally be achieved by the same unit on a 
4 ton platform. (Moisture c...:traction is slightly more efficient at lower rates 
of air-How uncler normal atmospheric conditions, when unheated air has 
an appreciable drying capacity). 

Using electrical heating, a 45 k\v ban.k will remove moisture at approxi
mately I per cent per hour rrom a 2 Ion batch. 

I t is clear, thererore, that many combinations or airflow and available 
heat are pos:;ible to suit individual requirements. The rarmer who wishes to 
cily large batches at  inrrequent intervals to reduce management problems, 
may choose a large platrorm, with a relrllively low airspeed and temperature 
rise, whereas another rarmer may require to dry small batches quickly, using 
a limited number of sack holes :1nd the maximum recommended airflow and 
temperature rise. With a large-capacity drier, there is orten considerable 
:1dv:1ntage to be gained by partitioning the air chamber so that only a pan 
of the drier may be used when necessary. 

COMPONENTS OF  A N  IN-SACK DRIER 

The drier consists essentially of a heater unit, a fan and a n  air chamber, the 
roof of the l:1tler fOllning the sack platform where drying takes pbce. Oil
fired units require, in addition, an oil storage tank. 

Ileata Unit 

A numberof satisfactoryoil-fired heater units are available, and :1 typical one 
consislS of an oil bumer with a combustion chamber mounted in a light steel 
casing with a steel mesh inlet guard. The casing outlet is connected to the 
inlet side of a ventilating fan which draws air past the hot combustion chamber 
and delivers it, mixed with the products of combustion, to the air chamber, 
�nd thence through the grain in sacks. Drive to the fan is either by electric 
motor or stalional y engine. The unit is designed to run automatically and 
unattended between batches, except for routine lubrication and fuel replen
ishment. Protection against power and flame failure is provided. Farmers 
who intend making up their own units should ensure that these necessary 
safeguards arc incorporated. 

In the case of all-electric units, a heater bank is fitted either to the inlet 
or outlet side of the fan. 1t  is an advantage to anange for the heater to be 
wired in stages; this allows a lower tempcratUle rise to be selected when a 
batch is to be left on all night to dry slowly. Although guards must be fitted 
at the fan inlet, very small mesh should be avoided as this reduces the effective 
inlet size very considerably. 

As with continuous and tray-type driers, solid fuel furnaces burning coke 
can be used. These are cheaper in capital cost than oil-fired healer units and 
are economical to run. However, they need more labour and skill in opera-
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Lion, and are seldom chosen now that reasonably priced units of the oil-fired 
type are available. 

On some farm-built tmclor- or engine-driven platform driers, the dir is 
warmed on its way to the fan by being drawn through a partially enclosed 
housing which surrounds the power unil. But the low horsepower require
ment of the low-pressure fan generally means that the small engine, or the 
lightly loaded tractor, does not produce sufficient heat to give a good drying 
rate, and the addition o f a  supplemental source of heat is normally required 
for batch drying. 

Fans 

Centrifugal fansafe rather less efficient and less compact than axial-flowfans, 
but are more adaptable to variation of grain depth and quieter. Ax.ial-flow 
fans are ideally suiteu to the steady resistance to airflow obtaining in the sack 
drier, and their power requirement is low for a given duty; the built-in motor 
gives a compact unit whieh offers considerable advantages in some situations. 
To achieve a dl')'ing rate of 1 per cent an hour, an airflow of the order of 130 
c.r:m. in per sack hole with a 25 F temperature rise is required. 

Drier Platform 

One typeof platform construction is illustrated in Fig. 12 .  Thisshows parlof 

IXCAVATlO 
AlR CH""M8ER 

Fig. 1 2 .  Single slab noar at ground level 

a prefabricated platfonn with the aperture slabs at  ground level mOllllled on 
support blocks where four aperture slabs meet. Access into the air chamber 
is essential for cleaning purposes. Fig. 1 3  shows part ofa continuom platform 
made up of welded mesh reinforcing fabric supported on timbers, again with 
the platform at Roor level to facilitate movement of sacks on and off the plat
fonn. Floor space is much more effectively used with this continuous type of 
platform, but air leakage between the sacks is likely 10 be greater than where 
individual sack apertures are used, and movement of a sack barrow over the 
platform is also impossible without laying down a special track consisting of 
planks or sheet metal. The continuous platform is likely to be of particular 
interest lO farmers drying hay artificially in walled bays. If the fan used for 
hay-drying is suitable, 2 .... layers of sacks may be dried on the floor normally 
used for hay-drying. 
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Two lhennomclcrs, onc i n  the wann-air dUCl and the other in a position 
to give the shade tcmpCldlurc at the fan inlet, arc required. In addition, a n  
instrument for measuring grain moisture content is very desirable and can 
efTect considerable fuel economics by reducing overdrying to a minimum. 

Support 
Block 

Tim Beater 

Fig. 13. Continuow platrorm 

Impervious 
lonking 
Str ip  
, 9"overoll 

w;dth) 

fabric 

Completion of drying is nOl easily determined by a moisture l{'st, owing to 
lack of uniformity. A medlOd of calibrating the drier involving weighing 
before and after dl )'ing is described later. 

IlIstallation Hints 

The plant should be arranged so that there is easy access to thedricr pial form 
for unloading damp grain and for taking orrdried grain. Consideration should 
also be given to the possible need to transfer the grain to a store, either in 
sacks or by mechanical or pneumatic conveyor; careful planning will save 
labour i n  the handling of bags on and off the drier platform. The following 
are among the important poinLS to consider when planning an installation: 

it is often advanlageous to sink the platform dueL� below floor level, so that the 
top of the platform is at the floor le\cl of the re�l of the b:1rnj 

where the natural lie of the land permits it is advantageolls to have accC$S to the 
building al both platform level and from a low-level roadway. A platform top, 
nu�h with the general floor level and combined with access ;\1 two Ie\"e!s, i!> an 
idl;al arrangement; 

there should alwa)� be a good area of floor �pace at the same lenl as the drier 
platform, so that temporal)" storage can be provided both before and after drring. 
\\'ith some 'square' la)'out�, il may be wonh while to Introduce a central passage 
to permit the easy use of a sack barrow; but the use of a sack barrow having an 
ex.tended axle so that the \\heds can rUIl on either side of each grid opening makes 
this less important; 

wherever possible, apertures should be set at right angles to the main runway to 
facilitate loading and unloading by a sack barrow which sp:ms the apertures; 
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the problem of drO!oIllJ; and slllkmg.off for sale: after drying should be borne in 
m ind from the st., rt, sin((" it ,'> often advisable to allow for an elevator hopper to 
be located al a point near the drier platform. Dr(,So>lllg ixJon: drying in sacks is 
not recommended; it l}(It only adds 10 organizational probkms but is not nearly so 
effective � dn ..... ,ing afll'r drying; 

i t  is highly d�irablc to house the heater unit separately, either in an enclosed 
structure within the bui.lding or, better still, in a shed out.<.ide the: main building. 
in fact, isolation of the heater unit is insisted upon by some insurance companies. 
Some of the practical ad\-antages gained by separate housing are; the healer unit 
can be kept clean, thus ensuring good performance and materially reducing the 
risk of fire due to the procnce of combustible material; there is less likelihood of 
moi�t air emerging from the: drier be:ing redrculatt-o, 

adcquate,"entilation in the upper part of the buildmg must be provided to allow 
damp air 10 escape. 

O P E RAT I O N  

S A C K S :  C HOICE AND FILLINC 
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Light hessian combine sacks should always be used. Thick railway and similar 
sacks are 110t suitable; the thicker material offers considerable resistance to 
aidlow and seriously reduces the drying rate. Furthermore, a larger size sack 
is heavy to handle and unsuitable for the standard platform aperture. 

Sacks should nOt be filled to capacity otherwise a good air seal is difficult 
to achieve and, in n.ddition, the required uniform depth of b>Tain layer is 
impossible (0 attain. A uniform grain depth of 7-8 in. should be the aim. 
For wheat, oats and barley, the best guide is to fill the combine sacks with 
about 24 in. vertical depth of grain and tie about 2 !  in. from the mouth. 

The alternative method of filling sacks to maximum capacity on the com
bine and then adjusting the quantity at the drier introduces an extra opera
tion, which not only requires morc labour, but may seriously interrupt the 
smooth running of the whole operation. 

SACK C OLLECTION 

'Vhen collecting sacks from the field i t  is best to follow the route taken by the 
combine. Grain harvested in the morning and evening is likely to have a higher 
moisture content than that which is cut between times. CoJlection of sacks 
across the combine route is likely to result in quite wide variations in moisture 
content in a single load. On the drying platform, wide variations in moisture 
content between individual sacks results in uneven drying and makes the 
cstimation of the drying period unreliable. 

Some farmers find it  advantageous to use red string to tie sacks in the 
early morning and later evening, when it is known that the grain is unusually 
damp. Howevet·, unless exceptionally bad harvest weather forces the farmer 
to go ahead with combining, starting should be delayed as long as possible 
in the morning. l L  is much cheaper to let the corn dry naturally in the ear; 
and lhe hour or so delay in slarting can mean a drop in moisture content of 
2 or 3 per cent if the weather is favourable. 

G R A I N  C L E. A N I N G  

I t  is neither necessary nor desirable to clean grain before drying on a sack 
drier. [ t  has been found that up to 2 per cent rubbish, which is more than 

• 
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should be expected in :.. norm,\I season, does not significantly interfere wtth 
the flow of air through the sacks. Furthcrmore, grcenstuIT, weed seeds and 
other con laminations arc vcry much more ea<:ily removcd :..fter drying. 

D R I E R  C O N T R O L  

For all practical purposes a 2SoF rise i n  temperature above atmosphcric, or 
1 00' F drying temperature, whichcver is lower, is as much as is normally 
required for cereals. Temperature lifts greater than 25 F can result in con
siderable overdrying of the layers nearesl to the apcrture. l\lany sack driers 
:lore designed to dry at lower temperature I ises, and this applies particularly 
to electrically heated types; drying is nalurally slower at lower temperatures 
but there is some cconomy in heating costs. 

C A L I B R A T I O N  

The drying rate ofa particular sack drier is best found by tlial during opera
tion. Although a grain moisture meter may be used to check grain before and 
after drying (when the grain is cooled and mixed), initial calibration of the 
dl-ying ratc of an in-sack is perhaps best carried Ollt by a weighing method. 
Several sacks from different parts of the platform should be weighed as 
accurately as possible and the individual sack weights recorded. If, after a 
period of 2-3 hours the sacks are reweighcd, the loss in moi:'lure in lb can be 
determined reasonably accurately. For example, if one sack before dl )"ing 
weighs 1 1 2  Ib and 106 Ib after drying for 3 hours, moisture removal is 

I �:.: X 1 00 = 5'S or 1 ·8 per cent per hour. The mean rate of removal for 
several sacks should be taken as the drying rate for the paniculal' cereal, and 
the calibration repeatcd for the different seeds to be dried and for a range of 
temperature lifts, if it is intended to vary the latter. 

I laving calibrated a particular sack drier in this manner, the farmer will 
know fairly precisely what time is needed to dry a particular batch and be 
able to avoid either undcr- 01' over-drying. I f he has accurately measured the 
initial moisture content, it is unnecessary to attempt the almost impossible 
task of accurately mea<;uring the moisture content immediately after drying. 

C O O L I N G  

Provided the grain is dried down to about 1 6  pCI' cent and stored in hessian 
sacks clear of the Ooor and with adequate air space between rows, grain need 
not be cooled before coming oO'the drier. J n practice, however, it is usually 
necessary to stop the fan during unloading, and it is besl to turn off the healer 
a few minutes carlier. 'f bulk storage follows immediately aner drying, cool. 
ing down as near 60QF as possible is advisable. This can be effected by clltting 
out the source of heal 1 5  "30 minutes before removal of sacks from the plnt
form. 

r N - S A C K  D RIERS TO S U P P I  E M E N T  T i l E  P R I N C I P l  E D R I E R  

"Many pi edominantly cereal growing fal mers also grow appreciable quanti
ties of grass and other small seeds and on such rarms, unless the drier is 
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capable of dealing with small seeds, the provision of a sack drier platform can 
convcnielllly solve this problem. In many cascs, particularly with bulk driers 
(ventilated bins, Ooor driers, ctc.) it is practicable lO bleed oA' a proportion 
of the air from the fan of the principle drier directly to the sack platforn1. 

BATCH D R I E R S  FOR GRAIN  I N  BULK  

I Torizontal tray driers were the first type of bulk batch grain driers to be 
developed . A possible attraction of this design, for farms where small quanti
ties of both grain and grass require drying, is that the drier can be arranged 
to do both jobs. 

More complex b :ltch driers are now available in which the drying cham
ber or tray can be emptied and refilled with grain for drying \vith so little 
delay that they compare favourably with continuous driers, unless a prolonged 
cooling period is necessal'y before the dried grain is stored in bulk. 

Horizontal tray driers range in capacity from I to over 5 tom. i\fost of 
those sold as complete units may be tipped either by hand screw or hydraulic
ally. The noor of a t}'pical tray drier is made ofstifTened perforated plate or 
wedge wire, and scaling of the air chamber beneath is automatically effected 
when the tray is returned to the drying position. Heal in the smaller capacity 
models may be provided by electricity or oil, but oil is generally preferred in 
the large sizes. 

Construction of a tray drier on the farm is not unduly difficult and is 
likely to give satisfactory rcs\.lllS if a suitable combination of airflow and heat 
is provided. 

Fig. '4 shows the general layout of a tray drier supported on a brick 
structure which forms the side walls of the air chamber beneath the drying 
tray. An inclined tray gives easy filling and emptying, and practical tesLs 
indicate that an angle of inclination of about 1 7-20° is satisfactory. For ease 
of operation it is an advantage to provide a self-emptying damp grain hopper 
of equal capacity to the tray. The hopper should be located above the higher 
end of the tray and should empty across the whole width of the tray. In addi
tion, a reception pit for the dried grain should be provided. A single elevator 
can be arranged to serve both damp grain hopper and dry grain pit. A 
further useful addition is a separate wet grain pit, as shown in Fig. '4, large 
enough for at least one trailer load of grain, so that when the plant is in full 
operation there is a minimum of hold-ups between batches. 

A similar sequence ofloading and unloading operations is achieved by the 
hoppered batch drier shown in Fig. 15.  I n this case, grain is dried in a special 
self-emptying chamber fitted with alternate Jayers of air inlet and exhaust 
duelS. 

Fig. 7 gives an indication of the resistance of grain at different depths in 
a tray drier at various air speeds. For example, if the proposed tray has a floor 
area of 100 sq. ft, and an air speed of 50 c.f.m. per sq. ft through barley is 
decided upon, resistance attributable to the grain (at 2 ftdepth) will be 2·8 in. 
w.g. To this mwt be added floor and duct losses which are likely to amount 
to ! to I in. w.g. depending on the layout. A fan capable of delivering 5)000 
c.r.m. at 3'3 to 3.8 in. w.g, would therefore be required. 

Table 9 gives the resulLs of some experimental work at the National 
Institute of Agricultural Engineering to determine the drying time (for wheat) 
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i n  a tray drier at diffcl Cl1l ratcs of air now and at different air temperatures. 
The grain depth i n  all cases was 2 ft, and the dl"),jng was from 20 pcr cent 
to a mean of 1.1 per cent moisture contenl. 

TO CLEANER 
OR BULK STORE 

WET GRAIN 
HOPPER 

DRYI TRAY 

fig. Lt. Sloping floor tray dri�r 

TABLE 9 

,A��,::' AN D 
H U N I T  

D'J'illg times Jar wheat ill a tray drier at 2 Jt depth 

Drying time (hours) 

Air flow (c.(m./K!. ft) at 100 F at 120 F at 140 F 

30 " 71 6 
40 81 s! 4! 
50 61 4! 31 
60 51 .. 3 
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.\nother type of batch dricr consists of a self-emptying hopper mounted 
above a self-emptying dq'ing chambcr of the same capacity. The drying 
chamber contains a !t}:�lem uf hot-ail' inlet and exhaust ducts. \Vhcn drying 
is completed, the grain is released to a hopper below, and the drying chamber 
is refiJled from the wct grain hopper with the minimum of delay. The fact 

UNDRIED 
HOPPER 

HOPPER 

SACK OFF ,, '''' DRESSER 

DRYING 
... MSER 

Fig. 15. Batch dricr wLth hoppers ror bolh wel :lIld dry grain 

that the wet grain hopper may be filled while the drying chamber is in opera
tion can result in almost continuous drying, and overcomes onc inherent 
disadvantage ofa single-unit tray drier. Separate wet- and dry-grain hoppers 
increase the flexibility of this type of unit. 

At grain depths approaching 24 in. and over, and where moderately high 

temperatures are used, batch driers tend to result in uneven dryingj but 
provided mixing before storage is reasonably thorough, this is not a serious 

disadvantage. The thicker the grain layer and the higher the temperatures 

employed, the greater the resulting moisture gradients. 1t is therefore essen

tial, if the grain is to be put into unventilated bulk storage, to arrange for 
cooling and a conve}"ing method which ensures thorough mixing. 

If grain is stored in the same building as the drier, effective means of 
removal of hot moist air to the exterior should be provided. 

The introduction of cheap and efficient auger grain conveyors has made 
the filling and cmpl)'ing of batch driers much more satisfactory; and if  a 
recei\'ing pit and discharge hopper are provided little time need he wasted 
between batches. 



Drying Grain in Bulk 

T H  I S  chapter deals with systems of drying in which the grain is not normally 
moved from the drying compartment or area immediately after drying is 
finished, and may, if desired, be stored in the drier until required. The main 
d,),jng methods included uncler this heading arc (a) drying i n  bins or silos 
wilh perforated floors and vertical air now; (b) drying ;on the floor'; (c) dry
ing ill silos with perforated walls and radial air flow; (d) drying in silos with 
inlet and exhaust ducts. There is no sharp dividing line between drying in 
bulk and drying in batch, and the equipment for systems (c) and (d) can be 
used for either purpose. The only difference between drying in bulk and dry
ing in a large batch is that batch drying can be carried out at a higher tem
perature, and the grain must be moved and mi.. ... ed immediately after drying, 
i n  order to secure a uniform final moisture content. 

The principles of drying have alread}' been explained, but it  is worth 
while to rc-state here the main practical points which must always be borne 
in mind in planning or operating a bulk drying installation. 

Drying in bulk is essentially a slow process. It depends on the use of air 
which normally has littlc drying capacity, and which is blown through thc 
grain for such a length of time that the relative humidity of lhe air and the 
moisture content of the grain are finally in equilibrium. 'Vhen drying is 
finished, there is little diA"erence in grain moisture content between the point 
where air enters and that where it leaves the grain. So long as the air blown 
through the grain has a relative humidity lower than that corresponding to 
the grain moisture content indicated for equilibrium conditions by Fig. 5, it 
will tend to absorb moisture from the grain. Relative humidity is therefore 
a useful indicator of the drying capacity of the air, in relation to grain at a 
given level of moisture contenl. Drying capacity is, however, also a function 
or temperature, and this is a point which is sometimes overlooked. Thus, the 
drying capacity of air at 70°F and a rela!ive humidity of 60 per cent in re
lation to grain which needs to be dried from 20 per cent is about 40 per cent 
highet· than that orair al 50 F with the same relative humidity. Atmospheric 
temperature therefore influences the drying capacity of storage drying sys
tems in two distinct ways, viz., 

a high atmospheric temperature leads to higher dr)"ing capacity because: drying 
capacity at a gin:n relative humidity increases with temperature; 

because the total quantity of moi.,;ture contained in the atmosphere at ally onc 
time of year tends to be a fairly constant quantity, increase of temperature also 
lends to reduce relative humidity. 
Conversely, at low atmospheric temperature, drying capacity is reduced 

in these two ways, and it is in conditions oflow temperature, late in the year, 
that storage drying systems are most likely to encounter operating difficulties. 
This problem is discussed i n  some detail later. 

In practice, as shown by the illustrations on p. 5 (Fig. le), in August 
average relative humidity is about 80 per cent in many important corn
growing areas, and a little higher in some; and even in the most favoured 
nreas in August, there arc 200-25° hours with a relative humidity of over go 

6, 

• 
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per cent. This means that it would be practicable to dry grain to a satisfac
tory level (e.g., 1 6  per celll m.c.) in a storage drying installation, using only 
atmospheric air, if all of the drying could be completed in an average August; 
but this does not form a s.ltisfaclory basis for the planning of installations, and 
in practice it is advisable to provide [or a temperature rise of up to about 6< F 
for the most favoured situations, and a little over 10°F for the most adverse 
conditions i n  which storage drying systems are used. 

Relative humidity of the drying air can be reduced by other means than 
heating it, e.g., by the we ora chemical such as silica gel or by refrigeration, 
but in practice all methods other than warming the air arc more expensive 
in capital cost, and do not provide any advantages sufficient to offset this. 

G E N E R A L  G H A R A GT E R I ST I C S  O F  

S T O R A G E  D R Y I NG 

The process Orslorage drying may be illustrated by rererence to drying in a 
simple ventilated bin with a perrorated noor. Other storage drying systems 
difTrr in details, but not in essentials. 

The grain is first driet.l at the boltom orthe silo, where the air enters, and 
the drying zone moves progressively upwards. Fig. , 6  illustrates the situation 

D�'I'ING lONE --1-
01'1'1' 10N( ---+ 
POfIOUS O� 
" 

• 

\ . 

I 

! I 
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Fig. 16. Drying zones in silo .. enlllatW from floor 

\\h(n drying is about halrfinish(d. The grain in the bottom orth( bin is rully 
dried; drying is taking place just above the dry grainj and the grain 3t the 
lOp is still approximately a t  the same moisture content as it was when it was 
put into the bin. The drying zone is onen narrower than indicated by the 
diagram, and when an appreciable amount or moisture has to be removed 
((.g., rrom 20 per cent m.c.) the poim which drying has reached may be 
easily checked by pushing in a metal rod or a sampling spear. Resistance or 
the damp-grain layer to entry orthe rod is oCten much higher than that orlhe 
dry-guin layer. 

The limit to effective application or storage drying systems is reached 
wheo the grain at lhe point where the air leaves takes too long to dry, and 
�gins to deteriorate �rore it is dried. This grain, in these limiting conditions, 
will have bttn put into the silo at a high moisture content, and will have been 
ventilated only b}" air or high relative humidity, which can do no drying. 
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This limit is a faclor of dcpth of the grain layer, air speed and air tempera
ture. I n  practicC', the power required to force air through grain increases 
excessively for storage (h ring at air speeds of o\'Cr about 35 c.f.m. per sq. ft, 
and a t  the drying l atc nOl"ll1all), attainable with the more economic air 
speed of 20-30 c.f.m. per sq. ft, the maximum recommended depth oC layer, 
\,,,hen appreciable drying is required, is about 1 0  ft. The limit, as regards 
initial grain moisture content for storage drying, is reached when a large 
proponion of the grain has a moisture content Of21 per cent or more. Beyond 
these limits, grain can be satisfactorily dried in storage driers in circumstances 
where atmospheric temperature and relative humidity conditions are favour
able, but planning of installations on such a basis cannot be recommended. 

Since the air which leaves a storage drier is normally carrying an amount 
of moisture corresponding approximately to the moisture content of the damp 
grain layer, i t  is essential to make provision for removal of the exhaust air 
from the building in such a way that re-circulation is avoided. 

Experimental work has provided information which makes i t  possible to 
predict the perfOl mallce of storage drying installations in specified conditions. 
For example, if driers are operated i n  the manner recommended later, i t  has 
been found that, on averagc, about 1 2,000 cu. ft of warm air is needed to 
remove I lb ofwaler. On this basis, it requires an air flow of about 2 1  c.f.m. 
per sq. ft of Aoor alca to remove } per cent lll.C. eveT)' 24 hours from grain 
at 1 0  ft depth. I t  is not usually economic to provide such an air flow for the 
whole dr)'ing area. 1n normal circumstances, it is satisfactory i f  about 25 
c.f.m. pCJ"Sq. fl is available over about one third or the drying area, provided 
that an air flow of about 1 5  c.f.m. per sq. ft is obtainable over two-thirds of 
the drying area, and not less than about 1 0  c.f,m. per sq. ft can be achieved 
when all silos are ventilated. If a suitable fan and motor are chosen, i t  is 
quite practicable to obtain air flows of this order. It should be emphasized 
that these recommended air flows are related to the grain depths, initial 
moisture content and atmospheric conditions all·ead), specified ( 1 0  ft, up to 
2 1  per cent and normal harvest weather) . Suitable operating methods for 
adverse conditions afe discussed later. 

For dryil/g grain Oil the floor i t  is recommended that the depth of undried 
grain of a high moisture content (2 1 per cent or more) loaded at any onc 
lime should not exceed 6 8 fl. This makes it practicable to manage with a 
lower air flow than that alread), considered for 1 0  ft depth. As with ventilated 
bins, however, storage drying on the floor is not recommended for areas or 
methods of management where a high proportion of the grain is normally 
harvested a t  over 2 1  per cent m.c. 

In a radial air flow drier, the air is normally introduced through a per
forated cylinder which stands in Ihe centre of the cylindrical silo. The air 
flows outwards and is exhausted through the perforated walls of the silo. By 
choice ofa suitable small or moderate silo diameter, the path of air through 
the grain can be suitably limited (e.g., to 3 ft in a 7 ft 6 in. diametel· silo, or 
5 l  fl in a 1 3  ft diametel' one), and a faidy high rate of air flow per ton of 
grain can be achieved. Exactly similar considerations apply to storage drying 
in silos filled \\ilh inlet and exhaust ducts. Here the distance between ducts 
normally rangcs from about 3-5 ft. 

Table 1 0  gives examples of the relationship betwecn grain depths, air 
fio" s, grain capacities and drying rates for typical storage drying installations 
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where the lotal storage capacity is about 250 tons and (he amount being 
dried at any one lime ranges from 40 to 180 tons. The figures given for the 
different types are not exactly comparablc, but give a general indication of 
the main characteristics of the lhree typcs of installation. Ducted air flow 
silos are not included, since these are usually made self-emptying and are 
used as batch driers. 

TABLE 10 
ComparatilJe characteristics of three storage dlying installations 

DR"ING �lF..THOD 

Vertical air-flow On-floor Radial air-Row 
- -

8 rectangular bins, Floor area 4 drying silos 9 ft 
1 0  in. dia. X 18 n 

Storage dimensions all ventilated, each all ventilated high and 3 12 ft 2 in. 
' 0  ' 0 X 15 ft 30 X 60 ft X 6 ft a in. high unventilated high high storage silos 

Depth or thickness of 
dried layer 1 0  ft 6 ft S in. 

Proportion of tota 1 Three- Three- • 3 4 
area being dried Quarter Half quarters Quarter Half quarters silos silos silos 

l-
Air flow c.f.m. per 

sq. ft ·S ' 9  ' S ' 7 '3 " 

c.r.m. per ton ' ·S 9S 7S '30 <00 80 ·90 '220 ,80 

Quantity ofgraio 
being dried (Ions 
barley) 60 '.0 ,80 60 , .0 ,80 S· 7· 1 04-

Drying fate per cent 
m.c. daily 0·6 0'45 0'35 0·65 O'S 0', , '3 , '0 0·8 

Da)'$ takcn to dry 
from 21-15 per cent 
m.e. ' 0  '3 ' 7 '0 , . , S 41 6 71 

Approx. fan horse-
power required ' 3  ' 5  ' 5 

The main conclusion to be dra\vn from this comparison is that on-floor 
drying can normally achieve a drying rate comparable with that ofa vertical
flow ventilated bin, by means of a moderate rate of air flow spread over a 
large area of grain at shallow depth. A radial air flow bin installation, on the 
other hand, achieves more rapid drying of smaHcr quantities of grain by 
using a high air flow through shallow layers. The radial air flow lype, in fact. 
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morc closely approaches a batch drier, and on some farms is used as such, 
when much higher cll") ing rates can be achieved. 

Tt  should be noted that the higher drying rale in the radial·f1ow silos is 
achieved partly by taking advantage of the fact that a higher rate of air flow 
can be economically used. This may involve a larger fan if the high dq,jng 
rate is also to be applied to a large quantity of grain. Although this section 
deals with the rates of air flow required for dq,jng grain, it may be noted here 
that only about onc tenth the rate is required for the cooling of dry grain 
stored on floors and that the grain may be stored at much greater depth. (See 
Cooling Grain to Alointa;" its Condition on p. 84.) 

C H A R ACT E R I ST I C  FEAT U R E S  O F  C O N S T R U C T I O N  

O F  S T O R A G E  D R Y I N G  I N STALLA T I O N S  

No attempt is made here to describe all of the many methods employed in 
I he construction of the various types of storage driers, or 10 discuss structural 
details, some aspects of which are dealt with in Storagt, Drying and Handljng 
Structures on p. '33- I n this section, attention is drawn to those characteristics 
which are of importance in securing a satisfactory performance from the 
viewpoint of efficient drying and easy management. 

F L O O R -VENTILATED B I N S  

For most circumstances, prefabricated metal bins are preferable to any other 
form of construction. They are easy to erect, can be made e.·uctly to the 
strength required to avoid permanent distortion, and can provide the com
pletely aLr-tight walls which are an essential feature. There is a choice be
tween rectangular bins which arc nested together and carry a pitched roof, 
and cylindrical bins, which stand separately and have individual conical 
roofs. Choice betwecn these depends partly on choice of ventilating equip
ment, but more on gcneral management after dr}'ing. The nested arrange
ment lends ilSclr to a fixed ventilating and conveying installation, while 
individual bins are more suited to the use or mobilc drying and conveying 
equipment. There is a choice between buying a complete installation from a 
single firm, and buying individual components 10 pro\'ide a 'tailor-made' 
installation. Though metal bins are now usually prererablc. other types are 
available. \Vhcre matcrials such as conCI·ete staves. pre-cast concrete blocks 
or timber are uscd, it is esscntial to take precautions to avoid air leaks through 
the matcrials themselves or through joints. Porous materials may need some 
side cladding to protect the walls from driving rain. 

Though it is usually undesirable to attempt to dry ruB bins or damp grain 
at a depth greater than 10 ft, i t  is worth while to have the bins buill 1 5  ft high, 
�incc the additional capacity can be lIsed ror drying after the grain in the 
first 1 0  f1 has been dried, and can provide relatively cheap storage capacity 
for grain which has been dried either in situ or in the bottoms or other bins. 

Lal·ge-capacity bins are usually app.·eciabl;' cheaper ulan small ones per 
ton of grain slored, but on most fanns there are management disadvantages 
in very large bins. Provision of a spare bin to facilitate turning is not as 
essential as with unvcntilated bins. but it  is an advantage to be able 10 lurn 
grain arter it  has been dried rrom a high moisture content. 

• 
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FLOORS F O R  V ENTILATED BINS  

The floor of J. floor-ventilated silo is onc of lhe most important components 
of lhe installation. It is essential that it be easily cleaned, and that it offers 
negligible resistance to air flow. �bterials available include malt kiln tiles, 
sloned concrete blocks, wedge wire, expanded metal and perforated metal. 
Perforated metal is used in most 'complete' ventilated bin installations, and 

Auger 
D i scharge 

Air 
Floor Sector 
w i t h  Support  
legs A ttoched 

Fig. I'. St'('tional 1)('1 roratcd floor with arrangements ror emptying by horizonta.l auger 

is also most widely used in tailor-made plants. A typical material is 1 6-18 
gauge perforated shect, with sufficient (about 44 per sq. in.) -6r.� in. holes 10 
provide 20 25 per cent open space. This is easy to Clx to timber joists, easy 
to clean, and easy to take up if this ever becomes necessary. I t has a negligible 
resistance to air flow at the highest air speeds ever required. Some modern 
pre-fabricated bins have lhe floors made of framed panels which are simply 
dropped into position (Fig. 1 7 ) .  Louvred floors made of expanded metal have 
the advantage that they can be made completely self-emptying by use of the 
ventilating fan when grain ceases to flow by gravity alone. 

Wedgc wire consists of a series of parallel wedge-shaped steel strips spaced 
about ,l. in. apart on the top side, and supported beneath by cross rods at 
abou1 3 in. intervals. Such a floor is only moderately strong, and needs almost 
as much "upport as p('rforated metal. J 1 is sometimes used in strips supported 
at their edges by rebating in the concreting floor (Plate I V(b)). Such a method 
of construction is satisfactory for floor-ventilated bins, but not strong enough 
withoul considerable additional support, to take the heavy and concentrated 
loadings due to \'ehide wheels which may arise in connection with drying on 
an open floor. 

},[all kiln tiles are 1 ft square and usually have 960 holes per sq. ft. Their 
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rc�islance to air flow is higher than that of metal floors but is well within 
n.:quilcmcnL') when' the whole noor is covered by the blocks. They arc casily 
bid on bricks on cd.�c or concrete pier'i, and there is normally 110 need for 
grouting. They arc usuJ.lly only atlmClivc compMcd with perforated metal 
when obtainable .:lt  reduced price, e.g., sccond·lwnd from disused malt kilns. 

Slotted concrete blocks provide onc of the cheapest perforated floors 
available, but suffer from the disadvantage that the slots are not always com· 
pletely uniform in size, and are fairly easily damaged. Resistance 10 air Aow 
is not appreciable at normal air speeds where the blocks cover the whole floor 
alC�a. but the free area is insufficient to permit making use of the blocks in 
strips. 

There are many other possible ways of constructing ventilated bin floors, 
but most of them are Illore applicable to drying 'on the floor' and al'e con
sidered late!'. 

ON-FLOOR DRYING I NSTALLATIONS 

Drying on the floor is essentially a simple system of storage drying, best suited 
to fm-ms with only a small number of types of cereal crop, and an absence of 
complications as regards disposal. I t  is possible to devise an on-floor drying 
scheme with many partitions which enable many different parcels of grain 
10 be kept separate; but this is usually inadvisable, since for such a need a bin 
system is likely to be preferable in operation, and little or no more expensive. 

Information on buildings, walls and floors suited 10 the pUl'pose is given 
on p. 1 44, and all lhal need be said here is that the building should be acces
sible 10 vehicles at both ends where practicable, and unobstructed by stan
chions inside, except in the case of a wide building (e.g., over 40 ft wide) 
when it  may be convenient to incorporate the stanchions in a longitudinal 
dividing waJl. A convenient width for storage bays is often 24-30 ft. The main 
duel can conveniently be abo\'e-ground, and may be built in conjunction 
with a side wall in a building up to about 30 fl wide, or in conjunction with 
a central wall in a wider building. 1n suitable soil conditions it may be below 
ground. �[elhods of construction of main ducts arc brieAy considered laler. 

Among the main advantages of on-floor dr} ing arc: 

ability to receivc grain al an adequate rate from the eombincs; 
ability 10 use thc building for many olher normal farming purposes when the 

grain has been r�mo,t"d, �ither between seasons, or long4lcrm, as a rCl>uh of 
changt"d fanning policy; 

low capital cost. 

Onc aim should therefore be to make the installation a,s easy to use for 
other purposes as is possible, a factor which should be borne in mind in choice 
of building, choice of sitc, construction of main ducts and, particularly, in 
con!otl'uction of the floor. 

AIR  DISTRIDUTION SYSTEMS FOR ON.FLOOR DRYING 

Thc most important objectivc in dcsigning an on-floor drying installalion is 
10 provide an effective means of delivering air into the grain in accOI'd with 

the figures given in Table 10 The air-flow arrangements should also permit 

• 
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the aLl" to be concentrated on to a vcry small Roor area without encountering 
e.xcessiyc resistance from the ducts or floor. There arc three main ways of 
distributing the air, \'iz: 

through an :lil·pc'fIl1eahlc noOl; 
through below-ground lateral duelS \\ IIh air-permeable tops; 
through portable abol'c-ground lateral ducls, with arrangements ror delivering 

air through theIr walls . 

. lir-pmntablt Floors may be constructed of bricks laid as shown in Fig. 18. 
The bricks arc laid as close together as practicable, without any mOrlar, and 
air passes into the grain between the individual bricks. Though such a floor 

can permit satisfactory drying, the amount of free air space is very small, and 

such floors have a high resistance to air flow. t-.[oreover, they are fairly 
difficult to clean and can fairly soon bccomc impermeable if eflcctive cleaning 
is not carried oUl l cgulady. Such a Ooor is easy to construct, is not very ex
pcnsi\'c, and permits use of a rront-loader bucket ror bulk handling or the 

gram. 

T;ght l y  Packed 
Bricks 

Main 
A i r  

Duct Forming 
Flat Floor 

Ai Inlet with 
Air Door or Flap 

Air Channel Formed Between 
lines of Bricks 

fig. 18. Flat flllOr vt"ntitalion using bricks \\ilh hessian bcn(l'uh lOp ta)'�r 

Improved types of flat air-pel-mcable floors are clearly a possibility. 
Materials such as kiln tiles and slotled concrete blocks appcar 3uractive, but 
unrortunately they arc nOI normally strong enough to withstand the loads 
imposed by the loaded \' hides which need to run 0\,("1' Ihe floor when hand. 
ling grain in bulk. 
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Btlow-grQlllldLaltral Ductswith air-pnmeablc lOpS ha\'c been tried, but tech
nicall)" satisfactory methods of construction alC generally expensive. l\latcrials 
such as wedge-wire may be used to form the tops nrsueh ducts, but are not 
strong enough 10 c;:trry loaded vehicles without additional supporl. 

One possible method of using such materials i1; to lay a removable tracking 
over the floor to carry vchicle loads; but even if this is done, the floor needs 
to carry a tractor anywhere on its surface when operating a front loader. 

Other types of lOpS for below-floor Iaterals include spaced timber bancns 
with wired hessian. Such floors tend to have a high resistance and are not 
casy to keep clean. 1\J051 of the materials used for floors of ventilated bins 
either have insufficient strength, or do not provide sufficient free air space, to 
permit use in strips. As with above-ground lateral dUClS, the following re
quirements must be borne in mind: 

it is inadvisable to have un-ventilated strips widt"r than about 30 in., especially 
where grain of high n\oislUre content is to be dried. Recommended duct centre 
sp.lcing for duct.s about 9 in. wide is 3 fl; 

erOS$ sectional area of the duct at Ihe point where air enters should be such that 
air s(>«d d� not norrnally exceed 2.000 ft per min. Thm, if duels at 3 fl centres 
and 30 ft long arc to prQ .. ide an air flow of 15 c.rm. per sq. n, the amOUTlI of air 
�lIpplied to a single duct \\ill be 3 30 '5 1.350 c.f.rn., and duct aJea al 

. 1 .350 
the 1Illet should be at least --"- = 0·67 sq. ft; 

',000 

the free air space through which air can leave the duct should be as large' 3-� 
po�ible. Too small a frt"(' air space leads to very high air speed through the grain 
at the points where the air p� from duct 10 grain. and this can ea:.ily result in 
a \'ery high resist.lnee and poor air flow; 

as a general rule, grain re�islance is so high in rdation to the resistance of a good 
duct, that there is uniform ::lIr flow from all parts of the duel. There is therefore 
110 !lee-cl 10 consider the w..e of lapered ducts. c:xcept as a mearu of 5a\-ing materials. 

These considerations apply equally to above-ground portable latcl'al 
ducts. 

Aboltt-grOlilld PortabLe Lateral Duc is have many advantages. Floor construc
tion can be very simple, and the ducts can be easily removed to leavc the solid 
concrete noor. Thcl-c is no problem in rcgard to entry of heavy vehicles into 
the building, pl'o\'idcd that the ducts are laid as filling proceeds, and removed 
as the building is emptied. Chief disadvantages of llsing portable lateral ducts 
is that they make it more difficult to obtain much advantage from using a 
front loader. �Iany lypCS of portable ducts may be used. Simplc inverted 
timber troughs, either U-shaped or V-shaped, supported about 2 in. above 
floor level by means of 2 X 2 in. cross bearers, and with a hessian nap to 
pt'event grain from being drawn into the duct through this '2 in. gap, can 
be quile satisfactory (Fig. 1 9) .  They are easily home-constructed. The onl), 
disadvantages are that the ducts are rather heavy, not easy to pull out of the 
grain when emptring a store, and occupy a fairly largc amount of storage 
space when not in use. U-shaped duelS made of suitable welded metal rcin
forcing material (Fig. 20) (e.g., I x 3 in. by 5 and 1 0  gauge) and covered by 
hessian give excellent results as regards drying performance. There is nor
mally no disadvantage in allowing air to escape from the whole of the duct 
sU1-face, rather than only from near the Aoor, as is the case with most wooden 
ducts. Pressure measurements show that, as soon as the depth of grain above 
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the duCIS is mOle than the ducl cClHre distance (i.e., usually aboul 3 ft) , there 
is a reasonable air flow at a point mid·way between ducts, and tests of grain 
moisture COil lent show that it is only when grain is over about 24 per cenl m.c. 
that there is any tendency 10 leave an undried wedge or grain between lhe 
ducts. 

M A l  N A I R  
Duct locotor and :;-___ �D�UCT 
anti - spillage shield �;;;:-..,. 

Ai r outlet Hop 

'"---Hlession skirt 

>.--/<10..._: " � " /" 2 x 2 2 bearer 

LAT E R A L  DUCT 
Fig. Ig. Inverted 'U' shaped wooden dUCl 

Another suitable material for portable lateral ducts is expanded metal, 
which can provide both the necessary strength and air permeability. Ducts 
constructed of sllch material can be made stackablc, and have VCI y few 
technical disadvantages. Louvred metal ducls are also satisfactory. 

R A D I A L L Y  V E N T I L A T E D  B I N S  

Radial-flow ventilated bins (see Fig. '2 t )  a re cylindrical in shape and havc 
perforatcd walls, which may be constructed of expanded metal, perforated 

Welded mesh fabric 

Hessian 
fig. 20. In\'t"rlt'd 'Ut shaped wt'lded mesh duel 

• 
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metal, limbcl with slrips of perforate cl metal or ('\'en ora SUil..l.blc steel mesh 
and h('s�i..l.n. ] he ail" i'i iutroduced through .l central pCl fOl'alCd cylinder, and 
flows radiall)" c:xcept a l  the LOp. Before ventilation is started, the top of the 
central ail pipe mU�1 be co\ crcd with grain to a depth ('qual to about two
thirds the ciiSlancc between the air pipe and the bin wall. Jf ,hi:; is not clone, 
an undue proportion of the \'entilating air will escape in an upward direc
tion. \ " here a number of radially ventilated bins are installed, it is convenient 
10 have at least one filled with a piston valve in the central pipe by means of 
which the effective length of this pipe may be altered to suit the depth of grain 
contained in the bin. 

OETACHABLE 
COVER VALVE 

I SURFACE 
I OF GRAIN 

, . 
, 
, , , ---t CENTRAL �-'..,..- : C'I'l.lNOER 

> 
, , , 
, , , 

t S i lO :--.-,,>�-!: WALL V 
) 

> 

, , , , 
, , 
, 

Fig. 2 1 .  Radial flow \·<:lItil:lIoo silo 

The main object of radial vcntilation is to allow a high rate ofairAow per 
ton of grain wilh economical usc ofran power, and for this reason silos should 
preferably be of small diameter compared with their height. With a silo 1 2  n 
high by 7 ft 6 in. diameter, the drying cylinder should be 1 8  in. diameter. 
Such a silo holds approximately t I tons of whcat; and an ait'Aow of about 
2,500 c.f.m. of air at the average relative humidity rccommended for Aoor
ventilated silos (60 65 pCI' cent) wdl producc a drying rate of about I per cent 
per clay. Dr)'ing rate can be raised to I l per cent per cia)' without excessive 
risk of uneven drying by reducing relativc humidity of the drying air to about 
50 per cent; but the highcr the temperature rise employed. the more impor
tant it becomes to stop clr) ing, and 10 mix the grain at the correct time, ru 
a general guide, a farm dealing with 200 IOns of corn will need 3 or 4 such 
drying silos, while the rest oflhe storage accommodation can be unventilated. 
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DUCTED VENTILATED BINS 

An advantage of the constructions in which the air is admitted through hori
zontal duClS or a perforated vertical tube, instead of through the Aoor, is that 
self-emptying hopper bottoms with a steep slope can be used. Onc type of 
bin has alternate layers of inlet and exhaust duclS arranged as in Fig. 22. 

Exhaust 
air 

ducts 

Fig. 22. Sclr-emptying silo with ventilating ducts 

l\fAIN DUCTS AND AIR CONTROL l\[ETIIODS 

There are many similarities between the requirements of main ducts and air 
control methods for all types of storage drying installations. Large quantities 
of air have to be moved over long distances, and it  is essential that ducts be 
adequate in size, as straight as possible, air-tight, and strong enough to with
stand the pressure that is developed if the fan is operated when all lateral 
ducts are closed. A right-angle bend very close to the fan considerably reduces 
efficiency, and should ne\'er be employed where a gently inclined inlet is 
possible. 

�lain ducts may be constructed in masonry, timber. steel or other con
venient materials. Cost of construction may be a major item of expcnditure, 
and cheap and effecti\-c methods arc still being sought. The supply of air to 
individual silos in a multi-silo installation or to individual parts of a drying 
floor, has to be controlled by doors between the main duct and individual 
silos or lateral dueLS. These doors must completely seal off the branches to 
silos or areas which are not in usc. As a general rule, butterfly valves or sliding 

, 
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valves lend to be less reliable than doors which seal on a strip off03m rubber 
(Fig. 23). Where it is possible for the operator to walk down the main tunnel, 
there is nothing beller than the simplcst lype of door, consisting of a strip of 
plywood or even stiffhatd-board, which is simply held in position by a single 
turn-button type fastener, or even by being hung on a nail at the top. Pro
vided that the door is in position when the fan starts, and is a loose fit in the 
frame, air pressure in the tunnel will push i t  in place. 

• 

W.dge Action F.stener 
Fig. 23. Windo\HYpc vain' 

A frame made of wood or light angle ilon can be quite salisf<lctory. The 
essential requirement if) that the face on which the door seals should not be 
twisted. 

Where the door is located in a tunnel which i., too small for the operator 
to enter, the best solution is usuall)' a hinged door, operated by a wire which 
rllns through a very slllall conduit (Fig. 24). When situated in the far side of 
the lunnel lhe door should be hinged a t  the top, and it is a good plan to set 
the frame at an angle, so that the door closes itselfby its own weight when the 
wire is released. Alternatively, i t  may close on to a frame let into the roof of 
the duct, and in this case it is closed by pulling the wires. Such hinged doors 
need slack hinges which allow them to be pushed by ail' pressure on to the 
soft rubber seating. 

OOOR 

FROM M,AIN DUCT 

StLO WA.L1. 

VALVE 

CONTroL 

WI�E 

CONVEVOQ 
PASSAGE 

MOOK 
MAIN 

DUCT 

PERFORATED 

B�ANCH 
DUCT 

METAL +j-+ OOOR 
RUBBER 

OUCT 

Fig. 24. Sloping top-hinged \'ah-e which is opened by means of a control wire running in 
a condull 
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I n  an installation with several ventilated bins or a large ventilated Aoor, 
a very high proportion of the air may be wasted if valves leak and allow the 
air to pass into areas where there is  no grain, or where the grain is already 
dry" 

The size of the ducting should be such that the air speed is limited to 2,000 
ft per min. Above this speed, frictional losses at bends, etc., are serious, and 
efficiency is reduced. The area of duct required is  calculated by dividing the 
maximum fan output in cubic feet per minute by the permissible air velocity 
in feet per minute, c.g.) for fan with output of 1 5.000 cu. ft per min. cross 

1 5,000 f". sectional area of duct should be not less than = 7·5 sq. It. 
2,000 

CHOICE OF F A N  A N D  1vfETHOD OF W A R M I N G  T I-I E  A I R  

\Nhen choosing a fan for a storage drying installation it is usually best to select 
a 'non-overloading' type. Where only a small number of bins is ventilated a 
dual-stage axial-Aow fan is suitable, while for a large number of bins or a 
large Aoor area, a backward-curved centrifugal fan llsually provides a better 
solution. '''Iith the lattcr type, as the number of bins ventilated is  increased, 
the total volume of air delivered rises considerably, and the Aow of air through 
individual silos falls only slowly. The horse-power required increases as vol
ume increases, but the cITect is much less marked than with paddle-blade or, 
more particularly, with forward-curved fans, which are unsuitable for such 
a purpose. 

The way in which the performance of various t)'pes of fans varies accord
ing to the floor area blown is shown i n  Air Heaters and Fans on p. 10 I .  For a 
typical backward-curve non-overloading type centrifugal fan, used in an 8-
silo installation filled with l o ft of grain, performance is  likely to be approxi
mately as follows: 

Airflow 
Static pressure 

Number of bins c.f.m./sq. ft Total-
In. w.g. 

, ,8 ,800 6" , 
, '4 ,800 5"3 
4 , 6  7'00 3"5 
6 '. 6400 ,". 
6 . .  6800 , "9 

- assuming 100 sq. ft floor area per bin 

In choosing a fan for an on-floor drying installation, it is  practicable to 
manage with a slightly lower fan output per ton with large plants than with 
small. Table 1 1  provides a general guide to minimum levels at which to aim. 
Higher air-flows can be used with advantage where large fans can be 
economically provided. 

Thus, for a 200 ton plant a fan capable of delivering 1 4,000 c.f.m. against 
2 in. w.g. (whole area), 1 1 ,000 c.f.m. against 3 in. w.g. (half area), or 7,000 
c.f.m. against 5 in. w.g. would be suitable. 
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TABLE 1 1  

A irjlow for on-jloor d,),jllg 

Proportion of floor area blQ" n 

\Vhole area Half lot31 area QlIal'ler area 

Size of 
In.sta lIa I ion Air-

Equh'a-
Air- Eqlli\'a- Air- [qui,a-

'pc'" speed knt ,""'" lem 
lell! Resist: Resbt: R('$isl: c.f.m. c.r.m. c.f.m. c.f.m. c.f.m. 

c.f.m. Ill. w.g. Ill. h.g. I ll .  \'>g. 
pc' 

per ton P'" pc, P'" pc' 
sq. (t sq. (I 1011 sq. ft ,on 

Small planlJ lip 
to �50 tons '0 70 1 1-2 ' 5  " 0  , 3 '0 ,,0 3 5 

Medium sized 
plants 9 65 ' h  ' . >00 , 4 ,8 ' 30 3 5  

Large plants 
over 500 ton� 8 60 , 1-' ' 3  go �-3 • 7 "0 3 5 

The relatively wide range of resistance to air now indicatC'd by the table 
is due panly la variations in losses in main and lateral ducts. 

The maximum temperature rise that is normallr required for storage 
drying installations is about 10  F, though a little more may be useful in very 
cold and foggy conditiom. The need for maximum temperature rise vcry 
seldom coincides with a need to blow the whole floor area of the installation, 
and in praclice it  is usually satisfactory to provide for a 7 F rise over about 
three-quarters of the total floor area in the case of a large plant. 

For small installations, where an adequate power supply is available, ek'c
trical heater elements, which can be switched on in stages, and arc normally 
located on the inlet side of the fan, are both convcnient and economic. About 
3 k\,y per 1 ,000 c.f.m. provides for a temperature rise of 1 0' F. In a typical 
arrangement, the heater is divided into units of different size, which can be 
used either independently or together. For example, a heater of 2 1  k\V capa
city may be arranged in groups of3, 6 and 1 2  k\\', thm making i t  possible to 
switch on in 3 kW increments throughout Ihe complete range. The whole of 
the installed heater capacity is very seldom needed. It  is only required when 
the fan is operating at rull capacity in conditions of high relative humidity. 

For large installations, where an adequate electricity supply may be a 
problem, and operating cost with an electric heater would bc substantial, the 
best solution is likely 10 be an electrically operated fan, and an oil-fired heat 
exchanger unit. Sueh an installation is likely to be well suited to storage 
driers of upwards of about 250 tons. For smaller installations where there is 
only an adequate electricity supply, the use of a bottled gas heater unit may 
be the best solution. 

Direct oil firing is not recommended for storage driers, since any mal
functioning of the burner may not be detected and can resuh in tainting or 
the grain. 

A common and quite salisfactory method for all normal conditions is 
utilization of the waste heat rrom the internal combustion engine which 
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drives the fan. As a general rule the temperature rise provided is quite 
adequate and may indeed be excessive, if precautions are not taken to bleed 
in unheated air when necessary. The normal method of installation is to draw 
part of the air into the fan from the engine house, and pan directly from oul
side, the proportions being fully adjustable. When the whole of the waste heal 
is used and the fan is blowing only a small floor area, temperature rise can 
exceed 10°F. At the other extreme, on fuU air flow, temperature rise may be 
only about 4 5 F. 

For easy checking of the temperature rise provided by any method of 
heating, it is advisable 10 install a pair of direct-reading dial thermometers, 
onc with its bulb near the fan inlet and the other in the main dUCl (Fig. 25).  
This enables the effect of the heater control to be easily reac!. 

T H ERMOM ETER TO 
R ECOR D S H A D E  
TEMPERATURE 

E L E C T R  I C 
H E AT E R  

CT 
T H E R M O M ET E R������;;�� 

A I R  
D U CT 

Fig. 25. Centrifugal (an and hc-att"r unit showing layout of thermometers 

A direct-reading hygrometer installed i n  the main duct can be useful in 
indicating the correct temperature risc if checked two or three limes a day, 
and used in conjunction with tests of grain moisture content in the dried layer. 

Further information on fans and heaters is given on p. 98. 
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O P E R AT I ON OF S T O R A G E  D R Y I NG 

I NSTALLA T I O N S  

J t  is essential, when managing any kind of storage drying installation) to 
understand the principles of drying, which have already been outlined. 
Principles of operation are the same for all kinds of storage driers. I t  is 
therefore convenient to deal with the operation of floor-ventilated bins in 
some detail) and only to discuss aspects of operation of other types where they 
arc appreciably differenl. 

V E N T I L A T E D  B I N  i\ f A N A G E M E N T  

Onc of Ihe essential requirements of a slOragc drying installation is that 
nothing must be done to interfere seriously with an even flow of air through 
the whole of the grain. This is particularly imponant when ullusually wet 
grain is being dried. 

The most common causes of uneven air flow in a weU-designed installa
tion are uneven filling, and the presence of dust) grecnstuff and other con
taminants in dense pockets. 

It  is therefore important, when grain is particlarIy wet, to fill evenl), and 
either to remove contamin::lIlLS or to take care to spread them as evenl), as 
possible. Wet grain in bulk can easily be made appreciably denser in some 
parts than others by such practices as dropping the grain on the same spot 
for long periods by means of a conveyor. \Vhen loading a bulk store, conve}'ors 
should be arranged to sprinkle the grain lighLly over a large area, or should 
be moved frequently if practicable. Conveyors should accordingly be chosen 
and used with such problems in mind. \Vhere wet grain also contains a large 
amount of dust, greensLuIT or other contaminants \."hich tend 10 reduce air 
flow or to set up heating, it is best to remove i t  before drying, though this may 
not be practicable with some types of on-floor drying installations. With 
ventilated bins, use of a good aspirating type pre-cleaner should be normal 
practice) and the cleaner should only be by-passed if the grain is exceptionally 
clean. 

Drying should begin as soon as the bin floor is covered with grain, and 
should continue until the moisture content has been reduced to a safe storage 
level. The most important control instruments are a grain moisture meter and 
a sampling spear which enables samples of grain to be taken from the dried 
layer. The moisture content of the grain in the dried layers is the most reliable 
indication of the success or otherwise of the operator in achieving, on average) 
the required conditions in the air blown through the silos. 

Reduction of moisture content to 1 4-1 5 per cent is recommended for long 
tcrm storage (Table 3, p. 18). Grain at  this moisture content is in equili
brium with air of between 65 and 75 per cent relative humidity) the exact 
relationship depending on kind of grain, temperature and whether the grain 
is picking up 0" giving out moisture. Many farme .... wish to storc at  higher 
moistul'C contcnt<;, and, a<; indicated on pp. 1 7  . 8  and pp. 83 90, this is 
practicable in vcntilated bins or floor stores) provided that the operator is 
prepared to cool the grain thoroughly after drying) as explained on p. 84) and 
to check the condilion of the grain regularly, by turning on the fan and going 
to the top of the bin to sec if the air that emerges shows any sign of heating. 
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With a weekly check of this nature, after drying is completed, it is practicable 
to store clean, sound grain at 1 7- 1 8  per cent m.c., at normal winter tempera
tures. In order to achieve such a moisture content, an average rdative humi
dity in the region of 80 85 pcr cent is needed, so little or no warming of the 
aunospheric air is required during the nomlal harvest season. 

The most common errors made by farmers, who are new to storage drying, 
are use of too high a temperature, and stopping the drying process before 
drying is complete. A high temperature risc is especially undesirable in a 
cold, wet harvest. The grain in the silo may, in the early stages of drying, be 
not only very wet but also very cold. Ifat  this stage a temperature rise of say 
20°F is used, the effect is that the warm moisture-laden air is rapidly cooled 
as i t  passes upwards through the wct grain, and in these circumstances 
moisture may be deposited in the upper layers. This makes subsequent drying 
operations unnecessarily difficult. The only satisfactory way of dealing wilh 
very damp grain is in shallow layers. Whcn empty bins are available it  is  
best to spread it  over scveral floors at a depth of no more than 5 fl . 

In these circumstances, where the ventilated bin plant is used as a batch 
drierj and the grain is turned and mixed immediately aftenvards, it is prac
ticable to make use of a temperature risc of up to about 20°F if the plant is 
capable of providing this. Evtn in these circumstances, however, it is best 10 
blow for at least half a day with only slightly warmed air, 10 ensure that the 
grain is warmed right through before the more rapid batch-type drying is 
begun. 

The general effect of reducing grain depth is indicated by Table 1 2, which 
relates to the drying of 20 tons of barley. I f dried in one bin at l o ft depth) 
drying takes more than twice as long as it does if the grain can be spread over 
two bins. 

TABLE 1 2  

Effecl of grain deplh on drying ratt 

Airflow through each silo 
Units of clei:tricit), used pe •. hour 
Drying rale; a\·crage pcrccnt.1gc n::movcd in 

in 24 hrs 
Time nerocd to dry to 1.1.% rn.c. 
(6) from 21% rn.c. 
(b) from 18% m.e. 

10 ft dccp in 
one silo 

2 1  ft per roin 
8 

0·5' , 

14 daY' 
8 days 

5 Cl deep in 
t'Wo silos 

24 fl per min 

, 7 

6 days 
31 da)'$ 

Where grain is rapidly dried by use of a temperature rise well above 10"F, 
i t  is necessary to interrupt drying while the top is still quite damp. so that the 
average moisture content of the mixture of top and bottom will be a little 
higher than that requirro for storage. After mi .. �ing, a short blow with air of 
the correct relative- humidity wi!! soon even up the moisture content. 

Care should be taken to level off the surface of damp grain, so that the 
whole silo may dry evenly. Uneven grain depth will increase lhe time taken 
to complete the drying process. Some types of conveyor createdense pyramids 
of grain when the silo is being filled. These should be stirred and levelled off. 
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The fact that resistance to airRow falls considerably with a reduced depth 
of grain must be borne in mind when a number of silos with varying depths 
of grain are being \"entilatcd at the same time. 1 t  would be a mistake to try to 
dry a full silo of very damp grain at the same time as a half�filled silo of drier 
grain, since a high proponion of the air would pass through the half-filled 
silo. I n  such circumstances the damp grain should, if possible, be put into two 
silos, and the valve to the silo containing the drier grain closed until the very 
damp grain is reasonably safe. 

For a given depth of grain in a single silo, the amount of air that is passed 
through will naturally be greatest if the valves to all other silos are closed. 
\\lith all installations, however, the output of the fan in such conditions will 
be considerably less than its total output when several silos are being venti
tilatcd. 

There are, broadly, two main methods of controlling the healcr bank that 
warms the vcntilating air and reduces its relative humidity. By onc method 
an attempt is made to keep the relative humidity constant throughout the dry
ing period; the other is to operate with a steady temperature rise that is main
tained ror a period or 24 hours or more, and is designed to secure the corrcct 
avcrage relativc humidity. This latter method, intelligently followed, has been 
found simple to operate and effective in practice. \\'here it is used, the average 
temperature rise required naturally varies with atmospheric conditions, and, 
, .. ,here the aim is to dry down to 14-15 per cent m.c., the following table may 
be used as a guide. 

In cold damp weather 
In hOI dry weather 
In intermediate conditions 

J n extreme conditions, when atmospheric temperatures are vcry low and 
humidity is vcry high in late autumn, there may be a case ror using tempera
tures up to 13' F above atmospheric, when drying is continued throughout 
the night; but such conditions are exceptional, and there is normally no need 
to design installations to provide such a temperature rise at maximum air flow. 
For drying to a higher final moisture content, lower temperature rises will 
suffice. 

The above rough guide on required temperature rise is adequate for most 
purposes, since any slight under-drying or over-drying in the early stages may 
be remedied in the final stages, when grain moisture content of the dried layer 
can serve as a guide. It is not usually worth while to attempt more accurate 
control, owing to the rapid fluctuations which occur in atmospheric tempera
ture and relative humidity during any period of 24 hours. \Vhere an attempt 
is made to obtain constant relative humidity by means of manual control of 
the heater bank, it is necessary to make adjustments at least twice daily. A 
hygrometer must be used to measure the relative Ilumidity of the atmosphC'Te, 
and the temperature rise required is then read off from tables. There are, how
ever, automatic regulating devices which incorporate a humidstat and the 
necessary electrical relays. Such devices need regular adjustment. They also 
require the in<;tallation of a rather )a"ger heater-bank, since the latter does 
not operate at full capacity du.-ing the daytime. The devices arc convenient 
for a farmer who cannot personally supervise the operation of the drier, since 
they prevent the over-drying of any part of the grain; but the virtue of using 
a steady temperature rise lies in the fact that adoption of such a system usually 
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results in the desired final moisture content with a minimum of control gear 
and instrumenLS. Where the steady temperature risc method is employed, any 
tcmporary ovcl"�drying that occurs in the boltom of the silo during a warm 
day is automatically compensated for during the night, when there is a tend
ency for the ventilating air to be too damp. 

There is no need for constant supervision once the grain is in the silos, and 
the plant can be left for several hours between occasional visits from the opera
tor la see that drying is progressing satisfactorily. I t is advisable to turn Ihe 
grain once, after drying a batch which has been really damp, so that any 
pockets of grain which are not thoroughly dried may be distributed. 

C O O L I N G  

With all lypes of ventilated bins or on�f1oor drying installntions the grain is 
usually cool when dqring is complete. Ifnol, i t  is impOl tant that, once dl ying 
with heated air has been completed, the grain should be cooled 10 60 F or 
below by blowing it with unheated air in accordance with the principles 
outlined on pp. 83 87· 

�IANAGEMENT OF O N � F L O O R  D R I ER S  

The main respects in which management of an on�floor drier differs from thal 
of a floor-ventilated bin plant is that it is less easy to isolate areas of vcry damp 
grain for special treatment, and much more difficult to dry in twO distinct 
stages, with a turning operation in between. For this reason, and because air 
is not delivered over the whole floor area, on· floor driers tend to be slightly 
more difficult to manage in a ..... et season. However, the relatively shallow dry
ing depth makes it possible to succeed, providing that specially damp areas 
are carefully notcd and are given special attention. 

I n  conditions when it is impossible to avoid loading the slore with a large 
amount of grain at high moisture content, it is essential, in the early stages or 
drying, to avoid over warming the air. As with vcntilated bins, the natural 
tendency is to use the ma.'"(imum amount of heat, but thi,; is the most certain 
way of causing moisture to condense in the upper layers, and there to form a 
hard layer which is almost impossible to dr)' without physically breaking it 
up. Formation of such a layer does not take place if the rules already given 
for control of temperature ri!ie are follo ..... ed. If a hard layer does form near 
the surface or the grain, it is worth while to break it up with a fork or a hay 
rake. 

A suitable drying depth is 6 8 ft though it is quite possible with grain of 
below '20 per cent m.c. to dry successfully at greater depth. It is, of course, 
cse;cntial to keep the lOp of the grain reasonably le .... e1 during drying, but after
wards there is nothing to prevent dried grain being heaped up, provided that 
the walls are slron� enough to resist the additional thrust. 

The grain can be dfecli\'("ly loaded by means of onc or more 3 in. augers 
but il is easier with a large-diameter trolley-mounted machine, which ie; more 
easily mo\"t"<l to keep the top le\' I. The grain may be tipped into a hopper at 
the foot or a 5 in. auger and delivered at a rate of ..... ell over '20 tons pcr 
hour. \'Vhen small augers are u!ied, they may be supported by roof members. 

When emptying, lateral dueLS can be removed as they are uncovered, and 
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a front loader can then be used, either for direct loading or in conjunction 
with augers. Farmers who favour beJow-noor ducts do so because orthe greater 
rase of using a front loader both for filling and emptying. 

Some farmers, with large stores or with a vcry narrow slore, install a re
versible horizontal conveyor down the cenlre of the building and use it in 
conjunction with a reception pit or area at onc end of the building. Such an 
arrangement permits effective use of a cleaner either before or aftcr drying. 
However, such additions tend to remove one of the main attractions of the 
system, i.e., low cost. 

!>. J A N A G E M E N T  Of' R A D I A L L Y  V E N T I L ATED S I L O S  

Successful drying of grain in radially ventilated silos depends on seeUl ing a 
uniform air flow all round the drying cylinder. For this reason it is very dcsir· 
able to fill the cylinder at the centre, so that the grain falls uniformly all round 
the central drying lube. A disadvantage of the radial· flow system is that it is 
usually not practicable to give separate treatment 10 layers of different mois. 
ture content at different heights in the silo. For Ihis reason, among other;, it is 
desirable, in such conditions, to lUrn the grain from one silo to another part· 
way through drying. Where the grain is to remain il1 situ it  is necessary to 
check the progress of drying by sampling from near the edge fairly often as 
drying nears completion. 

The radial flow mcthod pernlits the achievement of high drying ratcs by 
means of a high air flow. J I is also possible to achieve rapid drying by use ofa 
higher temperature and a batch drying system. 

• 



Cooling Grain to Maintain its Condition 

I T  i'i possible to control and prevent insect infestation in dry grain, and also 
to prc\'cnt mould growth in grain of moderately high moisture contf:nt, by 
lowering the temperature of the grain. 

\."hen considering the cooling of grain by artificial means, it is necessary 
to distinguish between: 

(II) cooling dry grain with ordinary air to render it safe from imC(1 attack, i.e., 
to a IcmrX!r.lture of63 F or below; 

(6) chilling d(lmp gralfi \\ith refril;cr-atcd air to pre\'ent the growth of m(1uld�, 
For lh;�, th(" tC'ml'X',"aturc must be reduced to 30 45 r. according to the 
moi�l\lr(' ('ol1t("nt of lil(' gl.un. 

To 3\"oid confusion, it is proposed to use the term 'cooling' for (0) and 
'chilling' for (b). 

O O Ll N G  D R Y  C R A I :-I  TO P R E V E N T  I NS E C T  

I F ESTAT I ON 

\\'arm weather at harvest time, or inadequate cooling in the drier, often 
results in grain being put into store at a temperature or 70 8S F or higher. 
I nseclS can breed rapidly at these temperatures, and the heat they produce 
will lead to the development or'hot spots', with resultant mould damage and 
sprouting grain. I n addition, high temperatures speed up grain deterioration. 

Since it is difficult to detect insects or hot spots in large grain bulks, 
serious damage may result bcCore their presence is realized. This danger can 
be overcome by cooling the grain with normal untreated air, by means or an 
in-store aeration system consisting merely or ducting and rans. Protection 
against insect inre .. tation can be obtained by cooling the grain to 63 F or 
below, at which temperature the rate or development or all common insects 
is reduced to negligible proportions (see Principlts of Grain Drying and Storagt, 
p. 1 7).  I n practice it is usual to cool the grain, whenever the weather permits, 
during the months rollowing harvest. The aim is to obtain a temperature as 
low as is conveniently possible. which should be less than 63' F. This is in case 
a warmer area is left in part or the grain due to accumulations or dust or poor 
duel positioning. I n East Anglia it is common to reduce the highest tempera
ture in a bulk or grain to less than 54- F. 

I t is p()!t�ible. using this form or aeration, to store bulk grain Crom harvest 
until the following spring at a moisture content a little higher than usual, 
e.g., 1 6  per cent Fig. 4, p. 18}. However, as it is difficult to control the mois
ture content oC grain entcring a bulk store to an exact figurc, it is saCer to aim 
at the sli�htl)" lower moisture content oC 1 5  per cent. 

t\ S I M P L F- AERATION SYSTEM 
J n a normal aeration system. a fan is used to force air along perCorated ducu. 
on or below the nonr oC the Slore or at lhe base oC a bin. I n passing through 
the grain, thc cool air picks up heat from the grain and the warmed air then 
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passes through the surface of the bulk and finally out of the store through 
windows, roof or ventilators. Alternatively, the air may be drawn downwards 
to the duct and exhausted by the fan to the outside of the building. 

A I R  F L O W  

For a given temperature difference between air and grain, the rate of cooling 
is proportional to the rate of air flow. The installation is usually arranged to 
provide an even supply of air through the grain bulk, at a rate of 5 1 0  c.(m. 
per ton of total storage capacity. In large installations of bins or silos a rate of 
2 -3 c.f.m. per ton of total capacity may be adequate; but in smaller flat 
stores higher rates may be needed. These air flows are far less lhan those used 
in drying (see Drying Grain ill Bulk, p. 65), so that an in-store aeration system 
is very economical in fans and power. The cost of eiectricilY for cooling 1 ,000 
tons of grain is about 30s. 

F A N S  

The choice of fan is largely determined by the pressure needed to force the 
required amount of air through the grain. * This pressure is in turn largely 
dependent upon the distance the ail' must travel through the grain. In flal 
stores, the distance may be short and the pre.�sure low, whereas in deep silos, 
a high pressure is required la force the air through the grain. As fans produce 
a considerable amount of heat at  high pressures, in deep grain stores or bins 
the air should preferably be sucked through the grain to the fan, to avoid 
warming the grain with fan heal. 

DUCTING 

Ducting may be constructed f!"Om wood, punched or c,xpandcd mctal, or 
welded steel mesh covered with hessian as described on p. 70. I t  may be 
positioned on or below floor level. 

The positioning of the ducting in the store determines the persistence of 
slow-cooling areas of grain (Fig. 26). These occur along the lines of greatest 
d istance between the duct and the surface of the bulk (I... in Fig. '27), in areas 
where natural cooling is slow, i.e., '2 ft or more from a grain face. 

The ducts should be placed at the base of the store in such a position that 
the ratio of the longest air path f,·om the duct to the grain surfa(,e (I... in 
Fig. 27) to the shonest air path (S in Fig. 27) does not greatly exceed 1 ·5 : 1 '0. 
I n most level-loaded stores, therefore, the duelS are spaced so that the 
distances between ducts do not exceed the depth of the g,·ain. 

W H E N  TO AERATJ-; 

Direct aeration of dry grain with air of high relative humidity will cause the 
grain lo absorb moisttlJ'e and may result in mould growth. To avoid this, the 
grain is normally aerated only when the relative humidiry of the air is at 
75 per cent or below. Thi., usually rest,'jets the aeration to limited parts of the 
day only. For this procedure, a method of measuring the relative humidity 

• See Principlu (If Grail' DfJlIIg and Storagt, p. 25, for information on resistance of grain to 
airOow. 
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must be available, c.g ., a wCl-and-d q-.bulb thermometer 01' a n  accura t e  hair 
hygro meter. Al terna tively. a uto matic swi tc hes op era t ed by lhe relati\·c 
h umidi ty o f  the air can b e  i nco l'pora lcd in the fa n circui l. 

l Cl 01 � 14:.1: I 
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lig. 26. Cooling 5t:1g<'.I 1O a large floor store will} central cooling duct 

WALL 

Fig. 17 . .... pacing of a('r.llion duelS 

CO O L I N C  P R O C E D U R E  

Cooling is most efficien tly carried out in stages, to  take advantage of pro 
gr s.i\·ely coo ler wea ther following th e har\'�t (Table I .  p .  8}. The main 
part of the coo ling is carried ou l as soon as p ossible after loading the stor es, 
and fur ther aeration periods then continue as the a utumn and winter wea ther 
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becomes colder. The total number of hours of aeration requil-cd i s  likely to be 
100 lO 1 20 at an air flow of 5 c.f.m. per Ion of grain, depending on the 
persistence of waJ"m spots, which i n  turn depend on the shape of the bulk, 
and the duct positions. 

C HECKING PR O G RESS 

I t is advisable to check the efficiency of a newly installed aeration system. The 
main points to watch are: 

is all the air that has passed through the grain exhauMed to the atmosphere 
without the possibility of its �ing rc-circulated through the grain? Rccirculation 
of warm air must be avoided; 

is the air distributed evenly through lhe gr<iin? 

A method of checking the rate and distribution of air flow is to use an air 
flow meler which is sufficiently sensitive to indicate velocities or as low as 0'5 rt 
per minute as the air pa�scs through the sUlface grain. One such instrument 
has been developed (see Appendix for references), based essentially on the 
rate of movement or a film or detergent along a wide glass tube. 

An even air flow over the entire surface indicates even cooling. Large 
variations should be cOITecled, since uneven air flow causes uneven cooling. 
This correction may be carried out by adding more grain to areas or excessive 
air flow and removing it  from areas of low air flow. Fig. 26 shows the cooling 
pattern found in a peak-loaded store with a single central duct. 

The best method of measuring the effectiveness of the installation is to 
measure the temperature of the grain at intervals during the cooling proce�. 
This can be done by means of thermocouples or other temperaturc-semiti\'e 
devices (see p. 1 29) inserted in the grain bulk. This may be difficult in deep 
stores unless a permanent installation is plovided, such as is sometimes 
installed in bins, before the grain is put in. 

lf a permanent temperature measuring system is installed in an aerated 
bulk grain store, and it  is certainly advisable in a large installation, the 
sensitive elements must obviously be placed where the warmcst grain is 
likely to be encountered. In bin storage, where the grain depth e,xceeds the 
width, the temperature-measuring deyices are best placed centrally. If the 
air is blown in an upward direction a probe inserted centrally 4 to 6 ft from 
the top is likely to record the highcst temperatures. If the air is drawn down
wards in a similar bin, the warmest grain will be found at about 2 to 6 fl 
above lhe duct. ]n this case two instruments should be installed, a t  heights of 
3 ft and 6 fl above the ducl. In a flat store, where the width of the bulk 
exceeds lhe depth, the position of the warmest areas will be loward� the sides 
of the store if there is one central duct (Fig. 26), or equidistantly between the 
ducts if there i.s more lhan one duct. As in a bin, if the air is blol'1'I1 upwards 
the warm areas will be superficial and may be measured b)' thermometers on 
probes, preferably wooden, pll5hed in from the top. ]fthe air is drawn down, 
the warm spots will be deep in the bulk and will rc(luire a built-in apparatus. 
As it is difficult in a short account to cover all circumstances of duct placing 
and bulk geometry, the positions of the warm areas may not always comply 
wilh the general statements above, and the requirement.s of each store should 
be considered indiyidually. 
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C O N V E R S I O N  OF EXISTINC S T O R E S  

Where exisling bins or stores have been found to become infested, or where an 
infestation is feared. it is usually worth while to install air ducting. Since the 
number of insects in a cooled bulk increases only gradually over a period of 
months, minor residual infestations left in the crevices of a store become less 
each year until the building is virtually free from insects. This does not mean, 
however, that lhe usual store hygiene can be neglected, as any heavy infesta
lion in a heap of grain left from a previous year may migrate into new grain 
and cause heating in a very short period. 

C H I LL I NG G R A I N  T O  lIl A I NTA I N  QUA L I T Y  A N D  

P R EV E N T  G R O IVTH O F  M O U L D S  

The chilling of high moisture grain to prevent mould growth is distinct from 
the cooling of dry grain with ordinary air to prevent an insect infestation 
arising, as already described. One side effect of chilling is to prevent all 
granivorous insects from breeding and causing hot spots. Mites, however, 
will only be controlled if the temperature is below 40°F. 

At present chilling is not widely used for preserving grain in Britain. 
There aloe indications, however, that i t  may become more widespread in the 
future, especially if  the present tendency continues for larger quantities of 
grain to be grown and stored without drying on farms. 

S A F E  C O N D I T I O N S  F O R  CmLLING 

\Vhen the temperature can only be reduced to and maintained at 45 FJ the 
moisture content of the grain placed in the store should not exceed 20 per 
cent, e<;pecially if  the full germinalive energy of the grain is to be retained. 
At a moisture content of 22 per cent, a temperature below 35°F must be 
maintained to preserve germination. Allowing for imperfections which arise 
in farming practice, recommended slOrage requirements are briefly sum
marized in Table 13. 

TABLE 1 3  

Recommended temprraturtS for chilled storage of high-moisture grain. 

Grain 
moisture content 

per eent 

.6 

.8 
.0 
•• 

Storage lemperatures F 

for no deterioration in 
two months' storage: 

55 
45 
40 
35 

For freedom from mould. 
\,ilh sliglH impairment of 

germinative energy 

60 
50 
45 
40 

Chilling must be rapid if  the grain is to be prevented from spoiling. The 
damper the grain, the fasler it produces heal and therefore the more rapidly 
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it  must be cooled. ''''hereas grain below 20 per cent moisture may be chilled 
over a period of a week, grain of 20---22 per cent should be made cold within 
3 days. Because of the need for speed, chilling relatively small batches of 
30 to 100 tons is  probably the most economical; each batch may form one 
section of a bulk of 400 to 1 ,000 tons or morc. 

Even with chilling below 40°F, grain in excess of 22 per cent moisture 
should only be slored for short periods and should be dried to a safe level as 
soon as possible, since, even if mould damage is negligible, damage to 
germination will resull. Once chilled, the grain mllst be kept cold by further 
refrigeration. The interval between chillings depends on ambient conditions, 
effectiveness of insulation, and on any tendency of the grain to generate heat. 
As a general guide, the maximum interval is likely to be 1-2 weeks in early 
autumn, but may lengthen to I month in a cold spell in winter. 

BINS O R  F L O O R  S T O R E S  

Chilling can be used both for storage i n  bins and on the floor. 
I n practice, several bins may be served by one chilling unit, moving from 

one bin 10 the next as they are filled. Alternatively, two or more bins may be 
chilled at the same time. The use of unlagged metal bins is not advised for 
long periods of storage because of heat penetration into the bin. Frequent re· 
chilling is required in such a bin and it will take almost as long to re·cool the 
grain against the sides of the bin as it took to chill the entire bin. I n consider
ing insulating qualities of bins, it should be remembered that ! in. thickness 
of a good material, such as expanded polystyrene, has the same cU' value as 
9 in. of brickwork. For economic reasons the bins should not exceed 20 feet 
deep, as, at depths greater than this, the power consumption is very high at 
the air flows required. 

Large floor stores of over 400 tons in a single bulk are probably the most 
efficient, and re.chilling is only necessary for a few hours per week or per 
fortnight according to the moisture content of the grain and the material 
from which the building is made. 

C H I L L I N G  C A P A C I T Y  

Because of the difference i n  storage condilions, each installation should be 
designed separately according to requirements. Factors which dClermjnc the 
size of chilling unit are: 

daity !'ate of grain intake; 

moisture content at which grain is to be stored; 

number of'batchcs' or total capacity to be maintained in a suitably chillro state 
during storage; 

temperature differential 10 be expected at the 'worst normal' conditions; 
Iype of store: as regards insulating properties, etc. 

For example, a plant may need to be designed for the following conditions, 
some of which are, of course, assumed for design purpose: 

daily intake of 25 lorn, to be stored in b:ltehcs of 50 tons; 

lotal storage capacity 400 Ions in a compact block i n  bins, housed in a build· 
ing dad with asbc$IOS; 

ambient temperature at harvest 75�F; 

storage moisture content 20 per cent, requiring a storage temperature of 40 F 
for no deterioration. 
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for complcte safety, though it is not essential to chill a particular batch of 
25 tons complctc1)' in 2+ hours, the equipment should prdcl ably have the 
capacity to do this. Chilling of new batches must not fall behind schedule and 
so allow spontaneous heating of the grain to occur, since this can completely 
upset calculations of required refrigeration capacity. This means that the 
amount of heat 10 be dissipated, ignoring heat gains due 10 poor insulation 
and heat production by the grain, is: 

25 2240 X 
( .... eight in Ib) 0'48 X 

(�p. heat· of !,....-ain) 
35 per 24 hours, 

(temp. differential F) 

or approximately 40,000 n.l.u. per hour. The actual load will depend, to an 
appreciable extent, on the degree of insulation and efficiency of the complete 
installation, as well as on the weather conditions. 1 t  can be up to approxi
mately double the figure calculated above. The limited expel-ience avaiJable 
to date indicates that in practice sllch a load will call fol' a compressor driven 
by a 3 5 h.p. motor, a condenser fan with a !--I h.p. motol', and a chilled air 
delivery fan driven by a motor of 1-2 h.p. 

At the present stage of development it is wise to err on the safe side and, 
bearing in mind that grain moisture content may well be appreciably above 
the design 20 per cent m.c., it is advisable to reckon on a unit using a total of 
about 8 h.p. 

1n the present stage of knowledge it is advisable 10 install a chilling unit 
that is over- rather lhan under-powered and la use a variable speed fan with 
an over-powered mOlar. The initial cooling to 45-50°F could be carried out 
at maximum air How, then later the temperature may be brought down to a 
lower storage temperature, e.g., 40 F, by reducing the air speed. 

For a hundred ton batch in a bin or in floor storage under 20 feet deep 
and at 20 per cent moisture, a compressor of about 5 h.p. is normally adequate 
to chill the grain in aboUI 4- days at  an airflow of about 1 0  c.f.rn. per ton of 
grain, i.e., a total air flow of 1 ,000 c.f.m. This chilling period could be 
extended safely 10 7 days for grain below 20 per cenl. A similar mass of grain 
at 20 22 per eent would require pro rala a larger compressor and a higher air 
flo\\! to chill the grain in less than 3 days in which chilling should be com
pleted at this higher moisture level. 

D R Y I N G  BY CI-IILLING 

Appreciable drying will only occur if the chilled air i'i reheated before being 
pa\sed into the grain, for example, using the heat produced by the circulating 
fan. If the air is not reheated by about 3 F, lhen the grain around Ihe duct 
will become wctled. It is truc that grain can be dried by chilling bUI, if lhis is 
attempted, the economy in fuel consumption as compared with drying will be 
IOSl, since the unit will need to be run almost continuously. Drying by 
refrigeration is extremely inefficient since air at 4-o-F will only hold onc sixth 
of the water that i t  holds at go F. 

O P E R A T I O N A L  POINTS A N D  D IFFICULTIES 

At low temperatures approaching freezing point the evaporator coils of the 

• for variation of specific heat with moislure conU'nt, see Ap�ndix, Table /4 . 
• 
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chilling unit may ice up frequently, so redu ing the air flow. Automatic de
icing systems can be used to pre\enl lhis. 

An air-cooled condenser is preferable to onc cooled by water, since 
mobility of the units for use in several bins or on several ducts is impaired if a 
mains water supply is necessary. 

Grain should be harvested as dry as possible, since less stringent tempera
tllle conditions are required and a high safety factor is obtained. 

The chilling unit shollld be over-powered rather than under-powered and 
should preferably be supplied with a variable speed fan. I n  Ihis way variation 
in thl' rate and degree of cooling is obtainable if necessary. 

Chilling of a gr'lin bulk should be complet{'d at night to ensure maximum 
chilling and 0.10;0 10 bring the grain against the walls to the lowest possible 
temperature. 

The air ducts should be large enough to prevent the air velocity in them 
from ('"(ceeding 2,000 f.p.m. 

The air flow nccessal y to cool a bulk of grain in 24 hours is abou1 30 c.f.m. 
pCI ton of grain. If cooling is to take three days, onl)' 10-15 c.f.m. per ton is 
I ('(Iuiled. 

The spacing betw('('1l the dUClS depend<; mainly upon the grain depth and 
the slllface contours. In a level loaded storc, the duct spacings should not 
e"(ceed the grain depth. 

N(ll�: This rnl, opplin to gra", coolrng Gnd chilli/lg and is nOI applicable to grain dl"}'ing on 
Ihl" f1o"r (s�'c p. iO). 

The grain surface of a store should be as even as possible) since sudden 
variations in the grain surface will produce slow cooling areas. 

Chilling ofa bulk of glain should be continued until the entire surface has 
been cooled. Thennomctt.:r probes should be IIlscrtcd into areas where !iilow 
('ooling is suspectcd. In bins, this is where the sun or aunospheric heat is 
\\ .11 ming the sides. 



Airtight Storage of High Moisture G rain 

THE moulds that develop on damp grain stored under normal conditions 
need oxygen for their growth, and, if air is excluded, they will die or become 
inactive. Grain slored in sealed silos will, therefore. remain mould-free. 

In Bril:lin, when airtight storage was first considered on an experimental 
scale in 1 95'2, it was hoped that it miglll delay or dispense altogether with the 
need for drying, and that grain so slored would be suitable for all purposes. 
Results of tests and practical experience have shown that, ahhough grain 
slored in airtight bins remains free from mould, certain changes take place 
which make the glain unsuitable for milling, mailing or seed. although it if 
satisfactory for animal fecd. 

� l O U L D  D E V E L O n l E N T  I N  H I G H M O I S T U R E  

G R A I N  

Development of moulds and other micro-organisms in grain, and their 
control, can be related to three different levels of moisture content: 

J\{oislure Con/mt 
DJ IM ,ra". 

(i) Up to 15 percent 
(ii) 15  to 25 per cent 

(ui) 30 to 40 per cent 

MiCTo-organi.sm.s 
wntrolkd h� 

Low moisture content 
Drying; ordinary airtight storage; 
refrigeration 
'Silage' techniques (an unstable 
form of airtight storage) 

Experience so far suggesLS that different species of micro-organism are 
concerned at the liwee levels. Those growing at moisture contents of up to 
25 per cent are mould fungi that require oxygen for their growth, and die in 
its absence. The organisms (probably bacteria) active at lhe higher moisture 
levels al'e less dependent on oxygen, but flourish under acid conditions such 
as develop during the production of silage. 

S T O R A G E  I N  A I R- T I GHT B I N S  

I n  recent years scaled silos have become increasingly lIsed for the storage of 
high moisture barley for feeding to livestock, and this development is likely 
to continue. Sufficient is already known about the method to give a general 
account of what is likely to take place during such storage, but certain 
problems have $lill to be solved. 

CUANGES TAKING PLACE I N  TilE GRAIN 

As long as the bin is airtight, herrnetically stored grain remains bright in 
colour and free-Howing, even at relatively high moisture contents (25 per 
cent). It  does not become visibly mouldy as long as air is excluded. At 
moisture contents of ' 7  per cent and above, there is a certain amount of 
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fermentation, and the g,ain develops a sour-sweet smdl und biller tastc, 
cspeciaJl)' at high moistul (' levels or on prolonged storagc. 

At moisture contents above 25 pcr cent thc grain may become dark in 
eoloUl· and rather soft. Towards Ihe bottom of the bin Ihe,·c is sometimes a 
certain amount of compaclion due 10 pre�ure on thc relati\'e1y soft grains. 
This is quite different from the 'caking' due to mould growth, and the grain 
mass usually breaks up easily when tOllched. I n tall bins howcver, the scttled 
grains may pmducc '01 idging' which can cause difficulty unless there is :1 
special :11 rangemcnt for unloading. 

C H A NGES tN TilE AT M O S P H E R E  

The rate at which ox)'gen is used up and carbon dioxide produced depends 
mainly on the moisLUrc contcnt and temperature of the grain. Only a ft:w days 
arc needed, at moisture contents of 22 per ccnt and abo\'e, before all the 
oxygcn is removed. 

With grain at moisture contents over 1 5  per cent the carbon dioxide 
produced in excess of the oxygen used up, due to fermentation, results in 
appr('ciable pressure inside the bin. I n commercial bins a pressure release 
valve or other dnice is filled to pre\elll excess pressures developing and 
distorting the bin walls. The 'air' that escapt;s consists of carbon dioxide and 
nitrogen. The further production of caroon dioxide can result in an atmo�
phere containing as much as 95 per cent of this gas. 

I t  is not necessary to add nitrogen, carbon dioxide or other inert gas, as 
thc mic, o-organisms thcmschcs (reate the lethal atmosphere. The effect� of 
adding inelt gases have nOl been full)' investigated at the time of writing. 

EFFECT o s  G E R M I NATION 

One cffcct of removing the oxygen, coupled with the high moisture content, 
is to lower the germinative capacity of the grain. Generally, the grain remains 
unhalmcd for some time and then suddenly its viability falls to a vcry low 
level. Once again. the rate at which the reduction takes pla«(" varies with the 
moistUl e content and temperature, At 24 per cent moisture content deteriora
lion bf'gins in about 2 weeks; 3t lower moistllres below 20 pC'r cent) viability 
may be nuintained for several month�, e�pccially in cool weather. 

EFFECT ON l\ I I L L I N G  AND BA K I N G  PR O P E R T I ES 

The taint noticeable in the unmilJed grain is carried over to a lesser degrce 
to the nour, and at moderately high moisture le\"els (above 20 per cent is 
detectable in the bread produced from it. 

Chemical changes invoking the glutcn, and changes in the amount of 
sugars in the grain, an; sl.lfilcient to affect its milling and baking properties. 
There is detcriol'ation in the quality of the dough, and in the volume, crumb 
structurc and colour of the resultant loavcs. 

The effect of these changes is lost \\ hen the grain is mixed with a high 
propol tion of normally stored wheat. '\'cvertheless, ai.rtight storage cannot 
be recommended for gr.lin intended [or milling, unless the moisture content 
is so low that it  could bt" o:;aft"l) SlOred h)' cOlwcntional mcthods, 
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U S E  AS A N I M A L  F E E D  

As ra.- as is known, the changes that take place in high moisture grain during 
airlight storage are not harmrul to livestock, and the grain can be used sat is· 
factorily in a feed mix, both ror beef and dairy cattie, and for sheep. The 
grain is readil)- accepted by the stock. 

Further research is needed, however, on the chemical and nutritional 
changes dlat take place during the 3nac.·obic (oxygen-r.-ee) phase of the 
Slf)rage, to determine what errect they have on the feed value or the g,·ain. 

P R A C T I C A L  C O N S I DE R A T I O :'-l S  

I t  must be emphasized that, for hermetic storage to be completely successful, 
the bin must be truly airtight when closed. When erection is completed, the 
airtightness should be carefully checked by a suitable pressure test. As, 
during use, mechanical stresses may cause a certain amount of strain on the 
walls, it is desirable that periodic pressure checks are carried out, to make 
sure that the bin is still airtight. l\lanufacturers should be expected to 
prO\-ide facilities ror these tests as part of their service. 

Even a slight entry of air, either through a permanent leak or tlu-ough a 
hatch lert open for too long, will admit enough oxygen ror moulds to grow. 
With only a slow leak of air, organisms such as mycelial yeasts, which can 
grow in very low concentrations of oxygen, will develop and give a mouldy 
appearance to the grain. 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE BI N  

For a stable oxygen-free system to be established, the bin should be of mctal, 
or either a welded or a specially bolted construction, so that the joins arc 
airtight. Particular attention should be paid to the sealing on of the roor and 
covers to manholes or openings for insertion of filling or unloading devices. 

Bins can be constructed of weldcd steel plates, painted or unpainted 
inside, of vitreous-enamelled (,glass-lined') plates or galvanized bolted steel 
plates. All are being used successfully for high moisture grain. If not otherwise 
treated, the steel of an airtight bin should be suitably painted externally to 
prevent rusting. At the time of writing it is not known what effeet the damp 
grain has on galvanizing or on untreated steel or aluminium. The condition 
of the inside walls should therefore be examined each season for signs or rust 
drunage or corrosLon. This is most likely to occur at the top of the bin, where 
there may have been condensation on the wall above the grain level. 

The need for an adequate pressure release valve, operating at a few 
inches of water pressure, or some oth�r means of regulating pressure. such as 
a 'breather bag' (Fig_ 28), has already been mentioned. These devices should 
be checked periodically to see that they are functioning properly. I n  cold 
weather low-pressure valves let in only an insignificant amount or air. 

Thcre is insufficient evidence at present to say whether bins of materials 
other than metal would be satisfactory for the storage of high moisture grain. 
Ordinary brick, wood or concrete bins are very porow to air. Treatment of 
the inside of the walls with substances sllch as bituminous or plastic paints or 
el>Ox)' resins, or lining with sheets or polythene, polyvinylchloride (PVC) or 
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other plastic material have been suggested ao; means of making a bin airtight. 
J I i� possible that they might be slIccessful, if mechanical damage could be 
pll.'\'l'lllCd and if the moi�llIrc content of thl' grain were high (over 30 per 
cent). Such gl.:lin (category iii,on p. 9 1 )  stems \0 undergo changes more akin 
10 silage lllil,n la I! lily 11(:1 mClic grain. 
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The success oinaincd with high moi£ttlrt' grain in cenain non.airlight 
treated concrete bins, in which the grain !:iUI face was covered with a plastic 
sheet below the metal dome at the top, is probably due 10 Lhe crealion of an 
'unstable' oxygen.frcc condition by grain of vcry high moisture content (over 
30 per cent). I t  would bc inadvisable to use such bins al moisture levels lower 
than this. The effectivc low.oxygcn illmo:.phere is only maintained by the 
activity of mino--organisms not necessarily in quantity enough to be visible) 
i n  the uppel"most layer of grain. This vcry high moisture grain i.s extremely 
soft and compacts to form a finn crust, at least on the surface, which effectively 
excludes air from the grain below. These bins are unloaded from the top, and 
each successively exposed layer uses lip most of the air getting in, while the 
main mass of grain remains in a 'blanket' of carbon dioxide. 

The principles of this type of Horage arc still largel}' a matter for con· 
jectllre, and any stOlage of high moisture grain in non.ainight bins must Mill 
be f(ogarded as experimental. 

LO A D I N G  AND U N LO A D I N G  

\\There practicable, a bin <;hould be loaded as quickly as possible, and should 
pl ch:rably be filled completely. I t  is imponanl thal the cover over the I 

aperture used for filling is I'eplaced whenever loading is not in operation, i.e., 
overnight or in longer periods of non·usc, even if this means removing augers, 
ducting or pneumatic loading devices. Any conventional conveyor or loader 
is suitable ror filling the hin. Care must be taken that any aperture used for 
loading or unloading is losed adequately, such as by a metal plate bolted 
against a rubber gasket. 

I n the first few week!> or storage there may be appreciable settling of the 
rather soft grain, and runher grain can be added later, if convenient. It  is 
preferable to leave the grain in lhe bin for a few weeks before using. This 
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allows oxygen-free conditions to be established, and also fits in with the 
practice on most farms. 

Unloading from the bottom may present certain difficulties, particularly 
because of the bridging that may take place due to pressure between the 
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Fig. 29. Sw�ep ann auger connected to horizontal auger with 5�aled outlet 

relatively soft grains. Flexible augers and worm conveyors are the cheapest 
forms of unloading device. but are sometimes unable to deal with the bridging. 
They may also leave some grain which has to be removed by hand. A sweep 
auger unloader overcomes both thesc difficuhies, but is morc expensive. 

F REQUE N C Y OF OP E N I N G  

One of the most important problems confronting the user of an airtight bin 
is that of opening to remove grain. Unless some special air-lock device is 
provided, there is the risk of Ictting too much air into the bin. Some bins are 
filled with unloading devices which operate without the bin being opened, 
but in many bins an auger has to be inserted through a temporary opening 
in the bin wall. 

Provided rigid precautions are taken to keep the opening time to a 
minimum, grain can be removed daily or less frequently as required. Tf the 
opening is small and the covcr only removed for a short time, most of the 
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carbon dioxide will ,'cmain in the bin and only a small amount of air will 
cnter, 1 11(; ox}gcn in which will soon be used up once airtight conditions arc 
I ('stored. 

No morc grain should be removed at one time than is r('quired for two or 
three day,>' use, as, once exposed to the air', the high moisture grain will 
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become mouldy in a few days. �Iouldy grain is dangerous not only because 
orlhe ilri l31ion cau<;cd by the mould spores in the air, but also because certain 
moulds can produce toxic substances which could be harmful to the stock. 

As a bin becomes nearly empty, a small quantity of grain may become 
mouldy, as the large air-space in the bin provides enough oxygen for moulds 
to grow. It is fottunatc that the greatest use of airtight storage is during the 
winter and early spring, in cool weather, when growth of moulds is fairly 
slow. By the time the weather is warm enough for moulds to grow rapidly, 
most bins will be Cmpl)" and the cattle out to grass. 
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D A N G E R  DUf� TO L ACK O F  O X Y G E N  

l\lcntion ha3 already been made of the replacement of the oxygen in the air 
by car'bon dioxide during airtight storage, Ihus creating a very dangerous 
atmosphere. The hazards of entering a bin filled with grain, or getting inside 
a nearly empt}' bin to remove the last of the grain, unless i t  has been ade
quately aired, cannot be over-cmph�izcd, Carbon dioxide is an invisible gas 
which gives ver), little warning of its lethal effecl. All known makers of these 
bins have agreed to fix a notice on the outside giving clear warning of the 
presence of carbon dioxide gas. Even when all precautions are taken, how
ever, a worker should not be allowed to enler a bin without a companion 
being near, to get help in case of accident. 

S T O R A G E  l N  PLA S T r C  C O N TA I N E R S  

When considering airtight storage the question will inevitably arise of the 
pmsibililY of using plastic materials, sllch as polythene or PVC, either as 
independent containers or as liners for brick, concrcte or non-airtight metal 
bins, or metal-mesh cages, 

SlOl'age in such materials can at the momenl only be regarded as experi
mental, although success has been claimed by several users. For instance, 
high moisLUre grain has been kept by sevel'al farmers in polythene sacks. The 
storage period, however, has generally been limited to the winter months, 
when it was probably too cold for moulds to grow, and the success may have 
been due as much to the low temperature as to the effectiveness of the plastic, 
as other tests, in warm weather, have not been so successful. 

Even assuming the plastic itself is sufficiently impermeable, there may be 
pinholes in it which would allow air to enter, Some plastics allow oxygen to 
pass in slowly although they are much more resistant to waleI' vapour. Thus 
there would be no possibility of ule grain drying out, but enough oxygen 
might enter to allow moulds to grow. Closure of the material can present 
difficulties, but new adhesives now coming on the markeL may make sealing 
easier. With bin linings i t  is difficult to prevent accidental damage to the 
fabric during insertion of the plasLic or when loading the bin, and there is 
also the possibility of damage during storage and unloading. The question of 
the strength of the material must also be considered, Some of the plastics, 
'supported' on a woven terylene or nylon material, may be strong enough to 
bear the weight of a certain amount of grain, but they are expensive. 

Plastic liners to pits and plastic covers to stacks of bagged grain cannot be 
regarded as providing airtight storage, but they may have possible use as 
temporary covers for dry grain to be kept for a short period, say, at the sile of 
harvest. 

The main hazard to storage in plastic containers is damage by rodents, 
and until this has been overcome, slOl'age in polythene sacks should only be 

'considered when no other alternatives are available, or when the storage 
period is to be relati\'c1y short. 



Air Heaters and Fans 

A I R  H EA T E R S  

Futls 

A s is C'xplaincd elsewhere, the majority of farm grain driers make use of air 
as the (il yitlg medium. The :lir must be heated 10 <t greatcr or lesser extent, 
accorclil1).{ to the Sy�tL'lll of cl.  ying, etc., and for the sake of mechanical 
simplicity it is, where practicable, healed by fuds of , .. hic.h the products of 
combustion can be safdy j><L\Scd through the gr3in when mixed wilh air. 
Such fuels include diesel or gas oil, pal affUl, coke, coal gas and propane or 
butane gas. The suitability of the above fuels for direct firing of driers depends 
on proper equipment being used. \\Therc direct firing is not p.-aclicable, heat 
exchangers aloe employed. Electricity is also widely used for air heating, but 
as a rule only where relatively low temperature air is required) or for driers 
of low drying capacity. 

When comparing costs, the effecti .. :cness of fuels or eleclricity for air 
healing may be judged by their calorific value or h(".1t equivalent. taking into 
account the dl-lciency of any hl'at e.xchanger, if uscd. Approximate calorific 
"'alues an: given in  Table '-I.  

TABLE 1 4  
Calorifo l:altus of fulls 

Calorific \:tluc B.l.u. 
Unit of 

lIeat Source l\ I t'il!Iuremt"n t 
g'OM !let· 

Dic<;e1 or gas oil 166.000 156.000 gal 
Co" 1 2,500 Ib 
Coal gas soot 450 eu. f. 
I'ropane 2 1 ,500 '9,800 Ib 
BUI:tne 2 1 ,300 19.600 Ib 
UcctricilY 3.4'5 kW 

.. Net \"alu('s afe less than gros.s "'alu6 b)' Iht' amount of ht'at that 
h(\uld be rclc� if the .... .ater vapour formed III the coune (If com
bu�tion were \0 be condcn�d and cooled to 60 F. The net \'.1lu(' for 
eukc depend, on iu moisture content. It is customary 10 u:)(: gr<m 
eal(lrifie \"aluo hhcn stallng lcst roulu. 

t On this basi:; 200 tu. fI _ 1 thc-rlll 100,000 B.t.u. 

0 1  L - B U R N I N G  F U R NA C E S  

D IRECT-HEATING T Y P E  

A l)'pical oil furnace of the direct-heating type comprises a cylindrical inner 
member m.lde of stainless steel, or of mild steel lined with flrebriek. This is 
fitted with a burner al one end and gas outlCl pons at the other. The inner 

98 
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membel" is surrounded by a steel casing, and cold air is drawn through the 
annular space between the cylinders, mixing with furnace gases before being 
passed into the fan. The burner produces a finely.atomized spray of oil, and 
simultaneously introduces a supply of primary air for combustion. A secondary 
supply of air is also illlroduced, either by the burner or through holes in the 
end cover, to prevent excessive temperatures in the furnace. 

The primary air supply is produced by a small high.pressure fan or 
rotary blower, and the fuel is either supplied by a pump or sucked into the 
primary air stream on the carburetlor principle. Safety devices, to prevent 
incorrect starting procedure, and to stop the flow of oil in case of Ra me failure, 
arc invariably fitted. The rate offiring is controlled by throttling the fuel and 
primary air supply. Thermostatic control can be readily incorporated. 

When correctly operated and maintained, the furnace should produce no 
smoke or soot, and cause negligible contamination. Diesel oil is the most 
commonly used fuel. The heavy grades of furnace oil are seldom used for 
grain drying as the total consumption does not warrant the additional 
expense of the necessary pre-heaters, etc. 

I N D I R E CT · H E A T I N G  T Y P E  

Tt  is sometimes desirable to heat the air indirectly by means of a heat 
exchanger, so that none of the furnace gases pass into ihe grain. This require
ment may arise, for example, when an oil burner, running unattended fOl
long periods, might damage a large quantity of grain through the occurrence 
of a mechanical fault leading to prolonged incomplete combustion of the 
fuel. Again, when a drier is to be used for other and more combustible 
materials than grain, the fire risk with direct heating might be considered 
excessive. T n some countries, the use of heat exchangers is compulsol·Y· 

A heat exchanger is commonly in the form of a nest of tubes, through 
which clean air passes, while the furnace gases sweep the outer surface, or 
vice versa. The efficiency of such a heat exchanger is limited by considerations 
of first cost, and also by the necessity of avoiding gas outlet temperatures low 
enough to lead to partial condensation which would cause excessive corrosion 
of the structure. 

E L E C T R I CAL H E A T E R S  

Electrical heaters arc usually in lhe form of a bank of low·lemperature heal· 
ing elements enclosed in a short length of ducting. When only low tempera· 
lure air is required, this ducting may be filled either on the inlet or the ouLlet 
side of the fan; otherwise it should be on the ou tlet side. The electrical su ppl y 
to the heater should be interlocked with the fan·motor circuit to ensure that 
the healer cannot be run without the motor. For further safety an over· 
temperature cut·out thermostat is usually fitted. Thermostatic control can 
be provided to maintain a steady temperature regardless of variations in 
airflow, or simple hand.switching may be installed to give temperature • •  • 0 • 
vanauons III I steps or more as reqUired. 

In spite of the h.igh cost of electricity as a means of heating, its use can 
often be justified on account of cleanliness, safety, ease of control and 
maintenance, or the low first cost of small fan·and-heater units. J[s use is 
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generally limited to the "malleI" sizes of<;ack drier with loadings up to '2 1  kW 
(.tlthough units H'quirin� lip to 18 k\V .lre ;H .lilablc), ventilated bins, small 
lray dl i<>rs and the smelliest ,iz('s of continuous flow clfil":I:), LMgcr dl'iers, 
lIsed especially for seed, • .11 (' sometimes healed e1ecll"ically, but the electrical 
hCilling ora I ton per hour drier would usually entail special provision by the 
electrical authorities of cables, Iran<;formeN, etc., and a hi�h maximum 
df'mand charge might al<;o be ineU! rl'cI.  

Any proposed imtall.llion should be discussed in the early stages with the 
eI('ctrical authorities concerned, to senlc not only technical problems, but 
also the question of the most favourable tarin-. 

G A S  B U R i" E R S  

T t  is pal ticuiarly impolI<lnt th:l.I gas burners should be propcdy designed, for 
although gas is a clean and cOlwcniclll fuel, the risk of explosion calls for 
3(i<:quau' precautions. For in'ltancc. accidclll.:,d escape of unignitcd gas can 
ht' gU:l.Ickd against b) J. f1anl('·ou[ thel mostatic cut-out; a gas cut-ofI' valve 
can be fil led \, hich will only nllow gas to pas ... when the fan is lunning. An 
electl ic igniter for the pilot jet can be �imilarl)' interlocked mpacl, 
1>OI I.lbk industrial hC.11Crs J.rc a\'aiiable which arc cOI1\"cnicnt for use in 
glain dq ing installations. 

Owing to the wield, differing air gas mixture ralios for the ,"arjells 
ga<;cous fuels, equipment designed for to\\11 gas is umuitable for burning 
plopane or butane gas .Incl vice versa. 

C O K E - B U R :'H N G  F U R :'>I A C E S  

1 0  avoid undesirable fluctuations of air temperature, i t  is important that the 
heal output of the rurn.tCe should remain constant with the minimum of 
atlcnlion. Simple hand-hrcd furnaces arc nOl, therefore, suitable owing to the 
dose supervision required 10 produce even a roughly steady temperature. 
I I0WCH'I", a number of coke furnaces of the gravity-feed lypes are available 
and ircOI rectly operated \\ ill gi\'e a \'cry reliable performance. There arc twO 
tnJin I\"P("S of such fUnl3CC\, the simple gI 3\'ily-fccd Iype and the semi
ploductl fUl nace. 

F A N S  

A knowledge of lhe ha .. ic properties of fhn'i will assist In selecting suitable 
machines and operating them. 

C t. N T R T F IJ G A L  t ANS 

There an' three main types of centrifugal fam. The simplest is the paddle� 
blade width ha') six or more flat blades set radiall), to the fan shaft. They are 
used where low cost is p.:trl iculady important 0'· where solid particles have to 
pa'is through the fan,  <to) in some grain cleaners. 

Fans with forward·cufved blade.s arc commonly used for low pressure, 
high volume applicati()n�. They are usually made with a large number of 
clo ... dy spaced, shallQ\\ blades .md deliver more air than a paddle.bladed fan 
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of the same dimensions and speed. They are commonly used in continuous 
flow grain driers and other applications where they can operate against a 
fairly constant pl'essure. 

Fans with backward-curved blades are used where there is considerable 
variation in the requil'ed duty and the power consumed must be kept within 
definite limits_ The blades arc fewer and more robust than those of forward
curved blade fans and for a given size and duty, the shaft speed must be much 
higher. Because of their non-overloading characteristic they are often used in 
bulk grain driers. 

AX I A L  F L O W  AND PR O P E L L E R  F ANS 

In these fans the now of air past the impeller is in the general direction 
parallel with the axis of the f:ln shaft. In this country the name 'propeller fan' 
generally implies a relatively slow speed fan with broad plate-type blades in a 
simple ring mounting, whereas the term 'axial now' is used to describe fans 
having impcllers with multiple aerofoil-shaped blades working with small 
clearance in a cylindrical ducl. Propeller fans are essentiall), low pressure fans 
whereas the a.xial flow type can produce much higher pressure, particularly if 
used in pairs rotating in opposite directions. They have a non-overloading 
characteristic_ l\Iost axial-now fans are directly motor driven and their 
motors rely on the airstream generated by the fan for cooling. Care must 
therefore be taken not la increase the resistance against which these fans 
operate to such an extent that insufficient air is passing to cool the motors, 
nor to exceed the safe working air temperature for them. They are used both 
for continuous Row grain driers, hay and bulk grain driers and have other 
applications. Propeller fans are mainly used for ventilating buildings. 

F A N  PE R F O R M A N C E  A T  C ONSTANT S P EED 

Fan characteristics, that is the relationship between the pressure, volume, 
speed, and power consumption, are listed in manufacturers' catalogues and 
can conveniently be expressed graphically. Such characteristics are shown in 
Fig. 3 1 ,  for two imaginary machines running at constant speed. I t  has been 
assumed here that a fan is required lO deliver 5,000 c.f.m. against a pressure 
of 3 in. w.g_ The performance characteristics of tWO imaginary fans capable 
of this duty, one a double-stage axial flow fan and the other a straight-bladed 
centrifugal fan, have been drawn_ Two pairs of curves are shown; at the lOp 
the pressure-volume curves and at the botlom the horsepower cun'es. Each 
fan delivers the same volume (5,000 c.f.m.) at the required pressure (3 in. 
w.g.). and Lakes the same power (4-75 h.p.). If, however, the pressure were 
to fall to, sa)', 2 in. w.g" the volume delivered by the centrifugal fan would 
rise to 6, I 00 c.f.m. and the power consumption to 5.6 h.p. The delivery from 
the axial flow fan would increase to only 5,400 c.f.m. and the power con
sumption would fall to 4'3 h.p. 

These examples illustrate several important features_ For all centrifugal 
fans running at constant speed, except backward-curved blade fans designed 
to have non-overloading characteristics, an increase in volume of air delivered 
causes an increase in power consumption. Blanking offa fan inlet or delivery 
therefore reduces the power consumption and, conversely, running a fan 
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against ZCI"O pressure may overload its power unit unless it  has been designed 
to include this duty. This is particularly important with forward�curved 
bladed fans, which are usually avoided by designers in applications where 
widely-fluctuating pressures are encountered (e.g., for ventilated bins). 
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SPEED VA R I A T I O N  

I f  the characteristics of a fan a t  a given speed are known and it is desired to 
estimate its performance at a different speed, characteristic cUI"ves for the 
new speed may be plotted based on the original data by means of the follow
ing rules: 

volume varies directly wilh lhe fan speed; 
pres:;UI'e varies as the square of lhe speed; 
power requiremelll varies as the cube of the speed, 
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For example, if the fans in Fig. 31 were running at 1,500 Lp.m. and their 
speeds , .. 'ere to be raised to 2,000 r.p.m. the particular point on the top curve, 
5.000 c.f.m. at 3 in. w.g., would Illove as follows: 

:\C\\ \olume = 5,000 X 2,000 = 6,666 c.f.m. 
1,500 

NI 2,000' . 
ew pressure = 3 X = 5"35 In. w.g. 

1,500' 

For the corresponding po ..... er value: 

' 000' 
New power -= 4'7 X - , = 1 1 ' 1  h.p. 

I ,5OO� 

Other points may be calculated similarly to enable required ponions of the 
curves to be redrawn. I t  is particularly imponant to observe the very marked 
inclease in power consumption at the higher speed. The power required for 
a given speed of operation is affected by the density of the air being handled, 
which depends on its temperature and the barometric pressure . 
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Fig. 32. \ 'ariation of fan performance with number of silos ventilated 

Estimatioll of the Optroti1lg Point of a Fall 
II  is clear, from the slope of typical fan characteristic curves, that a change 

in the resistance to airnow in the drier or other systems in which the fan is 
used wil1 usually change the rate of air delivery. A complicated problem 
arises when a fan is to be used under widely varying conditions as in a 
ventilated bin installation. 

.!. 

1 
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The procedure in such a case i s  to plOl resistance curves for each bin or 
combination of bins, which are to be ventilated at onc time, when filled with 
the appropriate type of grain, the resistance including {hat due to the air 
ducts etc. An example of a sel of such curves is given in Fig. 32. System 
resistance curves are given for from [ to 8 silos, each of 100 sq. ft floor area, 
loaded with wheat to a depth of 1 0  ft, together with a curve for 2 simiJar silos 
loaded 5 ft detp. The characteristics of two d issimilar fans (broken lines) 
superimposed, enable the operating points of these fans, under the different 
conditions, to be read off at the points of intersection with the resistance 
curves. Fan A might be employed where not more than 3 silos are required 
to be ventilated together or where power is strictly limited. Fan B might be 
chosen where more power is available and a more uniform rate of ventilation 
is desired. Resistances of various types of grain and seeds to airflow are given 
on p. �6. By means of these, with due allowance for dUCl and other resistances, 
similar sets of system resistance curves may be constructed to suit individual 
requirements. Data for calculation of resistance of dUCl srSlcms are available 
in the literature of fan engineering. 



Conveying Equipment 

Tu E com-eying system is a vital part of any !ltoragc plan! and \hould receive 
as careful consideration in its selection and installation as the drier or 
cleaner. Several types of conveyor are 3\"ailablc, each sen-ing a different 
purpose: by using a combination orthe ,-ario1l5 l)'P� rno!tt conveying problems 
can be .. olved without undue compliciuion. The actual simplicity or COIll
plexity of the sp.lcm will depend, of cour-.e, on such factors as the lotal 
tonnage ofgtain 10 be handled and slored, the maximum rate of tluoughplI l 
required, the method of drying used i.e., continuous or batch" whcther a 
prc-clcaner and drcs.,cl' arc used, and so on. 

Certain general points .. hould be borne in mind whell planning a conve),
ing sy::.tem, namely; 

the need to avoid an> bottlenecks; 
the need to have more than adequate capacity under all fur�l'e:'lbit' ()�r.lIl1lg 

conditions; 

the ntt(i to make all(j\\;Ulces for future de\'clopmcnt so that addltl('ru; to the 
sptem can be made \\ Hh a mllHlnum of alteration. l or t'xample it ll"lIght be �cn· 
sible. ifbulk handling ex·f;lrm is ell\'isagl:'d at somc future date. 10 inslall a 1\\ in-Ic-g 
bucket e1e,ator with only onc kg in operation temporartl)', the 1;\\ 11\ unit bcin� 
.. ""ilable, howe\'er, when the higher ulpacilY demanded by bulk handling: IS 
r<"quircd}, 

the need to make the best possibleuseofthe height 3"ailabk in Ihe)lOrage bUild· 
inQ;, i.e., the overhcad horilontal COII\ cyors should be 1I10Ullte<1 as high as pos.:.iblc 
M"I Ihal maximum d"tribUllon can be obtainro h·ilh a \impk gra, it)" \)"Stem. 

B U C K E T  E L EVATORS 

The bucket- lype e1evatol is in  common use where vertical or almost vertical 
conveying is ,equircd. Mild steel pressed buckets up to 1 2  in. wide arc 
altached at approximately 9 to 1 2  in. centres 10 an endless belt which is 
usually drivcn from the top by a large diameter pulley: belt tension can be 
allercd by adjusting a similar idler pulley at the bottom. The bell is en
c1o:.ed in rectangulat· lrunking, commonly made of wood, to which are 
attached the di�charge 'head and inlet (boot) assemblies. :\fost elevators arc 
designcd as !;ingle units, but they can be obtained as twin units with a 
common dri\ ing system. In  this way either twO different materials can be 
conveyed simultaneously, or both units can be used to give double the output 
of the single unit. 

Belt speeds depend on the size of the head pulley and must be such that 
discharge from the buckets is as clean as possible; values up to 250 to 
300 ft min are used. Throughputs up to 30 tons per hour for a single unit are 
possible, and elevating heights up to 45 fl can be arranged. The power 
requirements vary with capacity, height and efficiency of the conveyor, but 
a typical figure for a 10 in. wide bucket, elevating 1 8  20 tons per hour over a 
height of 40 ft, is 31 h.p. Sufficient power should be available to allow the 
devator to be started with a boot full of grain. 

Normally grain is fed into the elevator on the 'up' leg, btl l it is possible 
10 do w on the: 'down' leg, wilh a consequent reduction in throughput and 

" J 05 
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increase i n  power comumplion. Access doors i n  the boot are necessary for 
cleaning-out, which should be done between runs with different materials 
or whenever the elevator is likely to stand idle for some time: an inspection 
panel is often provided at eye-level in the up leg. Although the belt speed 
may be at or near the optimum value, there will frequcnLly be a tendency for 
some grain to be discharged into the down leg, and a cut-off plale is some
t;mes fitted to blank ofT the gap between the buckets and the trunking. 

Fig. 33 shows a l)'pical installation in a grain intake pil. The eJcvalor 
trel1ch i<; about 2 ft lower than the pit di<;.chal-ge which is fitled with a quick
I t'lcasc slide. Adequate space is allowed fOI access to both sides of the boot, 
which is raised on rails '2 in. above noor level. The discharge chute is auout 
'2 Cl below lhe head of the elevalo", A frame mountcd on the lfunking carril's 
Ih(' mOlor and lay shaft, and a simple means of tcnsioning the belts is pro
\"ided. The trunking is vertical and the bOllom idlel- pulley is adjusted to the 
minimum tension required to prevent the belt slapping the casing. 

BOOT 

HEAD---/-
--, , , , , I 0 , 

\ 

UP LEG ----.-i-1 
IHTAkE 
SlIOE CONTI\Ol 

"J_-DOI" LEG 

INUKE 
P I T  

� ''''T 
TENSIONEA 

Fig. 33. Buckct clc\"ator U4tallation 

All types of grain and seeds can be handled virtually without damage, 
:lnd the relatively high mechanical efficiency, low CO';l, reliability and ease of 
maintenance make the bucket elevator entirely suitable for fam) lIse in fixed 
installations. 

Because of their high rates of throughput, bucket elevators with suitable 
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oullet ducting and particularly twin uniLS are ideal for the direct loading of 
grain tankers, where bulk handling from the fdm1 is used, and where no 
drive-under hopper is fea�ible. 

A U G E R  C O N V E Y O R S  

Auger, or screw, conveyors are now used e: .... tensively for handling a wide 
range of materials; many faun machines incorporate them (e.g., bulk
handling trailcr-s and combine harvesters), and they are available either as 
fixed or mobile unil� for con\'e}'ing gr·ain. When used as fixed, horizontal or 
slighlly inclined conveyors, lhey consist of an auger screw running at slow 
speed in a U-shaped trough. If the screw is enclosed in a cylindrical casing, 
and I un at a much higher speed, the conveyor can be used at any angle 
between horizontal and vertical. I n  neady all cases the auger screw is now 
made in continuous lengths by a cold-rolling process, and for general purpose 
conveyors the pitch and diameter arc approximately equal. Throughput 
depends primarily on the diameter of the screw, its speed of rotation, and on 
the angle of elevation of the conveyor. 

The totally enclosed high-speed augers are usually designed as mobile 
conveyors (Plate V, uPpu) or in the case of the smaller models as port
able units, but are occasionally incorporated in a conveying system as 
f1xed unils. Diameters vary from 3 to 9 in., and the smaller augers run at 
speeds up to I J-lOO r.p.m. The smaller models can be obtained in lengths of up 
to approximately 30 ft, and lhe larger models up to 40 fl or more. Augers are 
usually made in such a way that there is a basic unit to which extensions can 
be added as required. \ Vith the smallest size the throughput, when conveying 
wheat at an angle of 45 deg., is approximately 6 8 tons/hour, and a com
parable figure for a large diameter size (9 in. dia.) is 50 1060 lons/hour. The 
power requircmf.:nLS range from 1 1  h.p. for a small auger 30 fl long, to 10 h.p. 
for a large auger 35 [l long. Ilowe\;cI J wel grain can reduce auger output by 
up to 50 per cent, and where high output is essential, this fact should be 
borne in mind . .r..rOst conveyors are fitted with an adjustable intake slide so 
that throughput, and consequently the power required, can be adjusted to 
avoid overloading the motor under particularly adverse conditions. Intake 
arrangements vary with the pallicular application: they can be used with a 
hopper attached to the inlet) with the inlet in a pit) or inserted directly into 
a bulk of grain. I t  is a statutory requirement that all farm machinery should 
bcadequatclr guarded, but augers, in particular, require suitable protection 
at the inlet _ Plate V, fowlr ltfl) fingers are lost each year because of a lack of 
such protection. At steep angles augers are sdf-c1eaning, except at the inlet, 
and provision should be made for cleaning the intake hopper or pit. _Most 
augers do some damage to the grain, especially if the conveyor is running 
partly rull; but for one or two passes only through an auger the amount of 
damage can be regarded as negligible. 

The diameter of a slo\'1'-speed trough conveyor will normally be between 
5 and 10 in.) and its speed from 100 to 200 r.p.m.; throughputs of up to 30 
tons per hour are �ible. J n order lO avoid grain damage, there is a 
clearance of greater than onc grain thickness between the casing and the 
screw, and it  follows that the conveyor is not self-cleaning. Brushing out is 
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diiTieult but the trough can be made with removable or hinged sides. Grain 
can be fed into or discharged from the conveyor at any point along its length. 
It j" reliable in operation, does not block easily, and is particularly suitable 
for fUns of 1:.hOI I or moderate lengths, wlu.:rc one main Iype of grain is 
im'olvccl. 

S w e e p  AU C t� R\ A 'i O  CO L LECTORS 

Two I ('c('nl innovations making use of augcn, arc wOrlh)' of note, onc bein� 
d£:si l.;'!wd 10 overcOllle.' the problem of cmp!) in� a 1:.ilo which has no sdi:' 
lmpl)'illl{ b.lse; Ill(" other to m3kc the job of ciCMillg grain from a nom· 
dr�ill� .lOd storage unit casier. In the first case a mOlol -driven open auger is 
mOllnlc:d on a spigot in the base of.l silo and is free to rotate both vertically 
and hOI izontally aoout the spigot (Fig. 34'. When running, the auger rotatt"S 
alolllld the silo conve) ing grain to a central outlct which feeds anothcr 
conveyor; if it is suitably balanced it will follow lile level of the grain as the 
bin i\ t'lllptiecl. 

Fig. 31 S" c("p arm :lugcr drj\-cn b)- «:paratc mOlor 

With the large·seillc introduction of Ooor.drying and storage, the problem 
of removing lhe grain after storage has led to lhe development of 'collectors' 
which are attached 10 the inlet or carriagc.mounted augcr conveyors. The 
collcclOr, which is mounted at right angles to the axis of the conveyor, con· 
sislS simply of twO shOl t lengths of opposite. handed auger screw mounted on 
a common shaft which is driven by a separate motor. The frame of the 
colleclor is mounted on wheels, and ..ls the unit is pushed into a heap of grain, 
the collector augers convey grain to the middle of the collector and into the 
cOllvC} or inlet. (Plate ,', low" right) 
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BELT CONVEYORS 

Belt conveyors are used almost exclusively for horizontal conveying, but 
slight inclines lip to 1 5  dc-g. arc permissible; abo\'c this anglc and lip to 
approximately 30 deg. I ibbed belting is necessal y and the throughput is 
reduced. Conveyors with either nal or lroughed bellS arc available. Belt 
widths lip to 12 in. are commonly used with belt speeds up to 250 [p.m. 
1 hrollghpllt, which depends on belt \-",idth and speed, can reach a maximum 
of approximately 30 35 tons per hour with a 1 2  in. troughed belt: the power 
requirement for such a cOIl\'Cyor is approximately I t to 2 h.p. per 50 n 
length. 

\"'ith either a nat or troughed belt the method of feeding the grain on to 
the bell is impol tant, since a poor system will result in grain bouncing or 
I unning over the edge of the belt; normally the grain is 'moulded' into a 
central heap by guide vanes. Grain can conveniently be fed on 10 the con
veyor at any position along its length, and the discharge may be either from 
the cnd of the bell or anywhere along ilS length, by making use of an inclined 
scraper or an ofT-loader of the type shown in Fig. 35. \Vith a reversing motor, 
a belt conveyor can be designed for use in either direction. 

'[LT 

'�OV"'l[ AOll[A 
SUPI>OAT1I'IC fAM,I[ 

fig. 35. Oiagrammalic:: \ ic::w orheh ofT·If):ader 

BellS normally stretch with use and ample provision for adjusting belt 
tension is necessary: changes in bell length due to variations in weather 
conditions are less likely with the increasing use of plastic co\'ered belting. 

Belt conveyors are ideal for systems where high throughputs and moderate 
lengths are involved, particularly where a single discharge is required. No 
damage lO grain is caused by this type of conveyor, and they are cntirc:ly 
self-cleaning and raise comparatively little dust. 
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C H A I N  AND FL I C IIT CONVEYORS 

(Plate VI, upper) 

This type of conveyor is normally used for horizontal conveying or up very 
slight inclines. I t  consists of a ehain with Ir.lnSverse flights of varying shape, 
'ipaced at i ntervals of 6 to 1 2  in. approximately; the chain runs in an open 
wooden or metal trough, which can be ei[hcr rectangular or semi-circular in 
cross-section, and the grain is dragged along the trough by the Rights. If the 
chain is totally enclosed and special Rights are used, this type of conveyor 
will operate at any angle up to Yertical, but such an application is not 
common on fa! InS. I n both systems Ihe working section is almost completely 
filled with grain. Chain and night conveyors will work equally wdl in either 
direction if some means of reversing is provided. 

Flight widths of up to 1 2  in.  are used, and chain speeds can vary between 
20 and 150 ft per min., depending on the type of Right used. Throughputs up 
to 20 tons per hour ale common and conveying lengths can extend up to 
100 fl. Power requi!ements will depend on throughput, type of matcrial and 
conveying length. but a typical example is I h.p. for a 15 ton per hour 
conveyor 70 fl long. 

Glain can be fed on 10 the conveyor at any position along its length, either 
from above or through the side, and multiple outlets can be arranged. 

The open tl'Ough Iype of chain and night conveyor is idt:ally suited to 
in<;tallation between rows of storage bins, mounted either abo\-c the bins or 
in .1 trench below the bin outlets. 

OS C I L L A T I N C  CO N V E Y O RS 

Low frequency oscillating conveyors can be used to convey grain horizontally 
or �lightly up-hill. A light trough is supported on springs or links about 6 to 
1 2  in. long spaced at approximately 6 ft intervals. The trough, which can be 
up to 12 X 6 in. in section and 60 ft or more i n  length, is coupled to a crank 
or eccentric having a throw between ! and 3 in.; i t  is set so that the trough is 
lifted on the forw31d stloke. Frequency of oscillation depends on the size of 
conveyor, crank throw and required lhroughput, and a conveyol- with a 
trough 8 " 3 in. deep handling 8 tons per hour would run at 200 to -l-00 
r.p_m. Such a conveyor would require a 1 h.p. motor for lengths up to 
approximately 50 fl. 

Grain can be fed on to the trough at  any position along its length and 
multiple outlets can be arranged. The conveyors are self-cleaning to a high 
degree and (a use virtually no damage to grain. 

Although vibr3! ion can be minimized by balancing, this type of machine 
is suitable only where a firm mounting can be provided. 

PN E U MATIC CONVEYORS 

At air speeds between about 60 and 75 ft per sec, cereal grains can be blown 
along a pipe either horizontally or vertically without risk of blockage or 
excessive damage. The pressure required is high, and the volume of air needed 
must be provideu by a high speed 'blower' type of centrifugal fan. The size of 
pipe needed is dele! mined by the maximum throughput and pipe lenglh 
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required, and may be about 6! in. diameter for about 4 tons per hour, 9 in. 
diametCl" for about 6 tons per hour and 1 2  in. for 8 tons per hour. Though 
pressure-type conveyors arc normally used) the conveyor pipe may be attacllcd 
to the suction side orlhe fan, in which case the grain is very readily introduced 
through openings at any point or points. The grain is extracted by a C)cJone 
before it reaches the c.-m. '>Vilh a pressure system the grain must be injected 
either by venturi.s (see Fig. 36)-which, by locally speeding up the air, lower 
the pressure to that of the atmosphere and prevent 'blow-back'-or by 
mechanical rotary feeders. The grain is extracted at any point through aulltt 
cones or separating chambers such as cyclones. The advantages of the 
pneumatic system arc its flexibility, self-cleaning action, and its ability lO 
convey long distances. The disadvantages al'e high power consumption, 
noise, and dustiness. For very long runs the power consumption rises steeply 
and the capacity falls off. Pneumatic conveyors cause little damage 10 grain 
during a single pac:;s, provided that the air speed is not excessive, but aflel' 
repeated pru;ses damage may become noticeable. POI'table units are available 
and ate particularly suitable for small and simple storage plants . 

. ' .. , 

�OUi'oO U(fIO'j t-tON '�OJU�TAaLI PORTA8U jNJ((fO� 

Fig. 36. Pneumatic conveyor injectors 

I n  planning the layout for a pneumatic conveyor, bends, vertical lifts, 
and the number of inlet and outlet points should be minimized to reduce costs 
and ensure a high throughput. 

l\Iaintenance is very simple, and the only major wearing parts are the 
bends, which may require replacemem after a few season's running. 

I t  is not generally desirable, e.'Ccept perhaps for ycry small ventilated silo 
plants, to use the conveyor fan for other duties because its high-pressure, 
low-volume characteristics are normally unsuitable. 

M ISCE L L A N E O U S  

Two novel methods of moving grain have recently been introduced. The 
first, namel)' the grain 'thrower', is another device developed to facilitate the 
practice of floor-drying and storage. It consists, simply, of a mechanical 
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means of projecting the grain, for example, by using a high-spced rotating 
paddle with rubber tips to the blades: outputs of up to 40 tom per hour over 
distances of 60 fl are claimed. 

1 he second device provides a pneum.ltic means of removing the last few 
tons of grain from a particular type of radiaJly vcntilated bin or a floor
ventilated bin which ha,; no self-emptving hopper bottom. A false floor of 
expanded metal is filled into the bin in such a way that air blown through 
the shaped openings in the metal is directed towards the bin outlet carrying 
grain with it. I n the case of I adially vel1til"ted bins, thc standard vcntilation 
ducting is mooifiecl, so that air can either be used for dr)"ing or blown lhrou£{h 
the floor for emptying. 



Cleaning Equi p ment 

:"\ OT only the market value, but also the keeping quality of grain is improved 
by cleaning, and it  is these benefits which make the installation of some type 
of cleaning machinery an economic proposition on almost all farms. A clearer 
pictlllc of the situ3tion is obtained by considering !>cparatcly the three major 
groups into which farm cleaning operations fall. The.sc arc: 

Prr-cltolli/lg i.e., cleaning the grain in such a way that the subsequent 
operatiolls of conveying, Ul ying and storage arc facilitated. 

Clalllillg oJ Commercial SOlJlphs i.e., cleaning to an extent which will give 
the maximum economical increases in value without necessarily rcaching 
.::;cell standards. 

Challillg oJ Seed Samplrs i.e., cleaning and grading to an extent which will 
ensure that a potclllial seed sample is not rejected or lowered in value be
cause of impurities or non-unifonnity. 

P R E - C L E A N J :-< C  

The presence of foreign maller in a sample lowers the efficiency of drying, 
and increases the hazards of storage. The following advantages of prc
cleaning can be expected to accrue to an extent dcpending on the complete
ness of the operation: 

foreign mattcr, which is liable to restrict the airflow through, and to clog the air 
p�gb in a drier, is r�mo\'ed. Rciati\-eiy impervious patches in a vcntilated Silo 
are similarly avoided. These tend to occur where the stream of grain and rubbj"h 
falls from the filling conveyor or spout; 

�traws and large bodies liable to block conveying machinery are removed as 
won as possible in the circuit; 

local spots of high moisturecontcntcauscd byda.mpgreen matter areeliminatcd; 
flnal cleaning or grading before sale can be more rapid and accurate because of 
the reduced quantity ofcontaminanls 10 be removed; 

lhenuisancefromdustis reduced prodded that the machine used hasadcquale 
arrangements for dust disposal; 

remO\'3.1 of dust and broken grains may reduce risk of insect infestation since 
insects feed more readily on such material tban on undamaged grains. 

From the consideration of these points it is apparent that the material to 
be removed by pre-c1eaning falls into three groups: 

Lo'g': Large slra .... 'S , thistle he3.ds, etc. 
Smnfl: Sand and small weed §ttd.s, ctc. 
Light: Dust, chaff, short Sl�""", leavC!l, shrivelled grain, etc. 

These !)ubstances have vcry different characteristics from the parent 
sample and are not, therefore, particularly difficult to remove. The light 
fractions are likely to constitute the greatest weight of trash in a combine 
sample, and can bcst be extracted by aspiration. This method rests on the 
ract that bodies falling in air acquire a final constant or terminal velocity. 
The magnitude of this velocity depends upon the relation between the weight 
and aerodynamic rcsistance of the body, and obviously varies widely be
twcen the extremes represented by sound grain and dust. The effectiveness of 

" 3 
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.lll i.l!ipLraIOr depends IIpon its ability to mallllain a unifOlm airflow a t  a 
VCi(Kity jU!S1 les:; lhnn that required 10 hft sound grain, and all factors affecting 
the .lir flo\\' should thC1CfOlc be aCClllatcly cOllnollcd. 

Fig 37.\ depins a machine with .11\ aspiratlllg leg 01 chamht,) ofrectangu
lar ClO!S'S-::.cClirlll mto \\ hieh the materi.!1 to be cleaned is fed, in a thin even 
stleam, by a fluted 1'011("1' . •  -\ shaking tidY would be an ahernaliH feed mech
anism. The feed mechanism of a prcdeaner must be able to deal with grain 
and straw mixtures without blocking. Fig. 37B shows an asp.ralt,r where, ill 
(" fcrl, the I cctangul.lI Il'g oflhe fir:;t machinc has been wrapped round into 
.1 CiU'Ui.H si t .  I pe. Thl" produCt's a C()J1lI).l(' t hi,£{h capJ.cil)' clc.wc!. The fl ed}' 
n:vokillg' ('"onc belt)\� the f('(.'<I (hutt' <li ... o ibull'" the �Iain in Iht' air "tlt'.:tm. 
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Fine control of the air flow i n  a cleaner is important and, in practice, air 
flow is u!)ually adjusted, so th:l.l a few good grains are removed with the rub. 
bish. In this way, the maximum amount of light trash is removed from lhe 
parent s<unple and retained fi}r feeding. The air flow may bt" produced by 
pre!)sure or suction : both ale equally effective. The suclion system has the 
advantage of cleaner operation, as leitks in the machine do not give rise 10 
dmty surroundings. Abo the light rubbish may more easily be blown to the 
outside of the building, where it can be collected in a seuling hamber or by 
me'lns of a cyclone. 

I r the qU.lntllY of remaining contaminants, small heavy weed seeds, and 
long or knotted straw, etc" justifies the plocess, they can be l emo\'cd by 
screening. A two-screen prc-c1caner will usually need to be provided with a 
range- of at least five sieves with perforations ranging from i\ in. to ! in. 
(see Fig. 38). 

One Iype of slational y cylindrical screen, often fillet.! 10 combines, is not 
liable to blockage because of internal rOl;:uing paddles, whieh both feed grain 
along the screen and force hesitant grain through the holes. Such screens 
lIsu.lIly (onla1l\ two sets of holes, the fil:;t for small weed seeds and the second 
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for good grain) whilt:: straws, heads, etc., are ejected over the cnd. Their 
capacity is normally lathel low, being matched to combining rate. 

An auger operating in a suitable perforated tube acts as a single screen 
cleaner sicving out p<lrticlcs smaller than the grain. Running in an inclined 
J'iliition this can feed the grain to an aspirator buih on to the uppel cnd. 
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Fig. 38. Two-screen cleaner with head aspirator 

C L E A N I N C  O F  C O M � [ E R C J A L  S A M P L E S  

The operation of cleaning commercial samples calTies the simple prc
cleaning process a stage further by reducing the quantity of contaminants, 
and by removing the obviously undersized grains. 

The level of cleaning does not necessarily demand any technique other 
than aspiration and screening. the difference from pre-c1eaning being 
essentially one of degree. A well-designed pre-c1eaner, when used a second 
time after storage, will often be able to make an acceptable sample, if run at 
a low output with perhaps slightly increased air-blast, and a top screen 
with smaller and bottom screen with slightly larger perforations to make a 
closer separation. 

A full-sized commercial-grade cleaner will often be fined with a third 
screen to assist in the separation of small seeds) and possibly with a second 
aspir.nor (see Fig. 39). This aspirator may be located after the screens in 
ordel' to treat only the good grain, in this way removing light stuff missed by 
the earlier operations, and dust produced during screening. A good machine 
is able to tackle many varieties of seeds other than the common cereals. 
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I t  can be seen that the primary distinction between a pre-c1caner and 
" commclciai-grade cleaner lies in the purpose to which the machine is PUI, 
and not in any c!)scntiai difference in the mechanism. 1\ soundly designed 
pre-c1eancl, used twice, will generall), produce commercial samples, and a 
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go()d commercial-g. :l.tk ci<-:lnl?r m3y be used, at throughputs above those 
cOll cspollding to m;:'rximum efficiency, lO pl'O\ ide excellent pl c-cleaning, 
so long .\s i t  will feed damp and diny material. 

C L E .\ X I N G  .\ :\ D  G R AD I X G  F O R  S E E D  

The requirements of purity and uniformity for seed samples normolly demand 
a more ('xarting proce�s thfln Ihe roughing.oul which is often ade<lu.lte for 
commcltial samples. 

\\'('('d seeds ha"ing very similar dimensions to the parent sample, slightly 
under�lzed grains, and half-corns have to be removed. \Vhile a variety of 
methods, .1l1 based on some- difference in phy�ical characlelislics, are a"ail
able to "c('d.)men who can justify the purchase of the equipment, farm seed 
cleaning operations ille u.)ually restricted to three methods: 

cOTltrollC'd asplratLon; 
SC'p;\r;uL<m by \\idth on !(ll'Uhj 
separatIOn by lell�th on indclltt-d c),iind(,N. 

The process ma)' start with a rough cleaning on a single screen to scalp 
off large impurities, followed by 3t lea .. t one, and sometimes twO, controlled 
;u;piratiom: the previous remarks in lhi� connection appl)'. An enclosed leg 
with unifol m grain feed and 'lir blast must be used. If two legs are used, the 

-
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maximum blast to blow out jusl a few good grains should be maintained in 
each, the object being to have two opponunities of removing 'borderline' 
impurities and not merely to blow out the dust in the first leg, since i t  would 
in any case be removed in the second. Apart from the light trash, the aspira
tion will remove a considerable quantity of undersized grain and thereby 
facilitate following operations. 

After aspiration the grain is passed on to a top screen. This will often be of 
circular hole pattern intended to remove long objects able to ride over the 
holes. lf the impurities are not mainly long ones, then slotted holes are 
preferable to hold up all objects just larger than the seed . .\ second screen is 
chosen to hold up the greatest quantity of best seed that is economically 
j ustifiable-neither toO large and hence uneven, nor 100 small to be profil
able. The tailings from this operation contain a valuable quantity offeed corn 
and arc therefore screened a third time on a fine screen to remove small 
weed seeds. A fourth screen may sometimes be desirable to enable the best of 
the tail corn to be bagged orr separately, and all the screens must be auto
matically brushed or tapped to prevent blockage. 

The efficiency and rate of working of the screens is controlled by adjust
ment of their slope, and sometimes the magnitude and speed of oscillation. 
The object is to maintain a full, evenly-fed screen without risk of overflowing 
and excessive bouncing. The good seed will thus, in general, contain only 
materials having a similar width and density-for example, cleavers and 
half-corns i n  barley. These can be extracted at a low rate of working on an 
indented cylinder. The grain is fed into the slowly rotating cylinder, and is 
carried up by the internal indentations until it overbalances and falls out. 
The point at which over-balancing occurs is clearly lower down for long seeds 
(barley) than for short (half-corns and cleavers), and the impurities can 
therefore be caught separately in an adjustable trough from which they are 
extracted by an auger. The cylinder may have two chutes and twO sizes of 
indents to suit different materials. The good seed passes through the cylinder 
and is finally bagged 00'. In the event of the impurity being longer than the 
good seed the bagging-off positions are simply interchanged. 

It is apparent that a seed-cleaning machine is necessarily complex, 
relatively expensive. and requires time, skill and close anention for its 
sllccessful operation. 

I N STA LLAT I O N  O F  C L EA N E R S  

I n  a storage plant a cleaner inevitably requires an elevator to feed it, and as 
a vertical lift is generally required, a bucket elevator is the normal choice. 

Except perhaps for very rough pre-cleaning, it is important that the 
elevator shall feed at a greater rate than the cleaner requires, and that lhe 
overflow is returned to its original source, say the wet-grain pil. Only in this 
way can the feed mechanism in the cleaner be kept fully covered, and even 
aspiration and scrccnlng ensured. The intake to the elevator should be fitted 
with a quick-release gate to enable straw blockages to be cleared without loss 
or the exact setting. I f this is not done, constant alterations are required with 
dirty crops, to maintain a reasonably small overflow without risk of starving 
the cleaner. The chutes from the elevator should be ILIIl at Sleep angles, 
cCfl:1inly nOl less than 45 deg., as dirty material will be handled. This applies 
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particularly to the overflow, which may lend to collect a disproponionate 
amount of �tr3wl and which does not generally benefit from the c!evator's 
dynamic cli"dldrgc. 

�lO�l cit"ancrs net'd to be mounted un .1 l.J.i!>cd platform, which should be 
generously proporlloncd in strength and alca to allow for vibration, and to 
give adequate access. Space is needed all round the machine for adjustment. 
maintcn.lllce, removal of screens, and storage of screens not in use. A clear 
:\lC;1 is required to lay out the screens for a lri.t1 with a handful of grain in 
melc]' to make the be!:>l initinl choice. If part or ::dl of the cleaner discharges 
fire' above the floor level, then adequate sack storage and wheeling space is 
H'qullcd. 

I t  is probably bettcr to bag ofT below the cleaner whelf' this is feasible, 
so that the maximum space and convenience are provided. Trash chutes 
!\huuld havc anglcs of at least 55 60 deg., if possible . 

. \11 air di"charges should be filled with ducts leading uut of the building 
and should tcrminate in collecting chalnbers 01 cyclones. �I'anufacturers' 
recommendations should be foIlO\'\'ed in this connection, as there is a risk of 
o\"("r-throtlling the fans and preventing adequate aspiralton. The ducb 
!)hould have smooth internal surfaces and run downhill where possible, to 
.\\'oid accumulation of hea,')" grains. 

Good lighting and ample ventilation should be provided. 

O P E R A T I O N O F  C L EANERS 

The dt:t.lil" of operation are so bound up with the machine and the crop 
being handled, that only \'ery general points can be mentioned. The follow
wg notes may assist a new user: 

Selling L rp 
The machine mu.st be run :It the maker's stated speed, :lnd be accurately 

le\"("lIed. 
Grain goes over and not under the feed roller, which should never 'grind'. 
The f.'ln runs in sllch a direction that air flung 01T the blades goes through 

the outlct at a tangent without having to turn through a right angle. 
BoI� lihould be tiglllencd and screen hanger.; checked. 
CleJ.ning bru!>hcs should be set to rub firmly :md evcnl}'. 
The hopper) aspiralol chambers) elevators and auger!> should tJe cleaned 

Ollt. 
Adjustable screens should not be closed without first opening out and 

cleaning. 

Rwmillg 
Gr:lin �hould be hand-sieved in ordel' to select best sizes of sueens. 
Aspir�tlol should be set to blow out a few good grains. 
I f  the fan is double-sided both shulters should be equally adjusted. 
General correctness of screen size.s should be checked. If large grains 

appal'enlly come through a small screen, check for leakages, possibly clue to 
o\'crJoading. 

Throughput should be increased until top screen is covered with grain 
fOI not more than half its length. 
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All screens should be checked for uneven feed, bouncing, and over
flowing. Adjust pitch and tappers. 

The best possible sample should bc obtained on the screens hefole 
introducing the indented cylinder. 

If the lighl l ubbish is blown into a settling chamber or cyclone, the air 
outict from this must be kept free from obstruction and blockage. 



Measuring Instruments used in Grain 
Drying and Storage Plants 

T H E R E  is liltie point in building a wcll-planned grain storage installation 
unlcs.:. adequate in<;(1 umentation is also provided to ensure the efficient 
I unning of the unit. I t  is necessary, for example, to measure with reasonable 
accuracy the moislulC content of grain going into and coming out of the 
dl ier: a knowledge of cCl lain other factors i!o also desirable, including ambient 
;'il" temperature and Ict.lti\'c humidity, (hying air temperature, and possibly 
g , .tin temperature during storage. :\(ost driers incorporate 50l11e degree of 
automatic control, though this frequently consists simply of a thermostat 
opcrLlting an on lofT control for the healel unit, so that the drying air tcm
pcrawre remains Llpproximately constant: more sophisticated systems fOl 
l('gul.1ling the output moisture content of the grain are being developed. I t  
i� impol tant to rcmember that all the instruments used, either for measure
ment or control, arc delicate and they should be treated with cale; thq 
shuuld be properly maintained and regularly calibrated. 

The COSt of the Instrumentation necessary for the sensible operation of the 
SIOI ;}g(' unit will be small compared with the total cost of the equipment. 

� [ E . \ S U R I N G R E L AT I V E  lI U � I l D I T Y  

.\11 atmospheric air contains water \'apour. Air at a particular temperature 
C.lnnot contain more than a certain amount of water vapour. The relativc 
humidil,' of air, at a giH'n temperature, is very nearly equal to the actual 
weight of water \'apour per unit volume of air, divided by the weight per 
unit volume when the all is saturated at that temperature and expressed as 
a pcrcen tage. 

Relative humidity can be mcasured in various ways, none of those in  
common use being fundamental methods. The instruments most frcquend)' 
lI�(,cI arc the hair hyglOmctcl', with variants using mher organic materials in 
place of hair, and the wct and dry bulb hygrometer. 

I I A I R  l-lVGRO\Il.TER 

I lair hygromcters, and similar types which may use cotton fibres, silk threads, 
gold-heater's skin, eIC., depend for their Opel alion on the alteralion in length 
ur the fibre uscd with val iation ofthc relative humidity of the air. The bunch 
01 fibres is held in light tension and caused to operate a poilller by a suitable 
mechanism. The calibration of hair hygrometcrs is not noticeably affected by 
ch �lnges in tcmperatllle over the normal atmosphere range, but thcy are 
liable to permanent damage b}, temperatures above 1 50' F. 

l lair hygrometer .. Miner from various limitations. They are subject to a 
time-lag while the hair is coming into equilibrium with the surrounding 
atmosphere, and they f.1IH10t therefore he u<;('d reliabl}" in rapidly-\'arying 
conditions. They givc different readings at a gi\'en value of l'elalive humidity 
when the relative humidil)' has risen to that value and whcn i t  has decreased 

100 
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to it.  This difference may be of the order of 3 per cent Lh. They operate at 
their best at middle values of relative humidity and temperature between, 
say, 40 per cent and 80 per cent r.h., and 40cF and 80' F in slowly varying 
conditions, and are liable to need a recalibration after being exposed 10 very 
wet or very dry atmospheres. The hairs require to be kept reasonably clean, 
and this can be done with a soft bl'lIshj slight deposits of 'dry' dust are not 
hannful. Periodical recalibration against a sling hygrometer is desirable, or 
alternatively, the hairs may be weued with dislilled water applied wilh a 
soft brush, when the hygrometer should read 95 per cent r.h. 

Under the best conditions hair h)'grometcrs cannot be relied on to closer 
limiLS than ± 3 per cent r.h. and they can very easily have a greater errol' 
than this. The�c hygrometers are available as indicators, recorders (hygro
graphs), and cOlllroliers (humidistals). In the case of the humidistat the 
changing length of the hair may be arranged to operate low-power electrical 
contacts, and in some cases an indicating poimer as well. 

The indicnting and controlling types are available in forms suitable for 
insertion i n  air ducts, but the recording variety can normally be obtained as 
a type suitable only for room use. If installed in the main air duct of, say, a 
ventilated silo plant for indication or control of the air relativc humidity, 
particul.lr care should be taken to inspect the hair elemcnt regularly during 
the drying season; this is because of the heavy airflow past it which may be 
laden with dust. Thc elcmcnt should be shrouded to protect i t  against the 
direct blast of the air or damage from objects carried by the air. 

During the out-of-season period damage to Ihe instrument may occur if 
it is left ill .fitu; consequently it is desirable to remove it, if possible, and store 
it in an atmosphere of moderate temperature and humidity. It should, in any 
case, be inspected befOl'c further use after an idle period. A hair element, 
properly installed in a duct and correctly maintained, should be performing 
in almost ideal conditions during its operaling season and should give suffi
ciently accurate and reliable service. 

\V E T - A N D - D R Y - D U L D  H Y C R O M E T E R  

Thc simplest form of the wet-and-dry-bulb hygrometer consists of twO 
mercury-in-glass thermometers, the bulb of one of which is surrounded by a 
moist " ick. E\'aporalion of the water from the wick into an unsaturated 
atmosphere lowers the reading of the wet-bulb thermometer and from the 
readings of the two thermometers the relative humidity of the air can be 
found by reference to standard tables, the figures in which are based on 
comparison with more fundamental methods of measurement. This type of 
hygrometer may be used in more or less still air or in fast-moving air, and two 
sets of tables are avaibble, often headed 'Screen' and 'Sling' respectively. 
Use in fast-moving air (above about 1 3  ft per sec velocity) gives the more 
reliable results. A sling or whirling hygrometer is onc arranged to give this 
foUt-moving effect by having its pair of thennometers mounted together in a 
frame attached freely to a handle so that it can be whirled through the air. 
\Vhen it  is being used in still air, the user should move forward while whirl
ing it to prevent it being influenced by moisture evaporated from its own wet 
bulb and from his body. 

Errors may be introduced into the results from a wet-and-dry-bulb 
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hygl oll1eter in several ways. I t  i s  essential that the thermometers should be 
matched to give similar readings over Iheir range, and this matching is, 
withll1 limits, more important than the <Ibsolute accur<lC) or the readings. 
For example, if the thel momcters have .1 I F difference, one of them being 
correct, an cnor of 3 pel cellt r.h. call arj:-e at an average dry-bulb tempera
ture and relative humidity, whereas if both thermometers agree but are i n  
error by I F', the error III the same conditions is only about 0·5 per eelll r.h. 
The wilk round the wet bulb should be a close fit, clean, and capable of 
maintaining the bulb in a wet condition. Failure in any of these points will 
lead to a reduced wet-bulb depl cssion. The water-supply to the \\ ick must be 
adequate ,Ind clean and should not be too far diffel·ent in temperature flom 
that of the wet bulb. 

�[ Ei\S U R I NG ;\ I R  P R E S S U R E  A N D  F LO W  

The measurement of pressure and air velocity in drying plants can sometimes 
give a useful lead to correcting mislahs in construction 01 operation. For 
exam pit", f<"peatcd measurements of the pressure drop through the porous 
nOOI of a ventilated silo can show \\hether the pores ale becoming blocked, 
and the change of pressUl c  along an air duct calTying air can show whcther 
the duct is of adequatc �iLc for the air flow concerned. 

Ail pn,'s'iurcs encount�l('u in drying plants are usually CJlIOIcd in inches of 
water, that is, the height ofw:lter column \\ hich can be �lIpportcd by the air 
presslIIc 01 , as normally measured, the diffl.:lencc i n  height bctween the twO 
columns of water i n  a V-tube or inclined-tube manometer, onc leg of which 
is open to atmosphere and the other connected to the air supply. Such a 
pressure is, of course, the pressure of the air above atmospheric pressure. 
Normally an inclined-tube manometer is lIsed where accurate readings oflow 
presslll e  afe required, up to, say, 3 in.  w.g.; above this pressure and where a 
high degree of accuracy is not wanted, �I -tube can be used. 

US E  OF �I A N O M ETER 

Stationary air has only' onc component ofpr��ure, known as static pressure, 
but moving air h:l.s, in audition, a component due to its velocity', Ifan opcn
end("d luhe i'i connected to a manometer and is pointed towards an air stream 
the totdl of the velocity and static pressures is measured; if i t  is at riglH 
angles to the ail' stream, only the static pressure is indicated. since the impact 
of the moving air on the t ube opening is avoided. Usually a farmer or an 
advisory officer is interested only in static pressure measurements. Static 
pressure mcasuremcnts in ducts are carried out simply by making a connec
tion from a small hole III the side of the duct to a manometer containing 
water, and reading off the difference in height ufthe column�. The connecting 
tube should not project into the duct, and the edges of the test hole should, 
as fa!" as possible, be fl(,'c f!"om roughness. 

With metal ducts a mc.lSurement can be quickly taken by simply drilling 
a small hole (about -11• In.) in the duct and holding against it, without any 
leaks, the �nd ofa piece of nlbber tube conn�cted to a manometer. 

Concrete ducts are c1t:'ally more difficult to deal with, and i t  is best to 
arrange fOI' lest holes in ductwork in ne' .... installations through which 
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pressure-measuring tubes in corks can be in.\lerted. The same holes can be 
used for thermometers for air-temperature measurement. 

For measuring the pl-esstll-e-dl'Op across the porous floor of a ventilated 
silo, it is necessary to connect a measuring point immediately above the floor 
to one side of a manometer and onc below the floor to t.he other. The under
floor pressure would be obtained by introducing a tube under the floor, 
probably through a convenient hole in the air-supply dueting, and the 
pressure above the fioor would be measured either by a tube inserted through 
the silo wall and brought down to fioor level, or by a form of spear pushed 
down from the top of the silo to the bottom. Such a spear is convenienlly 
made of steel tube about ! ill. diameter, with an overall length as I-equired. 
and divided by ail light screwed joints into convenient lengths for handling 
and insertion under low roofs. The top end is arranged to accept a rubber 
tube for connection to a manometer, and the lower end is blanked ofI' 
and drilled radiaUy round the circumference with small holes to form lhe 

. . 
pressure-measunng POIllt. 

The undel- and over-fioor static pressures can of course be obtained 
separately, instead of reading directly the difference between them, and the 
over-floor Sialic pressure will then indicate the pressure-drop through the 
grain in the silo. Variations in the over-floor static pressure will generally 
indicate local inadequacies in air supply to the bottom layers of grain, such as 
might be caused by poor local porosity of the floor, or inadequate distribution 
of air under the floor. I f  figures for the pressure loss in grain of various lypes 
at various depths and at various air flows arc known, then, if the grain depth 
and the mean pressure over the boltom of a silo are measured, the ail' flow 
through the silo can be deduced and its intended pcrfonnance checked. This 
method is not very accurate-probably within the limits of ± 1 5  per cent. 

U SE O F  F L O W M E T E R  

The air flow through grain i n  ventilated silos can also be measured by means 
of a float type flowmetcr in which a float is carried up a tapered tube by the 
passage of the air; its height in the tube indicates the air velocity. Such a 
flowmeter can be made with a very light float in the form of a disc so that its 
resistance to the passage of ail- is very low, and it can have a base suitably 
designed for placing on an exposed surface such as the top of the grain in a 
ventilated silo. An instrument of this type can thus be used for exploring the 
exit air from a grain surrace, detecting any serious inequalities and assessing 
the mean velocity and tOlal air flow through the grain . This method is 
probably liable to errors up to ± 7 per cent. 

� [ O I S T U R E  C O N TENT M E A S U R E MENT 

The moisture content of grain and other agricultural products is normally 
defined as the percentage of the total weight which consists of waler. Less 
frequently the water contained is expressed as a percentage of the dry matter 
associated with it, i.e., of the total weight less the water. 

From these definitions it will be clear that the most straightfof\'t'ard way 
of measuring moisture content is to heat a weighed sample ofmaleriaJ. drive 
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oil' the contained water and either weigh the remaining dry matter or con
dense the water and measure it  volumcu"ically. From the figures obtained the 
moisture content can be calculated. ?\rOislurc content measurements in 
laboratories, are, in fac l ,  usually carried out by this sort of process, and wilh 
proper carc great accuracy is obtainable. For [ann use, however, extreme 
accuracy is not normally required, and it is desirable that the methods 
employed should provide a more rapid resull and use more robust, cheaper, 
and more port<lblc apparatlls. Some of the methods used in [arm practice do, 
in fa(' ( ,  involve hc:uing weighed samples but the apparatus is normally 
spcci.t1ly designed to 10' III a compact and easily used piece of equip men I. The 
accuracy is reduced as a rC!;ull, compared with that obtained from labomtory 
apparatus, but not to an extent which matters in practical WOI k. Other fal m  
moi'\ture t�ters do not measure moisture content directly but some other 
propel ty of the grain which is related to moisture content, Such meters are 
calibrated by their makers against onc of the accepted laboratory methods to 
enable the user to convert the meter readings into moisture content values. 

The measurement of moisture content with the accuracy normally 
required in farming, which is probably betwcen ± 0'5 per cent and ± " 0  
per cent, is not difficult if a suitable metn is used and proper care is taken. 
1\ lost of the moisture Illeters on the market have been careful I)' designed and 
calibrated, though each one has its 0\\ n peculiarities which are liable to lead 
to crrors if they arc not re:>pected by the user. It  is quitc po5sible, if a wrong 
mOisture content is obtained, that the Cl ror may be due to misllse of the 
meter. 

S A M P LI NG 

1 n the first place, improper sampling of the bulk may easily lead to much 
greater Cl rors in assessing the mean moisture content of a quantit), of grain 
than any inaccuracies in the moisture meter used. 1f the average moisture 
content is required, a number orsamplcs must be taken from various parts of 
the bulk and they must be thoroughly mixed before taking a subsample for 
moisture measurement. This procedure is applicable \\ hen the moisture 
content is required for sale purposes. However, if the grain is being inspected 
to nuke sure that its condition is satisfactory during storage, then each 
sample will need to be tested separately so that any wet patches can be 
locatcd. 

I t is useful, , ... hen measuring the moisture content of grain stored in bulk, 
to have a sampling spear (Plate VI, Low,,) for takingsamplcs from any desired 
dcpth in the grain. Such a spear consists of a small, pointed, hollow head 
filled to the end of a shaft which is convcnienliy divided into two or three 
lengths for easy insertion under low roofs. The ma.ximum length which can be 
pushed into moist gl-ain is about 10 ft, with a steel shaft of about ! in.  dia
meter and a head of about I in. diametc,·. The hollow head is arranged to 
remain closed so long as it is being pushed downwards, but on withdrawal an 
opening is uncovered) allowing grain to enter the hollow space and be with
drawn with the spear. The shaft may be marked off in feet to indicate the 
depth of sampling. III addition to providing samples for moisture measure
ment, the grain withdrawn can be inspected for signs of insect infestation or 
mould development. 
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I fsamples arc to be kept for any length of time before they arc tested for 
moisture contclll lhey must be enclosed in airtight containers, which may take 
the [ann of glass or polythene bottles with screw tops, lever-lid tins, tins with 
press-on lids scaled with polythene tape, or polythene-film bags, which may 
be either heat-scaled or closed with adhesive polythene tape. 

NU M B E R  OF D E T £ R �l I N A T IONS 

Whatever method of moisture content measurement is adopted , it is prefer
able to make morc than one determination and take the average of the 
readings. lf lhe read ings (say three in number) are very different from each 
other, further readings should be taken until three consecutive ones are 
sufficiently close together. They should generally lie within the overall error 
of the meter used, i.e., if the meter is accurate lO ± 0·5 per cent m.c., the 
maximum. variation between two of the three samples should be I per cent 
moisture content. 

lv[ I L L I N C  T H E  SA M P L E  

\-Vhen a method of measuring moisture content requires grain to be milled, it 
must be remembered that the milling proccss itself can altcr the moisture 
content of a sample if i t  becomes healed dUl'ing milling. Mills should there
fore be kept in good order, with theit· CUlling parts sharp, so that they 
perform their function as rapidly and efficiently as possible. They should also 
be kept clean and be cleaned out betwecn different samples. 

Before using milled grain in a metcr it should be mixed well, not only to 
ensure that fractions having different moisture contents are not used separ
ately, but to ensure that one determination is not carried out with all the 
larger panicles and another with all the smaller ones, which might lead to 
differing results with some meters. I t should be remembered that milled grain 
may change its moisture content rapidly when exposed to the air, and if it is 
not used in the meter straight from the mill it should be sealed up. :Mills of the 
coffee-mill type are suitable for sample milling and they may be either of the 
type which, in use, is clamped to a table, or of a smaller pattern which can 
be held in the hand, and when out ofuse can be carried in the pocket or in the 
moisture meter case. There is also a small motor-driven mill which is suitable 
for use where a large number of teSls are carried OUI. 

W·H O L E  G R A I N  METERS 

It must be remembered that most meters using whole grain are liable to 
give erroneous results if the grain is surface-wet or surface-dry. rf there is 
reason to suppose that one or other of these conditions prevails, where the 
sample is a small one it should be kept in a sealed container arter taking one 
set of readings, and further readings should be taken after half an hour or so. 
If there is a noticeable change, the process should be repeated until there is 
no rurther change. It  is unlikely that such changes will persist for more than 
three or four hours. Where a sack or bulk of grain is being tested, the effects 
are l ikely to persist much longer, and readings over a period of24 hours may 
be necessary. 
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TY P I C A L  � l o lsTU R E  TE STING EQ.UI P M E N T  

DCSCI iplions of some moistul"C meters and equipment suitable for farm 
purposes and the precautions to be observed in their use arc as follows. 

Infra-red f\Jetu. �Ietcrsor this type differ in detail, bUllhe main features are 
common to all. The instrument consists basically of a balance with a single 
pan in which a given weight of milled grain is heated by an infra-red lamp 
situated above the pan. The pan and sample are counterbalanced either by a 
fixed weight, in which case the deflection of a pointer connected to the 

balance gives a reading of moisture content directly when all the moisture has 
been evaporated, or by adding weights la return a pointer 10 zero at the end 
of a I un) the weights being calibrated in percentage moisture content. The 
time of heating can vary from 1 0  to 20 minutes approximately. 

?\leters of this Iype are influenced by mains voltage variations) by 
draughts, and by ageing of the lamp, but errors due to these causes can be 
minimized by leaving the meter in operation until there is no further change 
of reading, rather than by using it for a fl.xed time. 

H used with care, this type of instrumcnt can give results which are only 
beltered by using laboralol y methods, but it is more suitable for lIse in a farm 
office than in the conditions usually found in a barn or drying shed. 

Oil Distillation ,\[dhod 
In this method a weighed samplc of whole grains (50 1 00 grammes) is 

covered with oil of high boiling-point in an open container, and the container 
and contents, together with a thermometer and stirring rod, are weighed. The 
container, oil and grain are then heated by any suitable means to a tempera
ture of about 190 C (37+ F), the oil and grain being stirred all the time) and 
weighed again, the loss of weight being assumed to be water lost by the 
sample. The duration of the test is about 1 5  minutes. 

The oil used must not only have a high boiling-point) so that i t  loses no 
measurable weight of vapour during the heating, but it must also cOlltain no 
water at the beginning of the test, and mu<;t not decompose at all  during the 
heating process. Tea-seed oil, as used for flsh-frying, etc., is suitable for the 
purpose and, though rat her expensi\-e) a proportion can be used several times 
if it is filtered clean after use. Apart frolll the particular properties required 
of the oil, the only other special need is a balance capable of weighing up to 
about a kilogram LO an accuracy of about 110 gram. The source of heat) 
container for heating the grain and oil, and other items, can all take the form 
mo:)t convenient to the user. This method has the advantage that it may 
also be used for moisture-content measurements on grass, though it is not 
permissible with oily seeds) since other \"olatile matter may be lost during 
heating and erroneously classed as water in calculating the Illoi�ture content. 
Care should be taken in u!>ing this method, since the oil is highl}' innammable. 

E LECTRICAL l'd E T E R S  
Rt.ri.stOllCl TyptS 

Some electrical meters, suitable for farm use, measure the resistance ora 
sample of grain as the critl'rion of  moisture content. Two dinerent types of 
meter working on this pt inciple arc avaiJablc) one using a small unweighed 
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sample of milled grain (Plate Vl1 (b)), and the other a large quantity of whole 
graIn.  

Those instruments using small samples of milled grain (lhe fineness of 
milling is not important) consist, basically, of a compression cell and a 
resiSlance meler. The compression cell, which incQI poratcs a device for com
pressing the sample 10 a pre-dclcrmined pressure, contains two electrodes 
between which the resistance of the sample is measured. 111 onc meter of this 
Iype, the deflection of the meler pointer gives a direct reading of moisture 
content: with another, a dial reading corresponding to the electrical resis
tance of the sample is obtained, and a scale provided on the instrument is 
lIsed to conven this reading to a value of moisture content. A method of 
correcting the results for variation in temperature is provided, the tempera
ture of the sample being the correct onc to use, but since this cannot always 
be measured easily, the ambient temperature is frequently used instead. 
Normally these meters are battery operated for portable use, though one 
make can be equipped to work from the mains supply. The range of moisture 
content that can be measured satisfactorily with these meters is approxi
mately 1 0  lO 22 per cent, and the accuracy of the readings approximately 
± I per cent m.c. The chief precautions to be observed in using this type of 
meler arc to keep the test cell clean, dry and undamaged, and to check the 
zel'o selling of the instrument regularly during use. Battery replacement 
becomes necessary when the zero can no longer be set, and the battery should 
be removed when the meter is stored for long periods. This type of meter is 
quile suitable for obtaining a reasonably accurate rapid measurement of 
mOlsture content. 

A meter for use with large quantities of whole grain uses an assembly of 
pointed electrodes which are designed to be pushed through the side ofa sack 
of grain, in which case the sample tested consists of the grain surrounding the 
electrodes. The required sample (nearly 3 pints) may also be taken from bulk 
and tested in the plastic container used for protecting the electrode assembly 
when out of use; or again. the electrode assembly may be pushed into the top 
of the bulk grain, when it will show the moisture content of the top. and not 
necessarily of the whole bulk. The nine electrodes of the assembly are con
nected together in groups of four and five) and the electrical resistance of the 
grain between these two groups is measured by an electrical insulation tester. 
This has scales for wheat. barley, oats, rye and maize and is direct reading 
in moisture content at 59°F: at other grain temperatures corrections have to 
be applied by the use of a chart supplied with the instrument. The meter is 
liable to give inaccurate results with surface-wet and surrace-dry grain, and 
is prone to errors if the sample tested has a patchy distribution of moisture. 
It  is. however. protected against the influence ofa wet sack by the insulation 
of the probes for the 'outer' inch of their length. The useful range of moisture 
conteOl covered is 13 to 25 per cent. This meter is useful for getting an 
approximate indication of the moisture content of grain in sacks with a 
minimum of delay. 

Gapatitanct Typts 
These meters measure the permittivity (dielectric constant) of a small 

sample of the whole grain, the value of \\hich varies with lhe moisture 
content of the grain; a weighed or unweighed sample is used, depending on 
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the particular meter used. The sample is placed in a rectangular cell two 
sides of which form the plates ofa concicl1'ler. and the measurement is made 
using a high frequency al ternating current. A knob and pointer, or rotating 
dial is turned until an indicator lamp lighlS and a value of moisture contenl 
is read direcLiy from the scale or dial. A correction for grain temperature has 
to be applied to the instl ument readings. This type of meter is battery 
operated. Using a good meler of this type values of moisture content between 
I I and 28 per cent can be measured with an accuracy of less than ± I per 
cent m.c. The use of an unwcighcd sample reduces the accuracy of readin&rs 
obtained with meters working on this principle, and samples should be 
weighed carefully in accordance \\ith the maker's instructions. After weighing 
the sample it should be poured into the test cell in the manner specified in the 
instructions. Surface-wet samples should be avoided whenever possible. but 
errors generally occur only when the grain has free water on its surface. 
�·deters of this lype arc quite suitable for obtaining reasonably accurate rapid 
estimates of moisture content, and possess the added advantn.ge that the 
useful range of the meter sometimes extends to high values or moisture 
content (e.g .• 28 per cent). 

Acerylmr GaJ .\feler 
This type or metel depends on the production of acetylene gas when the 

moisture in a milled sample ren.cts wit h Ilnei)' -powdered calcium carbide. The 
meter consists ofa pressure-tight container with a detachable cap secured by 
n. screw clamp at one end, and a pressure gauge graduated in percentage 
moisture content at the other. I n  operation a given quantity of carbide is 
placed in the body or the meter, and a weighed sample of milled grain is 
placed in the cap: the two parts arc then put together in such a way as to 
avoid mixing the materials until the clamp has been tightened. The container 
is then shaken in accordance with the instructions and the percentage 
moisture content is rcn.d from the pressure dial, which is graduated from 3 to 
26 per cent m.c. One scale suffices for all cereals and there is no temperature 
correction. The following points should be borne in mind when using this 
meter: 

the grain must � \'cry finely milled, particularly when it is dry, othcm-isc a 10\" 
readmg \\'ill Ix: obtained; 

the balance should be c:l.rcfully used, and kept clean; 

the two parts of the mixing cham�r mUSI be thoroughly cleaned out after cach 
tcst is carried out and, of course, lhey must be dry; 

the rublx:r gasket between the two parts of the container must be kcpt clean and 
in good condition to pre\-enl leaks; 

lhc carbide )hould not be used whcn it is more than a year old; 

thc instruclions ror shaking the mixing chamber should be followed closely; 

in accordance with lhe instructions, the meter should be warmed before taking 
a rcadl1lg. This can conveniently be done by carrying out two delcrmmations and 
discarding the firsl readmg. If the meter is not warm, low readings arc likely. 

This type of meter is suitable for obtaining an approximate reading of 

moisture content: i t  should be noted that errors arising from misuse of the 

instrument are all likely to give low readings, 
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Hair HygrQmtters 

This l)'pC of instrument {Plate VII (d)) measures the relative humidity of 
the intcrgranular air in a mass of grain. An elemcm made of hair is housed in 
a perforated tube and as the clement shrinks or expands with changing 
humidity, ilS movement is transmitled by a mechanical linkage to a dial 
pointer. The tube, which may be up lO 40 in. long, is inserted into grain either 
in a sack or in bulk. A concentric sleeve, either outside or inside the tube, can 
be rotated to cover the perforations in the tube to protect the element while 
the tube is being inserted, and to SLOp dirt getting in while the meter is not in 
usc. 

In usc, the meter is inserted imo the grain and the reading of moisture 
content is taken when the pointer has stopped moving; this may take up to 
halfan hour. '(fthe instrument dial is gelltly tapped before taking a reading 
this will ensure that a false reading is not obmined due to stickiness in the 
instrument mechanisCl. Scales are provided for the relative humidity of air 
(0 100 per cent) and thc moisture content of various cereals (0-30 per cent): 
details of the scale vary with different makes of instrument. A good hair 
hygrometer can give readings accurate to approximately ± I ! per cent m.c.; 
when using the R.H. scale for measurement of the relative humidity of air, 
errors are not likely to exceed approximately ± 5 per cent Lh. As the metcr 
shows the relative humidity of the humidity of the inter-granular air, no 
matter how accurate it is as a hygrometer, this type of instrument is liable 10 
appreciable errors if the grain is surface-wet or -dry, and onc maker recom
mends thal no readings should be taken with samples, for example. from a 
drier until 24 hours after drying. 

This type of instrument is suitable for obtaining fairly accurate estimates 
of moisture content if a rapid result is not required. The lelative humidity 
scale may also be used in the operation ofa ventilated silo plant for measuring 
the relative humidity of the atmospheric air, so that a suitable temperature 
rise may be calculated; if necessary the relative humidity of the venti1ating 
air can be measured by inserting the meler stem into the air duct. In this case 
it is preferable not to open the perforations fully in order to avoid damage to 
the element by the high volocity air. 

T E �l P E R A T U R E  �lEASU R DJ E N T  

One of the difficulties involved in securing accurate temperature measure
ment in grain driers and silos is that. if a cool thermometer with a relatively 
large heat-capacity is inserted in a mass of warm grain, it will rapidl}' lower 
the temperature of the grain in its vicinity by removing some of its store of 
heat, and the low thermal conductivity of grain will prevent the replacement 
of this lost heat from the rest of the grain mass quickly enough to prevent the 
temperature faUmg. Similarly, a thermometer of high thermal conductivity 
inserted in a duct carrying warm air will read low because it is cooled by 
conduction to the outside atmosphere. 

TYPES O F  T H ERMOMETER 

Thermometers can be divided into two groups. One group, which includes all 
the most common types of instrument. makes use of the expansion or con
traction of various materials with a change in temperature. This group itself 
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<.:.111 be subdivided into those instrument!> millg a liquid or gas i n  a bulb, and 
those m<lkillg use of the di fTcl('lltial exp.lnsioll of IWO met,lls) joined together 
to fOl III (\ b,-metal 511 iI" 

Of Ihr former the ocst known I) pc is the common mercury-in-glass 
thermomucr which may, in some casr's, be protected \\Hh a mctal shield. 
O�hcr types arc: mercury-in-slccl with a capillary tube connection (which 
may be quile long), to a meter which is essentially a pressure gauge; and the 
lather similar lype in \\ hich the bulb is part filled with a volatile liquid such 
as ether, ag.lin operating a fOfm of pressure gauge through a capillary con
nection. These lasl lypes arc often filled with a rccOIding mechanism in which 
a paper chal t is moved by clockwork, and ..t. trace of the varying temperature 
i.s dra\\'n by a pen, The bimetallic type can be arranged for either indicating 
or recording, but the dial or chart must necessarily be arranged near to the . . 
measuring POint. 

The second group consists of electrical instruments, and includes (henno· 
couples, resistance thermometers and thermislors, Of these, the lalter two 
make lISC of the ch�t1<\cteristic that, with celtain materials, electrical resis
tance ch..t.nges with \'arying temperature; in the case of the resistance thermo· 
mett'T, the material used is mctal wire, and in the case of the thermistor a 
solid semi-conductor. Thel nlOcouples, on thc other hand, make use of the 

l,hellolllcllOIl that CUI rent flows in a continuous circuit made up of two wires 
of different metals if thc two junctions of the \\ ires arc at different tempera
Hues. I n  all three cases the thermometer clement can be situated remotel)' 
from the mea.suring circuit, although leads of rcstricted length are required 
for thel mocouplcs and re:;istance thermometers because of errors introduced 
by the leads, No such restriction applies to the use ofthermistors, \\ hich also 
possess the advantage or responding much more rapidly 10 changes in tem
perature than the two other types of in!!tlulllcnl. All three can be used in 
conjunction with a Iccording device. 

?\[ £ A S U R £ M E N T  O F  G R A I N  TE M P E R A T U R E  

Careless use of all the-sc types of thennometcl' can lead to false reading:, in 
grain, It  ha:, ixel1 sho\\11 for example that an un�hielded mercury-in-glass 
IhermOIllt'ter should be Icrt in an un\"entilated mass of gram ror aboul a 
quarter of an hour berolc the reading can be relied on; any shielded 
thermometer will require at least half an hour and, in some circumstances, 
may neHr !lhow the correct temperature. Thermometers of the bimetallic 
type or of the metal bulb and capillal'y Iype should never be used for grain 
temperature measurement ror, owing to their high thermal conductivit},. they 
will not mea�ure the true grain temperature. 

All three of the electrical thcTmometers can be used. if mounted in suitably 
designed heads. J n the case of the thermocouple and resist.1I1ce types, the 
element mu')t be well buried in the grain and up to ' 5  minutes must be 
allowed arter insertion for the- correct temperature to be reached before a 
reading is taken; the thermistor gives an almost instantaneous correct reading. 
Some of the larger grain storage units incorporate fi.xed electrical therm
ometers in the storage silos, widl racilitic.s for obtaining an Illstant reading 
of temperature at  any of the numerous measuring points; alternatively, a 
continuous record of grain tt'mperalure can be taken. 
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l\ [ E A S U R £ M E N T  0 1'  A I R  T E M r E R A T U R t:;S 

For measurement of air temperature in a duct, all the above-mentioned forms 
of lhcrmomcler may be lIsed, provided suitable calc is taken. 

j\ftrcury-in-glass Thermometer 

A mercury-ill-glass thermometer is very satisfactory> apart from its fragile 
nature, for the glass is oflow thermal conductivity, and the bulb tempera lUre 
will not be much reduced by heat conduction down the stem. rdercury-in
glass thermometers arc normally available in types known as lotal inunersion 
and panial immersion. The total immersion type is used where the whole 
thermometer is immersed in the medium whose temperature is being 
measured (such as a room temperature thermometer) and having a scale 
along the whole of its length; the partial immersion type is used where only 
part of the thermometer is immersed (as in duel air tcmperature measure
mCl1tL and in this case the temperature scale usually starts at or above the 
point to which immersion is made. For air duct measurements, a partial 
immersion thcrmometer (6 in. immersion is satisfactory) of the proper 
temperature range should be used so that the scale can be conveniemly read 
while the bulb is immersed to its propel' depth. Alternatively, a total immer
sion thermometer may be used with vcry little loss of accuracy, provided the 
temperature to be read appears far enough up the scale to allow a large pal t 
of the thermomcter to bc inside the duct. 

Bulb and Capillary Therrtlomtlers 

Bulb and capillary thermometers may be used, provided the bulb and a 
reasonable length of capillary are immersed, thus :l.lIowing the bulb, whet e 
the majority of the expanding fluid is present, to attain as nearly as possible 
the proper temperature. Both mercury-ill-steel and vapour pressure types 
respond slowly to varying temperatures. 

Bimtlo/ Thtmlomtlers 

Bimetal thermometers may be used provided the stem is not of too heavy 
construction and the sensitive bimetallic element, which in itself is of low 
thermal capacity and good conducti\'it}" is not sheathed and is fully immersed 
in the air, together with some of the stem. 

Eltctrical ThmnomdtTs 

All three of the e1ectrical typcs of thermometer can be used for measuring 
air temperature, provided that conduction of heat away from the element is 
kept to a minimum. 

C O N TROl.. O F' T E M PE RA T U R E ,  H U b. 1 I 0 ' TY AND 
G R A I N  MOISTURE CONTENT 

Certain of the methods of measuring temperature, humidity .md grain 
moisture content can be incorporated into control systems designed to regu
late these factors, so that more rigid control of the drying process can be 
obtained, with resulting greater efficiency. \\'here grain cooling systems are 
installed, the use of cooling air can be regulated with reference to grain 

, 
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tcmperature, :1ir temperature and air humidity. Thermostats for controlling 
temperature, and to a lesser extent humidistals for controlling humidity, are 
in general usej increasing iniercst is being shown i n  the development of a 
rather more complicated control system with the object of regulating the 
moisture cOlllent of grain coming from a drier. 

Thermostats 
Thermostats for automatic temperature control may be based on any of 

the above-mentioned lypes of thennometcr. They may be either of the twO
position or on/ofl· lype, or of the proportionai type. In the on/oO·type the 
whole of the heat availn.ble is switched on and oIT at varying i ntervals in 
order to maintain the lemperature at the requircd level; in the proportional 
type the amount of heat used is varied continuously or in small steps to suit 
the needs of the system. \\'hen electricity is the source of heat, either system 
may be used, but with other sources of heat such as coke furnaces, it  is 
necessary, for various reasons, to lIse the proportional method. The on/oIT 
method of control involves less complicated equipment than the proportional 
method and is quite satisfactory \\hen applicable. 

J JumidiJtats 
These controls are based on the hair hygrometer, with the hail' element 

operating an electric switch through a suitable mechanical linkage. j\ typical 
application might be fOI' the humidi�tal to switch on lhe he-aiel" unit i n  a 
ventilated bin system, when the relative humidity of the ventilating air rises 
above a certain level, dependant on atmospheric conditions. 

-l/oistllrt COlltnll COlllrollt'T 

A satisfactory type of moisture con lent controller has been developed, 
using a sensing element which measures the permiltivit)' of the grain after it 
has passed through the drying section of a continuous-flow drier. With a 
suitable control unit the throughput of the drier can be regulated so that the 
grain is d ischarged by the drier at a reasonably constant value of moisture 
content. Fal bettcr control of the output n1oislur(' content can be obtained 
by this means than by manual operation. 



Storage, Drying and Handling 
Structures 

G E N E R A L  RE Q U I R E M E N T S  

B U I L D I N G S  for housing the equipment to clr}' and Slore grain should be 
properly sited, carefully planned, and built to a reasonable mal'gin of safelY. 
They should be weatherproof, proof against ground moisture, and affol"d 
comfortable working conditions for the operatives. Possible sources of 
damage lO the stored grain by vermin, pests and cOlHamination from oil or 
fumes, should be gua,-c!ed against, both in planning the building and in its 
construction. 

S I T I N G  

I t  is imponam that the building is sited i n  a POSition that is convenient 
fOl" bringing in the grain from the fields, and [01' the disposal of the stored 
grain, \\lhcther it is sold 01' processed and fed on the farm. Vehicles used for 
lransponing grain in bulk are usually large, and tractor-drawn trailers need 
space lO manceuvre: for these reasons, ample space around the reception and 
dispatch sections of the grain store is essential. In most installations, some of 
the sub-structure is necessarily below ground level, and a dry site should be 
chosen where possiblej so before starting to plan, a few trial holes on the 
proposed site should be dug. Construction work below ground level is costly, 
particularly if the water table is high, and as a general rule the building should 
be planned with a minimum of pit and duct work below ground level, so long 
as an efficient handling system is not jeopardized. On some sites it is possible 
to use the existing ground levels to advantage for loading grain in and out 
of the slOre, and to minimize the extent of the excavations. \"here the ,vater 
tablc is high, and site conditions are difficult, it will be much more economical 
ill cost lO keep the structure above ground level, rather than have deep ex
cava lions and expensive water proofing. Extension of the storage capacity and 
changes in drying and stol'age systems at some future date, have to be kept in 
mind when deciding on the site, and as a grain storage building is usually 
fairly high to the eaves, the possibility of leaving space for useful lean-to 
buildings on either side should not be overlooked. If the grain slore is to be 
built near dwellings, there is a possible source of nuisance by noise from the 
mechanical equipment, and siting the fan so that it is screened from the 
houses can do much to obviate this. The proximity and extent of the e1ectri
cit), and water services and drains are other important considerations. I n  
some cases planning permission may be necessary, 

PRESSURE ON B I N  \VALLS A N D  FO U N D A T I O N S  

The bulk densities of various types of grain and seed are given i n  Table A7 
(in the Appendix). 

The pressures exerted by granular materials are more complex than those 
1 33 
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exerted by true fluids. l\latcrials of this Iype arc often referred 10 as 'semi
fluids'. I n  �lIch materials. there is friction between the particles or granules 
themsclv('sl and friction bctween the granules alld the walls of the containCL 
Thus, in addition to the lateral pressure oflhe mass of grain against the waUs 
of the bin, and vertical pressure clue to the weight of grain on the flOOf, there 
is a vcnical force added to the walls, due la the friction between the slored 
grain and the surface of the wall. In deep bins there can be a considerable 
incl casc in pressure against the bin sides if il  is emptied rapidly. though this 
is seldom an important consideration in farm grain stores, which are nOt
mally faidy shallow. 

The relationship between the pressures or forces set up by grain was first 
shown in a formula devised by Janssen, which was subsequcnlly developed 
imo a simplified form by Jamicson. and for bins is expressed as follows: 

P = k x  w h 
"here P "'" lateral pressure in lb/sq. ft 

k a factor based on the ratio h/b 
), _ depth of grain 
b = length of side between fix(·u points 

u: = weight of gmin in lb per ell. ft 

The values ofk for diffel'crn values of h Ib arc shown at Fig. 40. 1 n  this way, 
the forct' against I sq. ft of ,yall at any depth can be determined, and by 
adding the individual forces for each foot of depth and multiplying by the 
length of the wall, it \\ill give the total l::tleral force against the wall. 

There is also a relationship between lateral pressure against the walls and 
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vertical pressure on any part oftht" floor, which can be found by the Cannula 
(using the same constants) P ! ·67k · w X It. The total load on the bin 
0001 is the product ofihe area of the floor and the vertical pressure on unit 
area. I t  can be assumed that the portion orthe total wciglll or the grain in 
the bin not supported by the floor is transferred into the side walls and then 
into the foundations in the way mentioned earlier. 

The horizontal pressure at the base of bunker or thrust walls of varying 
depth for level and heaped grain can be worked out by Rankine's equation, 
and values are shown in Table Ag (appcndlx) in which it is assumed that the 
angle of repose of the slored grain is 35 dcg. and the weight of grain is 49 
Ib/cu. fl. 

\Vilh the information available on pressures, it  is possible to design bin 
walls 10 withstand these forces, but this is ajob which should not be attempted 
exccpt with professional advice. 

The stresses set up by thc!.c pressures in the walls of a bin can be both 
compressional and tensional, and the materials used for construction must be 
strong enough to stand these stresses. Steel, aluminium, reinforced concrete, 
and timber, are all suitable materials to use for bins and retaining wall 
construction. BI ickwork or concrete block walls arc not suitable for with
standing tensional Stress, and have to be adequately reinforced against it. 
Such reinforcing work is expensive, and the practice of building large brick 
bins has practically died out now that plefabricatcd ones are availablc. 
These bins arc suitably designed and can be obtained in sizes for most farm 
requirements made so that lhey can stand under their own roofs in the open 
or 'tailored' to fit into existing buildings. BillS with built-in ventilating ducts 
and ventilated Roors for bottom ventilation, and central ducts for radial 
\'entilation through expanded metal sides, with all the necessary fillings 
made of the materials mentioned earlier, are obtainable. 

FOUNDATIONS AND CONCRETE BASE SLABS 

The weight of the bin and the grain contained in it 3rc transmitted into the 
subsoil by the foundations or foundation slab. In order to determine the 
extent of the foundations, the s3fe bearing capncity of the !,'Tollnd has 10 be 
known, and Table AIO (r\ppcndix) gives the approximate safe maximum 
loading in tons per square fOOL for various types of soil. The pressures imposed 
on the foundations in the normal type of farm bin storage installation arc 
not particularly high, and are fairly evenly distributed over the base slab. On 
normal ground, a layer of concrete 6 in. thick, on a base of hardcore, thick
ened at the edges, is usually adequate. I t  is imperative that the base, to 
receive the concrete, is well prepared, and all soft patches dug out and filled 
with hardcore and consolidated. There is strictly no need to reinforce the 
eoncrete base slab against bending stress if the ground is firm, but a steel 
mesh reinforcement about J in. deep in the slab, is a precaution against 
surface cracking. In a large lab, expansion joints should be provided. The 
position of these is usually detennined by the way in which the laying of the 
concrete is phased. Joints should be ! in. wide with the slab thickened at the 
edges. 

Special care should be taken with foundations on clay subsoils, as clay 
expands and contracts according to its moisture contcnl, and this can cause 

, 
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damage to the structure. Base foundations should be l<tken down to below the 
ievcl lo which the clay is affected by thisshl inkage, either in mass concrete, 01 
in the fm m ofshorl fri(tlon piles. \Vhere there are heav)' point loads on the 
floor, slIch as the corner5 of high bins or bins with hopper bottoms where all 
the load is carried on the corner sUPPOrlS, machinery bases, or buildings on 
subsoIls with very low bearing capacity (e.g., fen soils), the foundations need 
to be specially considered and the slabs designed accordingly. Deep piling 
may be necessary in some circumstances. Money is well spent on good 
found.ttions, since to rcpl.lcC inadequate or defective work at a later dale is 
vel y costly. 

With bins or silos of wide diameter and low height, the construction oflhe 
foundations on soil of good bearing capacity does not present a complicated 
problem, as the weight of the bin and its contents are distributed over a 
l eJativcly large area. Usually, the concrete base is designed so that the outel 
part of the foundation, C31 1"ying the bin walb, is part of the base slab. High 
bins of 1>111a11 diameter impose a considerable surcharge on the ground. and 
foundalion:> mmt be specially designed . 

.r\ further considel al ion In the design of the base slab is the possibility of 
moi<;tun" penetration into the grain on the floor at the junction of wall and 
floor, or tllIough the b.lse of the bin, p.trticularly if the base is Slink below 
grollnd tu assist empl)·ing". Provision of a d.1mp.proof membrane in the floor 
conUt.'te is worth while. 

S T O R A G E  I N  EX I ST I :-I G  BU I LD I N G S  

\\'hCIC grain is stored in sacks on the ground floor ofa building, the building 
has to be \\eather.light and the Aool dry. Tnese conditions are not always 
possible in existing buildings, as moisture can rise through concrete and 
penetr.Hc through solid ",alb. Where floors or walls are damp, sacks shoulrl 
be stowed on timber oV(,l lhe floor and away from the walls. If the grain is 10 
be stored on the first flool ofa building, the floor and walls have to be strong 
enough to carry the stOlcd grain. It would be unusual for a granary floor in 
the older type of farm building to be capable of safely e31Tying a super· 
imposed load of 100 lb per sq. ft. Some older farm buildings are nc\'ertheless 
sui table fOl gm in storage, as long as their struct ural l imi ta tions are a ppreeia ted 
\\ i I h u."spect to const ruct ion and cond i tion. 

F L O O R S  

The loading imposed by grain standing in a I vel heap or in sacks on the floor 
is given ill Table A l l  .\ppcndix and \\"a)'s in which a suitable existing 
building can be strengthened are shown in Fig. 4 1 .  

\ Vllen n.'.)scssing the loll ength of an upper floor, consideration should always 
be given to the walls and foundations carrying it. In oldel buildings, the walls 
were orten built withollt foundations, and the mortar used for bonding the 
brickwork has deteriorated \\ ith age. fhe strength of simple timber beams 
can be worked out by equating the bending moment with the moment of 
resistance of lhe beam. I r sacked grain is stored evenly on the upper floor of a 

building, the load can be considered as a d istributcd load, i.c., a load dis· 
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lIibuted evenly m"er the nooJ" <u ta, and for joi:.ts of rectangular section, the 
following formula applies: 

\\ here II' 
I 

f 
b 
d 

I '"l jbJ2 
8 6 

safe weight on bum in I b  
span of beam in inches 
safe fibre stress of b(,am in lh/sq. in 
breadth of beam 10 IOchc:s 
depth of beam in inches 

The safe fibre stress of timber depends mainly on the species of the timber 
and its condition. For soft wood of reasonably good qu.llity, '1' would be 
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Fig" 4 1 .  Ways in which existing buildings can be strengthened 

round about 800 Ib per sq. in. In Ooors where the Ooer joists are carried on a 
main beam spanning across the buildin�, the beam supports half the load 
carried by the joists on either side. \\'hen working out the strenglh ofa Ooor, 
this beam should be <::onsidered first and the floor joists next. Point loads, 
that is loads whidl are carried at one point on the beam, can be considered 
as producing double the bending stress of an equivalent dislributed load. 

When strengthening Hoors with new beams under the existing joists, i t  
should be ensured that the walls o n  which i t  i s  proposed to carry the beams 
are strong enough, and that the ends are not built into the walls over door 
or window openings, unless the lintels over the openings are slrong enough . 

• 
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Beams should be placed as near the centre of the spans as possible, and the 
ends carried on concrete padstones. To take an unserviceable beam out of a 
barn often weakens the structure, and i t  is  sometimes better to leave it in 
position and Clx the new beams to carry the floor joists on either side of it. The 
safe loading on Rolled Stcel Joists (R.S.J.), and Universal Beams (U.B.) for 
spans suitable ror farm buildings is given in Tables A 1 2  and 1\ ' 3  (Appendix). 

Granary noors can be strengthened considerably by the provision of struts 
or posts under the floor beams. The dimensions orthe struts depend on lheir 
length and how Ihey are fixed, but normally the number required to prop tip 
a granary floor is so few that over-estimation of the size is not wastcful. 
Square or circular sections are best, and 6-8 in. diameter timber posts, or the 
equivalent area in square sections, are usually suitable for the short lengths 
required to support the average granary Aoor; railway sleepers are useful for 
this purpose. Struts should always be fl."(ed with a cap or spreader at the head, 
and on a firm foundation at the base. They should be placed as near as 
possible to the centre of the span of the beam they are intended to support. 
This i'i not always convenient as it may restrict the use of the lower floor but 
with a little adjustment it may be possible to fit the posts into the layout of the 
building. It is often advisable to fL" posts under beams dose to the old walls 
supporting the beam, as this reduces the load on the walls and on the lengLll of 
beam built into the wall, where deterioration is most likely to have occurred. 

New upper floors in farm buildings to be used for grain storage purposes 
should be designed to carry a superimposed loading of at least 200 Ib per 
sq. ft. Floors can be constructed of steel, concrete or timber, or a combination 
of these materials. It would be exceptional if a suspended floor with this 
loading capacity could be safely carried on the walls and foundations of a 
farm building not specifically designed to support it. Many existing granary 
floors can be strengthened or propped up to carry a load of about one cwt 
per sq. ft, but jf a loading greater than this is contemplated, the Aoor would 
normally have to be supported independently of the walls. 

AD V I C E  

\VOI k of this sort should not be undertaken without proper advice from some
one who is qualified to give it, and the advice should be followed even to the 
extent of marking the depth on the wall to which it is safe to store the grain. 
!vfechanical handling methods make it easy to build up the load on a floor 
to beyond the limits of sarety, and this can have serious results. 

S T O R A G E  I N  B I NS 

�[ost types of pre-fabricated bins are made with walls that are weatherproof, 
and there is no objection to the sides being exposed. Some arc built to cany 
their own roof, which can b e  extended to form a cover for the working parts 
of lhe storage installation. Others, of the circular type, arc free standing with 
conical roofs, and are suitable for outdoor storage in the most adverse 
weather conditions. \Vhere cover is necessary, framed buildings of the Dutch 
Barn type, of steel, timber or concrete construction, c1added as required, are 
suitable. The building over the bins has to be ventilated and adequately 
illuminated, and driving rain prevented from blowing under the eaves into 
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the tops of the bins, by side cladding. Cladding to the full depth, or cladding 
over a dwarf wall with adequate door openings fOI" access into the building, is 
usually necessary to protect the equipment and working space. A number of 
enicienl storage planLS have been installed in existing buildings of the tradi
lional type, but when considering these buildings for grain storage, it should 
be remembered that the only value that most of slIch buildings usually have 
is that they provide a co\·er. \Vhere bins are squeezed into existing buildings, 
it is often difficult to avoid leaving inaccessible spaces which are impossible to 
clean out: adequate room should be left between bins and walls for cleaning. 
Sometimes the siting and tic-up with ot.her buildings may justiry the adapta
tion or existing buildings, and there may be aesthetic considerations to take 
IOta account. 

ARRANGEMENT OF BINS 

A sufficient number of bins should be erected to hold the quantities of grain 
which it is expected 10 store on the fann, and it is generally advisable to 
provide some additional capacity ror turning over or bulking the grain. The 
capacities orthe individual bins making up the batch depend on the type and 
quantity of grain to be storedi there is usually no difficulty in obtaining bins 
to meet all requirements. 

Farm installations generally consist of bins in two rows with a central 
space between ror the conveyor emptying the bins. This space is sometimes 
'roofed' over to form a tunnel between the bins with small holding bins above. 
Alternatively, lhe parallel rows of bins can share a 'party wall', with the 
conveyor dUCl below ground level or built into the walls of the bin, thus 
saving the cost of one wall down the length ofthe unit, and increasing storage 
capacity. Some arrangements of bins are shown in Fig. 42. 

Bins can be arranged in lines so that they are served by a single top and 
bottom conveyor, with elevators to serve the pitl cleaner and drier, and to 
take grain from the bottom to the top conveyor. They can also be grouped 
around a central point where the grain is off-loaded into a shallow pit, and 
thence to an elevator which serves each bin in turn on a radial plan. \OVith 
rectangular binsl the total capacity of a storage unit ohhis type is limited. 

In a ventilated bin plant 1 harvested grain is loaded direct into bins and 
dried in situ, and in plants of this type, bins are normally grouped together. 
'''ith batch or continuous driersl it is important to provide holding bins to 
supplement the grain reception and keep it in phase with the capacity of the 
drying arrangement. The bin group is therefore sometimes split, in larger 
installations, with the drier between the pre-drying and holding bins. Pre
drying or holding bins can also be used for bulk holding quantities of grain 
ready to leave the storage or for turning over the grain from bin 10 bin, and 
for this reason the expense of providing hopper bottoms to these bins for 
ease of emptying is wel1 justified. 

Bins are wual1y circular or rectangular in plan. \Vhere they are to be 
contained in a building, circular bins require about 25 per cent more cover 
than a group of square bins and so need a larger building. Square bins with 
sides of 10 ft holding about 2 Ions of grain to each foot of depth up to a height 
of 20 ft are a popular size. Larger rectangular bins are available, though some 
need lie rods. Final clearance of grain can be difficult owing to the larger 
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floor area. Circular bins are available u p  to 50 ft diameter and greater. I n  
circular bins, most of the stress in the wall is tensional. and for this reason the 
larger capacity bins tend to be cheaper 10 construct. 

S E L 1' - E M PTYING BI N S  

Self-emptying bins can be constructed by filling the bottom of most of the 
standard types of prefabricated bins with hardcore. and shaping the surface 
in concrete to the required slope; or by building a framework made of steel, 
timber of concrete sloped to the required angle, and surfaced with planking 
or cladding . .  \lternativcly, hopper bin bottoms, which stand on their own 
SUPP0rlS with the outlet at  any reasonable height above floor level, are 
available flom most manufacturers. \Vhere hopper-bottomed bulk holding 
bins arc used for filling grain tankers, the level of the outlet should be 1 5  ft 
above load level, and there should be sufficient space for the tanker to move 
under or alongside the hopper. I t  is generally accepted that a minimum slope 
of 15 deg. is required if a grain hopper is to empty completely. Bins with 
hopper bottoms arc expensi\'e to construct and wasteful in bin capacity, and 
should be built as high as practicable, as it is cheaper to build higher to 
achie\"c a given capacity o\'er a hopper than to extend the area of the bin, and 
the hopper. 

TY P E S  O F  BIN 

Bins of various sizes, both circular and rectangular, made of steel or alum
illlum, can be purchased in prefabricated sections to meet most farm require
ments. The rigid and air-tight walls, designed for easy handling and erection 
on a prepared base by unskilled labour, arc made of flat or corrugated 
pr�<;c:d metal sheets bolted to vertical and to horizontal supports, or seam 
bolted. Alternative features arc available, such as built-in tunnels and trunk
ing, ventilating sharts, and ventilating floors, together with fittings for access 
to the bin and handling the grain. Metal bins arc also manufactured in 
expanded metal with a central drying cylinder. 

Reinforced concrete bins can be built to practically any requirements, but 
the designs should only be carried out by someone who is experienced in the 
design of reinforced concrete, and the building work should be done by 
skilled labour. On the other hand, precast concrete units, in the form of 
pancls or staves for bin construction, are available for erection by fann labour. 
The staves are made up into circular bins bound with steel tension bands 
obtainable ror bins of up 10 20 ft diameter and 20 ft high. The staves are 
tongued and grooved in order to keep the sides watertight. and this also 
llimplifics erection. Concrete stave bins or silos larger than these dimensions 
are a job for skilled erectors. Rectangular precast concrete bins are made up 
with tongued and groovcd panels, supported by reinforced concrete posts at 
each corner, and are available for bins up to 10  ft square and 30 Cl high. 
Concrete is a material that requires no maintenanct'. 

'timber is �lJitable constructionally for grain storage bins, as it is strong 
both in compr�<;ion and tension in relation to its weight, and is clastic within 
limits. I t is a durable material, understood by most people who build, and can 
be handled and put together without special tools. For the5e reasons it is 
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popular with the farmer for making small holding bins, or retaining walls for 
floor storage, either fixed or movable. Prefabricated storage bins and wall 
sections made of timber in the form of planking, plywood and reconstituted 
timber, can be purchased at reasonable cost in similar sizes to bins made of 
other materials. 

' 

Bins made of brick or concrete blocks are expensive to build, and the 
materials and standard of workmanship have to be of high quality, Con
struction in these materials is only justified for the smaller bins or for building 
bins where some restriction in dimension or other reason prevents other types 
of bins being used, or for strengthening existing walls, 

Brick bins with 9 in, thick walls should be reinforced against tensional 
stress in every course with high tensile steel reinforcement overlapping at the 
corners, or with the cquivalent in mild steel. \Vhere 9 in. hollow concrete 
blocks are used, in addition to the bed joint reinforcement, vertical reinforce
ment in each corner and in the centre of each wall is necessary. This reinforce
ment is in the form of four i in, rods in the cores of the blocks carried down 
into the foundations, and the cores of the blocks filled with weak concrete, 
forming a reinforced column. Reinforcement in the way described is only 
suitable for 10 X 1 0  ft bins up to 1 2  ft high. Bins larger than tbis, with 9 in. 
walls, need to be cross tied and should be considered as special designs which 
require expert structural advice. Large-capacity circular bins have been 
built in reinforced brickwork 4! in. thick, but this construction is a highly 
skilled job. 

Brick and concrete walls are not always weatherproof, and bins should be 
rendered internally if the walls are exposed. Another advantage of rendering 
is that it  reduces the risk of infestation, and prevents ail' loss through the 
walls in ventilated bins. 

Temporary bins can be made up with steel mesh in the form of a cylinder, 
or supported on a timber frame forming a cube which can be lined with 
hessian or building paper, Other small bins have been made up on the farm 
with curved conugated iron roofing sheets, seam bolted and bound with 
shrouded steel wire ropes. 

GRAIN  OUTLETS 

The best position for the grain outlet in the floor of a square or circular bin 
is in the centre, but where two lines of bins share a common conveyor tunnel 
a central outlet will necessitate a deep tunnel in order to obtain sufficient fall 
on the outlet pipe and allow for the height of the conveyor above the tunnel 
floor. As a general rule, outlets should be placed as near the centre of the bin 
as possible, with due regard to tunnel depth. Labour required for the final 
c1eadng out of grain from a flat-bot tomed bin can be reduced by the provision 
of additional floor oullets, and by a slope on the floor. A funnel-shaped or 
slotted mouth to the outlet is also an advantage. Discharge of grain from the 
side of a bin is faster than from an outlet in the bottom, but to empty the bin 
completely, more manual cleaning up is required, !v[ost bin manufacturers 
supply prefabricated outlets with a control valve, and they are usually about 
30 sq. in. in area. Outlets can be made up of welded steel sheet in the form of 
square or circular tubes with a slide control, or of any type of pipe which is 
strong enough and has smooth sides, 
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Flat-bottomed bins can be emptied by the use of augers which may be 
inserted into the bins through built-in tubes which lie horizontally in the base, 
or through inclined tubes leading to a small sump in the base of the bin. 
Some circular bins are filted with a sweep-arm auger which conveys the 
grain to a central discharge poinl and fully empties the bin without any 
manual labour. Emptying the bin can also be assisted by air through the 
ventilated Aoor (Plate IV). 

GR A I N  P ITS A ND TU N N E L S  

An important part of the installation is the receiving pit into which the grain 
is loaded from the fields for conveying to drying and storage. In some cases 
pits are also used for bulking during the storage period, for loading, or ror 
turning over rrom bin to bin. Pits should be roored or protected rrom the 
weather, and the roof should be high enough to enable the transport vehicle 
to be fully tipped over the pil. The size or the pit depends on the conveying 
system, and it may be sufficient simply to provide a hopper ror directing the 
grain into a high capacity elevator, the size or the hopper depending on the 
rate at which the grain is brought in and the machinery to deal with it. A 
spillage area under cover around the pit. so that the grain can be tipped on 
a dry concrete floor and pushed or augered into i t  when required, is extremely 
userul. \>Vhere the grain reception pit is required ror holding undried grain, 
it is sometimes made large enough to take several hours' output or the com
bine. The better alternative in plants with a drier is to provide holding or 
pre-drying storing capacity in the bin to serve as a buffer between the field 
and drying plant. A small pit is much less costly to build and easier to keep 
dry than a deep one, and ror this reason there is rarely need for the grain 
reception pit to be anything morc than an extended mouth of the conveyor 
system, sometimes dividcd to handle morc than onc crop at a time, or little 
more capacity than that of the vehicles bringing i n  the grain. 

Brickwork or concrete block on a concrete base, or reinrorced concrete, 
are satisractory ways in which to build the pit. 'Waterproofing is important 
and, ir the ground is at  all wet, a layer of asphalt (laid by a specialist firm) or 
some Olher fOI"m of impervious lining incorporated in the construction, or a 
stccl lining tank, is necessary. Polythene sheeting can be used. Where the site 
is dry and the water table low, it  may be sufficient to mix a waterproofing 
compound in the concrete: providing the concrete is thick enough (6 in.) and 
properly laid, the pit should be reasonably dry. Tanks made of welded steel 
plates make very satisfactory reception pits provided the outside face of the 
steel is treated with rustproofing material before the tank is sunk into the 
ground, and care should be taken that it is firmly anchored down, or the 
rising water table may float it out of the ground. To avoid deep excavations 
it is sometimes helprul to construct the reception pit partly out of the ground 
and drive up to i t  or over i t  on a ramp which should not be steeper than 1 :6. 
Movable steel hoppers incorporating a horizontal auger, rree-standing on the 
concrete Aoor when in use, are an alternative to a permanent pit. Augers can 
also be built into permanently constructed pits to reduce the depth for a given 
capacity as the pit can be made longer and only two of the sides need 10 be 
sloping. Uthe ground levels are suitable, and an outfall to a ditch or drain is 
obtainable, it is worth installing a drain below the level of the sub-structure. 

j 
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The drainage trench is filled with hardcore and forms a free draining area 
from which all the ground water runs into the pipe at the bottom. Types of 
grain recepLion pits and hoppers are shown in Fig. 43. 

Tunnels below ground level should be constructed o[ brickwork or rein
forced concrete with precautions against water percolation where necessary. 
J [cavy polythene sheeling has been errectively used [or keeping damp out of 
underground tunnels; the excavation is lined with polythene and the tunnel 
structure built wilhin it .  The concrete floor or the tunnel should be laid with 
a slight fall  towards a sump, so that any water can be localized and dealt 
with by a small pump if necessary. \Vhen designing the tunnel roof, the 
loading it will have to carry has to be carefully considered, particularly where 
there are point loads, c.g., Ihe corner stanchions of bins, carried on the tunnel 
roof. I 1 is nearly always desirable to offset the tunnel so that the 'party' wall 
ofa group of bins is carried direct on onc wall of the tunnel, thus reducing the 
load on the 1'00[. I t adds considerable strength to the tunnel construction if 
the roof reinforcement is ticd to the walls, and the floor is built as a reinforced 
concrete slab. 

B U I LD I N G S  F O R  F L O O R  D R Y I N G  A i\' D  S T O R.\ C E  

Advantages and disadvantages of drying and storing gl'ain on the nool' are 
discussed in Choicr of Dfyilll� System alld Planning of Instaliations and Df),jng 
Grain ill Bulk, pp. 27 .p , 62-82, 

THE B U I L D I N G  

Dutch barns, and some more o f  the traditional type of buildings found on the 
farm, can be used for Ooor storage, provided they are suitable from a struc
tural viewpoint and can be adapted at reasonable cost. New buildings should 
be of the rigid frame or portal type of construction, in steel, timber or con
crctc, with the stanchions and foundations designcd to support the walls 
retaining ihc grain, unless these walls are to be self-supporting. Buildings of 
thc rigid stcel panel type arc also satisfactol'}' ror noor storage, and can be an 
attractive proposition. From the viewpoint of drying, loading and cconomic 
building cost, the depth of the grain stored should be about 7 [l deep, and 
retaining walls up to 8 ft high are usually sufficient. Abo\'c this height the 
sides of the building can be cladded up to eaves' level with sheeting. If the 
grain is to be dried on the floor, the top of the heap should be level; but ifpre
dried, i t  can be banked up 10 increase the holding capacity of the building. 
The building has to be a dl'y one, and it should be remembered that snow 
penetrates where rain will not. Cladded asbestos roofs with pitches of under 
221 deg. should have the laps adequately sealed, and filler pieces should be 
filled where corrugated sheets meet straight components: this also helps to 
keep the building bird proof. An adequate system of disposing of the surface 
water from the roofs and pavings around the building is essential, and valley 
gutters should be a\"oided in lhe design. 

Sufficielll lighling for working in Ihe building can bc provided, but the 
extensive use of roof lights is undesirable, Birds dislike a dark building so 
natural lighting should be kepl 10 the minimum; there is also a risk from 
condensation on the roof lights. Artificial lighting is necessary, and ample 
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power points for augers and other mechanical equipment arc needed i f  long 
lengths of unprotccted electric cable lying on the floor are to be avoided. 

Doors at  onc or both ends oftlle building arc necessary in the larger stores 
and some side doors can be an advantage. When the store is full, provision 
should be made for movable walls to take the pressure off the doors; and if 
the walls are of brick, piers should be built on either side of the door openings 
with steel channels to suppOrt the movable wall sections independently of the 
brickwork. 

S I Z E  O F  T H E  B U I L D I N G  

The dimensions of tile building are determined by the quantity of grain to be 
stored, the working space required, the layout of the floor ventilating system, 
and any additional space required for other use, as the building is basically a 
'general purpose' one. About 6 sq. ft of floor space is needed to store a ton of 
grain 8 ft deep, and for heaped grain an angle of natural repose of 35 deg. 
may be assumed. Grain on the floor is dried by a system oflateral ducts fed in 
from a main duct, and their layout influences the optimum span of the build
ing. There is a practical limit to the effective length of lateral ducts, and this 
generally l imits the span to a maximum of 40 ft for a building with a single 
side of lateral ducts. Buildings of larger span need a main duct above or 
below the floor down the centre of the building, and laterals on either side. 
Large loaded vehicles enter and move about inside the building, and augers 
are used for loading the grain, so ample headroom at the doors and inside the 
buildings is essential: minimum eaves height of 1 4  ft is suggcsted. Tt may be an 
advantage, in certain circumstances, to provide a conve}'or mounted under 
the ridge of the building for bringing in and spreading the grain; in these 
circumstances a fairly high roof is an advantage, as the higher the conveyor, 
the greater the spread. Typical layouts of floor storage installations are 
shown in Fig. 44. 

F LOORS 

The concrete floor of the store is normally of 6 in. thick I :2:4 concrete, and 
should be above the level of the adjoining ground and laid to a very slight fall 
towards the doorways of the building. Pavings should be laid so that watcr 
does not enter the building. ]f concrete to the mix specified is properly laid 
and consolidated, it is waterproof, but this does not always happen and a 
damp-proof membrane should be included in the floor construction. Bitumen 
and polythene shecting are suitable for this, with the damp-proof membrane 
carried into the wall thickness. An effective method is to use 500 gauge 
polythenc shceting with at least 12 in. laps, laid on a Icvel 2 in. bed of sand 
over the hardcore, and the 6 in. concrete slab over this. The preparation of 
a fil'm base before the concrete is laid is again emphasized, and the advisa
bility of including reinforcement and expansion joints is mentioned earlier. 
Floors with built in lateral duClS below floor level have been used, but the 
work is expensive and the ducts interfere with the general purpose nature of 
the building. Some possible methods of construction arc referred to in Do,jng 
Grain in Bulk. 
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W A L L S  

The retammg, or thrust walls, holding the grain have to be designed amI 
built strong enough to resist the pressure, or there will be structural failure. 
Pl essures depend on the weight of the grain and the depth to which it  is 
stored, and whether the top of the stack is level or sloping. This is a very im
portant consideration, as grain heaped on a level stack can impose a con
siderable surcharge on the walls. h should always be remembered that, when 
the walls are only designed for level grain storage, they should only be used 
in this way. 

Types of thrust walls are: 

reinforced brick or concrete block walh between posts or buttresses; 

reinforced 'in situ' concrete walls; 

post and panel walls in a variety of combinations of timber, concretc and stc(:l; 
mass walling; 

'L' shaped walls of the balane(:d cantilever type. 

Brick or concrete block walls are not suitable for withstanding tensional 
stress, and unreinforced brickwork owes its strength only 10 its weight and 
thickness; grain should not be stored more than 3 ft deep against a 9 in.  un
reinforced brick wall, and only then when the wall is soundly built. For walls 
to support grain up to 8 ft deep, the brickwol k should be 9 in. thick and built 
on firm foundations and between supports at 7 ft 6 in. centres (e.g., the 
stanchions of a rigid frame building, suitably designed buttresses, or brick 
piers). It  should be reinforced Witll two no. 6 g. high tensile steel wires set � in. 
from the wall face i n every course up to half the height and every other course 
thereafter or other reinforcement of equivalent strength. I n  some types of 
brick walls, reinrorcement is only needed i n  every other course for the full  
heighl. The reinforcement should be continuolls throughout lhe wall, eithel' 
through or around the supports. A damp.proof course is necessary in the 
wali, and i t  should be built i n  blue engineering bricks reinforced as before. 

Concrete blocks are not always comparable to clay bl'icks structurally, 
and additional vertical reinforcement, in the form of � in.  rods in each core 
of the blocks, is necessary. These rods should be properly secured into the 
foundations, and the cores of the concrete blocks filled with concrete. \\'alls 
i n  brick or concrete block are not necessarily weatherproof, and rendering, or 
protection from theweather byextending the wall cladding, may be necessary. 
Like some brick walls concrete block walls arc air permeable, and need 
l endering to avoid the escape of air during drying. 

Reinforced concrete walls 8 ft high, supported every 7 ft 6 in., need to be 
al least 7 in. thick and reinforced horizontally and vertically at intervals of 
not less than 1 2  in., with ! in. diametel' �l.S. rods or their equivalent in steel 
mesh or high tensile steel I·einforcement. Walls should be constructed as one 
with the foundations, with the reillforcement carried down and lUfIlcd into 
the floor. Reinforced concrete can be used for continuous wall construction, 
i.e., walls without the need for support by inw'mediate piers or buttresses, 
but these are special designs. 

Post and panel walling is an attractive form of construction. \\'alls :lIld 
wall units i n  permanent or movable construction in va, ious materials can be 
obtained at reasonable cost. Some designs depend on the parent building foJ' 
support, and some are self·supporting. The strength ofa post and panel waif 
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depends on the rigidity of the posts supporting the panels, and these supports 
must be firmly anchored. Standard 15 ft bays in framed buildings arc too 
wide to span with single wall units, and intermediate supports are nearly 
always necessary. The suppliers of the framed building should always be con· 
suited, if it is intended to support the walls on the frame and stanchions, and 
foundations designed to take the increased loading. For walling without 
vertical supports, the wall section has to be continuous with the founda· 
tions forming an 'L' shaped slab, so that the toe of the wall carrying 
the weight of the grain is held down and partly supported against the lateral 
pressure. Timber can be used for making walls of this type, and movable wall 
seclions are available which are self.anchoring by friction on the floor. Con· 
crete wall sections of similar design are also manufactured. 

S U B D I V I S I O NS 

Subdivisions are used for dividing up the storage floor. The operations of the 
plant are more flexible if the wall sections can be moved to any position on the 
storage floor, rather than provide fixed lines of holes or anchorages into which 
the posts to support the walls arc inserted. Holes in the floor can also form 
harbourage for grain pests, and should be avoided if possible. Mobile timber 
units are light and easy to handle, and can be designed so that they fold Rat 
for storage. For demountable partitions on fLxed lines, light steel stanchions or 
channels welded back to back, held by sockets in the floor with planks slotted 
into the webs,are satisfactory. Second·hand timber floor sections from hUlling 
supported by posts of steel or timber, are a cheap method of providing tem
porary walling, and can be useful in existing buildings to distribute the thrust 
of grain stacked against walls. For this purpose, they are best fixed leaning 
slightly inwards. Walls built of sacks or straw bales can also be used for 
temporary internal subdivisions of the floor. 

AI R  D UCTS 

i\[ain air supply ducts are subject to pressure when the fans are working, ::lI1d 
they must be air.tight and strong enough to resist this; and if below ground, 
the ducts should be reasonably waterproof. 1n a layout with a single side of 
laterals, there is litue point in building the main duct below level ground, and 
it  is normally placed along onc wall of the building. If ducts are built inside 
the building, it  should be remembered that the walls may have to retain the 
grain, and they should be built accordingly . . Main ducts in the centre of the 
building with a lateral duct layout on either side can be above or below 
ground-a duct below floor level is out of the way, and the floor space can be 
used more fully. 

'Valls of ducts should be built of sound 9 in. brickwork with piers at 1 5  ft 
centl'es. This construction call be suitable for above or below ground, but as 
the roof of a duct below ground forms part of the storage floor and will be 
subject to heavy loading, the concrete needs to be properly reinforced and 
carried over the walls. For outside ducts, concrete in slab form is suitable for 
the roofs, providing the slabs are firmly held down. Alternatively a sheet of 
expanded metal fn.ed to both walls of the duct will serve as shuttering and 
reinforcement for a permanent concrete roof, and can be rendered smooth on 
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the inside. The Row of air from the main duct to chosen sections of the floor 
is controlled by valves in the tunnel as described in Drying Grains ill Bulk. 

Factory.made main airductsmade ofstee! or timber, with spigots or open
ings for connecting to the lateral duct system, some fitted with control doors, 
are obtainable. The ducts are usually fixed to the floor with foundation bolts, 
and can be moved to free the floor. 

VENTILATION 

Tt is generally accepted that in ventilated bins and floor drying and storage 
plants, oullet ventilation of I � sq. ft to each 1 ,000 c.f.m. through the fan is 
satisfactory. The oullets should be dispersed over the drying area and can be 
in the form of ridge ventilation, ridge vemilators, or ventilation through the 
gable of the building. Any form of outlet ventilation should be bird proof. 

For systems using grain driers, the ventilation is mainly tied up with the 
drier, and special arrangements are needed. I f fans are used, they should be 
adequate in size and sited so that they exhaust the air to the outside and not 
merely recirculatc it in the building. 

B U I L D I N G  T H E  S T O R E  

When building a grain drying and storage building, i t  is advisable to have 
one party with overall cOlltrol over the job, as close co·ordination between 
the various subcontractors (steelworker, builder, engineer. electrician) is im
portant. H the owner employs a professional adviser, the latter can take this 
responsibility. Alternatively, the owner can take control and can'y out Ihe 
work with the aid of his advisers. 

A number of manufacturers will provide a design and estimate for a bin 
or Roor storage installation erected complete. This method of carrying out 
the job has the advantage that the firm takes the responsibiljty for erecting 
the building, making it work, and keeping it working through the mainten· 
ance period. Other firms, who supply or install grain drying and storage 
equipment, are prepared to provide similar services in this respect. 

I t  is important to allow plenty of time for planning the installation. 
Preliminary investigation of the site is well worth while, and it , .. ·ould be 
preferable to resite the building, rather than have a battle against water or 
running sand. Firm estimates for the various items of the contract are im· 
portant and, if the firms tendering are given adequate details and sufficient 
time to prepare their tenders, the estimates are more likely to be realistic. 

BUILDINGS FOR CHI L LE D  STORAGE O F  GRAIN 

A possible alternative to drying is chilled grain storage, and as far as can 
be foreseen the buildings for this do not differ greatly in layout from those 
used for drying and storage. General requirements of buildings for this 
purpose are discussed in Cooling Grai" to lvIainlain its Condition. 

SEALED STORAGE BINS 

Requirements for sealed storage of moist grain are described in AiTtight Storage 
of High l\/oisturt Grain. 
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i\Tormally the bins made of steel or concrete an:: sited adjoining the aJ cas 
where lhe gl ain is feu 01 pn.':p:ll cd for fceding. Ample space around the bins is 
ncces!ial)' [01 using the equipment for filling dlld emptying. Bins should be 
kept shaded irat  all possible, to avoid Ouctuations in pressure and movement 
of air in the bin due to solar heat. 

Tall bins impose a heavy load on the ground, so the design of the founda
tion base is a job [or someone qualified and experienced in work of this 
IUlurc. Once the foundation has been made it is difficult to sllcngthen, <;0 it 
i� prudent to make the design suitable [or some future need to increase SlOr
age capacity by heightening the silo. 



Control of Pests 

O N E  orthe hazards of storage is attack by micC', rats, birds, insects and miles. 
h is all lOO frequendy assumed that some loss from pests is as inevitable as 
losses to the growing crop from causes outside the farmer's control. It  is the 
intention to show that this is not so, and to indicate the means by which grain 
may be stored indefinitely without damage by pests. 

RATS A N D  M I C E  

lf buildings are proofed against entry by rats and mice, and a high standard 
of hygiene is maintained outside, these rodents will find no food or harbour
age. \Vilhin buildings, all grain and fceding-sluffs should, wherever practic
able. be stored in ral- and mouse-proof containers. 

I t  is possible that rats and mice will sometimes find a way into even the 
most carefully proofed, hygienically maintained, buildingsj this may happen, 
for example, when a door is inadvertently left open. When rodent pcsts gCl 
into grain stores, some grain will be eaten (or partly chewed, which greatly 
reduces ilS value) and some will be fouled, expcmive sacks will be damaged 
and soft metal as well as woodwork in the buildings gnawed. Damage can 
result from rats gnawing electrical cables which may also lead to fires. Another 
rodent-borne hazard is that of disease, paflicularly leptospiral jaundice 
(\Veil's disease) to which agricultural workers arc especially vulnerable. 

The presence of rats and mice inside buildings may be detected from 
various signs: gnawing marks, spiUage from bags, footprints, greasy smears, 
hairs and droppings. Outside, holes and runways may be seen in banks, 
hedgerows and ditches. 

The rodents most often encountered in and around farms are the common 
rat (Riluus TIl)ntgicus Berk.) and the house mouse (.t\fus musculus L . . These 
may breed continuously throughout the year, the normal litter containing 
five to eight ),oung, which mature within three months of birth. They will 
live in any fairly undisturbed harbourage where there is access to food and 
waler. ince there is a general movement in from the fields during the 
autumn, when food outside is scarce and the weather cold and wet, buildings 
are liable to become more heavily infested JUSt when most grain is in store. 
The stored grain may then act as both food and harbourage. 

Once ra15 and mice are detected on farms, inside or out, they should be 
deslroyed, and it is important that the whole of the infr.:slcd area should be 
treated at the same time. The most effective method is by poison baiting, 
preferably with one of the blood anticoagulant rodenticides) such as warfarin, 
which act painlessly by causing intractable bleeding when small qualllities 
of poi�n are eaten over a number of days. Bec.'1we several doses of an anti. 
coagulant are necessary lO kill, this technique may be slower than poisoning 
with one-dose poisom such as zinc phosphide and arsenious oxide that are 
still sometimes wed. For the same reason it is safer for farm animals which, if 
normal precautions are taken, are unlikdy to eat enough bait to be harmed. 

L 153 
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I t  is also a surer method, for rats and mice will go on eating it  Wllil they die. 
Prc-baiting, such as is practised with quick-acting poisons, is unnecessary. 

A few warfarin-resistant populations have been discovered recently. 
These can be cleared with quick acting poisons. 

Small infestations can often be cleared with 
powders arc 
buildings. 

also very effective but these are 

Il I R DS 

break-back traps. Gassing 
suitable only away from 

The most common pests of farm grain stores are house sparrows (Pasur 
domtsficus (L.)) and domestic pigeons (Columba /il'ia Gmelin, Var.) which have 
gone feral. Neither will become serious pests where the area surrounding the 
grain store is kept clean, since they are usually attracted in the first place by 
spillage and other waste food. 

Grain storage buildings should be kept as dark as possible inside, so as to 
discourage birds from entering when doors are open, and Olherwise adequately 
proofed. 

The Protection of Birds Act, 1 95+, removed protection from both species 
so that they may be killed by an owner, occupier or authorized person. 

Both pigeons and house.sparrows can be caught in cage traps and, where 
the situation permits, shooting of birds which have been allracted to a grain 
bait is also an effective method of control. Furthc,' information on the control 
of house-sparrows is given in Advisory Leanet 169, TIlt /-JOUSt Sparrow, 
obtainable from Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 

I N S E CTS A N D  M I TES 

GEN E R A L  

Fortunately, in this country, insect pests of stored grain do not come in with 
grain from the fields, so that preventive measures applied to the storage 
buildings offer a good insurance against trouble. Certain species of mites, 
however, may occur out in the fields and these Illay be carried into the stores 
with the harvested grain, but these arc soon replaced by indoor species, 

Insects cause loss in farm-stored grain both by direct attack and by 
causing it  la heaL J nsects and mites eat the endosperm and germ, causing the 
grain to lose weight, food value and ability la genninate, De-germed grain is 
useless for seed or for malting, Contamination of wheat b)' insects, rats, mice 
and birds makes it unsuitable for milling nour which must have a low insect 
fragment or rodent hair count. l\Iites can taint grain WitJl an unpleasant 
secretion which is dinicult to ,'emove. Such tainted grain may be unpalatable 
to farm stock, Some millers, agricultural merchants and maltsters may' refuse 
grain in which only a few insects are found or purchase at a reduced price, 
especially if the parcel in question is to be kept in store for some time or 
merged with other stocks. 

The activity of insects within a bulk of grain may cause it  to get hot. Such 
heating is usually concentrated at first i n  certain 'hot spots', which are centres 
of insect breeding and where lhe grain may originally have been damper 
than elsewhere. EventuaUy the hot spots merge and the insects, which by 
then will have raised the temperature to about 108°F, are driven to the out-
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side layers. Associated with the heating is movement of water (i'om the hot 
centre to the cool periphery, with resultant attack by moulds, caking 01' even 
sproutmg. 

In such cases, fumigation with gas may kill the insects and so stop the 
heating, provided it has not chang-ed over into damp grain heating caused 
by fungal attack, which can only be dcalt with by redrying or cooling the 
grain. II  is important to distinguisb between lhe two kinds of heating. 
Grain which has suffered badly from heating is umuitable for Oour manu
facture, malting or for seed. 

BIOLOGY 

The insects and miles which occur in grain are not spontaneously 
generated but are produced from cggs laid by the female parent after mating. 
They can keep going' in small numbers for long periods in empty unheated 
granaries and lh<:n multiply rapidly under favourable conditions when grain 
is storcd, t:"peci.tlly if the temperature is 70 F or ovcr. Bein� very small and 
preferring darkness to light, they are u'iually not noticed until an outbreak 
occurs. 

� Iany kin&, of imects and milcs occur in farm granaries. The most 
important today is the saw·toothecl grain bl:etle (Ory;::atphilus surinamens is 

L.· , but the grain wce\,il (Silophilus granar ius (L.)), the rust red grain beetle 
(Cr;ptoltstts jtrrllgilltus (Steph.)) and the OOUl' mite (Acarus siro (L.)) can also 
cause damage. The beetles pass through four stages of development -egg, 
larva, pupa, adult. The egg of the grain wee\'il, laid in a very small hole 
chewed by the female in the skin of the grain, develops into a legless grub 
which bores in the floury part. Those of the other two beetles, laid in crack') 
or on the surfac(' of grains, develop into active legged larvae which live be
tween lhe gTains and burrow in the germ. Th('re i'l some e\·idence to show 
that the saw·toothed grain beetle gets established morc readily in grain 
which conL.lins much dust and broken graim than in clc..lner PJ.fcels. The 
pupal stage, during which change to the adult takes plac(', occurs inside the 
grain for the grain wee\·il and inside gelatinous cocoon<; in the germ or 
between the grains for the other beetles. The holes in grain Me caused by the 
adult weevil boring its \ ... ay out and show that at least one generation has 
been produced. The other beetle5 .ue usually only noticed when their num· 
bel'S have become so great that they cause heating or when they stal t crawling 
out of the grain. The adult grain weevil is about 13T in. long, black, with a 
distinct snout; the saw·toothed grain beetle is about � in. long, dark brown, 
and has serrations along the side of the front part of the body; the rust red 
grain beetle is about 11, in. long, rcddidt brown, with long feelers. They all 
live for about nine months (Platc Vlll). 

The bcctlC$ and miles arc all rc�istant to cold and can survive the winter 
in unheated gr.maric!!i. There is however a minimum tcmp rature. different 
for each lIpecic ... , below which complete developmcnt from egg to adult 
cannot take place. For the grain wee\"il this temperature is about 55 F 
(although developmrnt is .. Iow even at 63 F) and for the saw·toothed grain 
beetle about 68 F. Ni the temperature rises the insects develop more quickly, 
and there is an optimum combination of temperature and grain moi'iturc 
content at which the cycle from egg to adult is completed in the shorte·\l time. 
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or t he number of insects increases at the fastest ratc. For the saw-toothed 
grain beetle the life cycle is from 80 days at 68°F to only 20 days al go ·gSOF 
and moisture content of 14  22 per cent. At the higher temperatures the 
population may increase 50-100 fold in a month. 

t t has been calculated that, i f  a 50 ton lot of grain goes into store at 95t!'F 
(which it may well do if it has not been cooled after drying) and its tempera
ture remains over 77'5 F for three months, then as few as 500 saw-toothed 
grain beetles originally present could multiply to 5 million, prevent further 
cooling and cause the grain to heat. 

In grain of 1 4  per cent moisture content the grain weevil takes from 180 
days at 60' F to 26 days at 86°F. Heating can be induced by only two fully 
grown weevil grubs per I Ib of wheat. 

Beetles and mites cannot breed in very dry grain (9 per cent m.C. or less) 
but do well at the usual moisture content ( 1 4  per cent upwards) of farm 
stored grain. 

The young of the flour mite are like the adults (about 6'U in. long) e..xcept 
that they are smaller and cannot breed. l\fites attack the genu and breed 
between 40' F and 90' F. The l ife cycle takes from five months at Ihe lower 
temperature to fourleen days at about 70°F, provided the grain is over 14. per 
cent m.C. 

Insects and mites arc carried to farms in various ' .... a)'s, the principal being 
on animal feeding-stuffs, especially un processed imported cereals, cereal 
products and oilcakes; on grain from other farms and on !>acks, especially 
second-hand sacks which have not been properly cleaned and disinfested. 
Hired sacks, which have not been through a central cleaning depot between 
hirings, may also be a source of trouble. 

P R E CA T 1 0NS B E F O R E  S T O R A G E  

PR E.- I I A R VE.ST PR E P A R A T I O N ,  ST R U C T U R A L  !\lETHOOS 

AND H YGIENe 

Thorough cleanliness, b) rcmoving spillage in which insects can breed and 
sun-ive between hal-HS(s, is the principal measure for preventing infestation. 
I t  follows that the grain store should be constructed with smooth surfaces 
and withotll cracks, crevices, dead spaces and places difficult to c1can. If 
such spaces arc necessary, because of the type of storage adopted (e.g., 
various types ofundcl'flool' ventilation) the farmer must either recognize that 
if an insect outbreak occurs major structural work might be necessary to 
eradicate the insects, or arrange for the plant to be designed initially in a 
manner which enables cleaning to be done without undue difficulty, even if 
this raises the initial capital cost. 

!\tachinery should be properly constructed and empty sacks not used to 
repair holes in floors or to cover joints in trunking. Sacks used for carriage of 
grain, even from combine to store, should be free from insects and mites, kept 
in  a separate rat proof store, and be fumigated if there is any suspicion of 
infestation. 

Since it  is important that grain should be kept dry and cool, horizontal 
and cascade driers should not be operated without a canopy in the same 
building that houses grain, and the e:-.hauslS of other types of driers should 
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discharge to the outside air. Chafl'and weeds removed from grain in course of 
cleaning and drying should be finely ground and used in feeds or destroyed 
by burning, burying or composting. Neither screenings nor animal feeds 
should be kept in the grain store, which should be reserved entirely for grain 
produced on the farm. 

i NSECTICIDES 

Shonly before intake of the new harvest the grain Slore should be thoroughly 
cleaned and treated with a suitable insecticide, applied as spray, dust or 
smoke. 

The two most useful insecticides are malathion and lindane. Ihe former 
being somewhat more persistent. Both should be applied as water dispcrsible 
sprays, so that insecticide is not lost by soaking into porous surfaces. Emul
sions may be used on metal bins. i\falathion should be used at a strength of 
1 '5 per cent, one gallon of made-up spra)' being applied to 1 ,000 sq. ft of 
surface; such a deposit is effective for 2'3 months. 0'5 per cent lindane. 
applied at  the same rate, lasts about 4 6 weeks. 

The insecticides are most conHnientiy applied by a pneumatic knapsack 
sprayer with a fan spray nozzlc. The aim should be to spray the surface only 
until the liquid begins to run off. AJI bins should be sprayed, inside and out 
together with walls, noors and undersides of the roof. Conveyors and elevalOr 
boots may be sprayed or dusted (2 per cent malathion dust) 01' treatcd with 
smoke insecticides. Those containing DDT or lindane or both, arc con
venient for use in air passages in drying plants or ventilated noor storages. 
They should be used at the rate recommended by the manufacturer for 
crawling insects. 1 t should be stressed that treatment with smoke does not 
have the same effect as fumigation with gas, since .. moke settles on surfaces to 
leave an insecticidal film and does not penetrate. 

P R E C A U T I O N S  D U R I N C  S T O R A C E  

During storagc all grain should be inspected frequently. Grain temperatures 
should be recorded and, if the grain starts to heat, the moisture content 
shollld be checked and, if this i<; at .:l safe level, insects should be c;earehed for, 
using a �ampling spcar for bulk grain. Grain shQuld not be turned or moved 
until the cause of the heating has becn verified, since disturbance may came 
the inc;ects to spread throughout the building <lOd make eventual conlrol 
more difficult. 

CO O L I N G  

Storing grain at a low temperature is the sure:;t method of prcventing or 
delaying inc;ect atta(,k. The cooling sections of driers should be properly used. 
The object is to reduce temperature to below 63 F and preferably to below 
55 F a5 soon as pos�ible, so as lO render grain safe from attack by the saw
toothed grain beetlc and the grain weevil. �fethods of cooling grain in store 
arc:. described in Cooling Grain to maintaill its Conditioll. 

AD D I T I O N  O F  I NSECTICIDE T O  GR A I N  

?\Iixing insecticides with grain is a useful preventive measUl·e. I n  particular. 
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the addition of malathion tD provide 8 10 parts per million in grain which is 
cool and dry may prevent development of insect infestation for a period of 
six months. The malathion may be added as a powder or emulsion spray in a 
manner which ensures even distribution. This method is not recommended 
for ventilated !\lOragc because malathion breaks down quickly in contact 
with damp grain and blowing warm air through the grain accelerates normal 
breakdown of the insecticide. �[alathion should not be mixed with mailing 
barley unless i t  has been ascertained that the maltster does not object. 

C O N T R O L  

I f !>lorcd grain becomes infested the two m<lin control measures are cooling 
or fumigation. 

CO O L I N G  

The latler is practicable in H'ntilated bins 0 1  noor stores since this does not 
involve distUlban('c of the grain. If infested grain ha'> to be turned 01" passed 
through a dricl for (""oolin� the disturbance may caU'ie insects to spread. Such 
movement should therefore only be done in cold weather and thc empty 
bin, conveying spjtcm and the surl"Oundings must be treated with insecticide. 

FU M I G A T I O N  

fumigation is treatment wilh a gas, which may be applied in that form or as a 
liquid 01- tablet. 

Grain stored in silos, including ventilated bin driers and that stored on 
noors, can be fumigated, dependent on the gastightness of the bins or bulk
heads. The (·xtent and nature of the treatment necessary has to be deter
mined in each ca�e, taking inlo account the time of year, the construction of 
the StOI C, the quantity of grain, the degree and distribution of the infestalion, 
the condition of the glain (whclh{'r caked 01 damp) and tllC period of time 
fOI \\ hich i t  is In be' stored after lIcatrnenl. 

Fumigation is most likely to be satisfactOl )· if the gl"ain SUI face is Ic\·cl, so 
that the fumigant pcnetl".ucs e\'enly into the grain. The treatment of heaped 
up bulk grain ie; less sati3factolY even when liquid fumigant can be applied 
without the operator needing to walk on the grain. Tablet fumigants cannot 
be applied to heaped up grain without considerable disturbance and spillage. 

Fumigation of the grain itself needs to be supplemented by spraying, with 
contact insecticide, the structure of the grain store to kill insects outside the 
fumigation area. 

Liquid Fumigants 
Grain i n  bulk can he treated with liquid fumigants poured or pumped onlo 

the surface. FOl- grain more than 8 ft detp a t : I mLxture of eth)lene 
dichloride and cal·bon tetrachloride should be used, sprinkled evenly over the 
surface a t  the rate of t gallon for 5 tons gl·ain. The surface should be co\'ered 
with rick sheets or sacks to protect i t  from draughts and left undisturbed for 
a week. All spouts and trunking leading to ventilated bins should be carefully 
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blocked orr to prevent loss of fumigant. Grain less than 8 ft deep may be 
treated in similar fashion) but a higher proportion of ethylene dichloride is 
desirable and a 3 : I mLxture should be used. 

The 3 : I mLxLUre may be used for grain in bags. The bags may be placed 
in metal containers having well fitting lids c.g., dustbins. or may be wrapped 
in gas proof sheets. In either case the rate of application should be 5 pints pCI' 
ton for a period of exposure of at least 48 hours. For empty sacks the dosage 
should be 2: pints per cwt for 48 hours or I t  for 72 hours. 

The grain should be well aired before it is moved or before anyone enters 
a bin. 

Tabltt Fumigont.s 

Anothermethod of fumigation is the addition of tablets of aluminium phos
phide to the grain. These can be put into bagged grain by hand 01' inserted 
into bulk grain with special applicators. The material reacts with moisture 
in the air to produce phosphine gas. The tablets are used at the rate of 
10-15 per ton in small bins and 15 20 per ton for floor stored grain. Treat
ment at temperatures below 50' F is not recommendcd. Grain in sacks can be 
treated at the rate of 2: 3 tablets per sack. 

The standard period of treatment is five days but grain should be aired 
for a further seven days before it is moved. 

Prtcoulioll..s 
I t  will be appreciated that fumigation is difficult and dangerous unless 

carried out very carefully. For these reasons fumigations, e..xcept of small 
quantities of grain or empty sacks) should be done by pest control servicing 
firms, 

PR O O F I N G  B U I L D I N G S  

Existing and new buildings should be proored as far as possible against entry 
by rats, mice) insects and birds. 

HOLES 

Holes in brick) stone or concrete floors, if in excess of } in. should be filled. 
Small holes should be fil1ed with a mortar composed of + parts of sand to I 

part of cement and larger holes wilh a fine concrete mix of 4 parts i in. 
aggregate, 2 parts sand and I part cement with broken glass mixed in to 
prevent reopening during setting. 

All brick and concrete surfaces should be as smooth as possible to pre\'ent 
insect harbourage) and for that reason even very small holes should be ruled 
in. The points of entry of electric cables and gas or water pipes should be 
examined and made good if necessary, The points of entry of overhead cables 
at eaves should be examined and any openings filled in, 

ROOFS 

Roofs shouJd be sound, The eaves should be examined to ensure that the walls 
are carried up to the underside of the roof covering to prevent entry by mice 
and birds. 
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D O O RS 

ror making sliding doors rodent-proof, a lift-out screen can be filled on the 
face of the wall that is free from the sliding-door gear. \Vorn steps and 
thresholds must be made tip level to close any gaps beneath the door. I n  
some cases it is possible to insert in the threshold an iron bar projecting half 
an inch on to which the door can close. 

][it  is essential that doors are kept open during the day or night, a screen 
should be provided to fill the opening camplclei)'. This should be of light 
timber covered with } in. galvanized expanded meml. I t  will also hell oul 
hi] els. 

VV INDOWS 

\Vindows should be examined and any broken glass renewed. Holes in Ihe 
frame or s<l3hcs should be filled in, and, ifit is necessary la keep windows open 
or to haye squares permancntly open for vemilatioll) these <;hould be pro
tccted by screens or not more than � in. mesh. 

AI R  B R I C K S ,  V ENTILATORS A N D  OT H E R  O P E N I N GS I N  \VA LL S  

\\There any such openings in walls are larger than � in. they should be pr04 
tccled by screens of not more than � in. mesh. 

Holes in walls ror drain channel outlets should be proofed with perforated 
metal grids which should be removable for cleaning. 

EX T E R N A L  DO\V N 4 P I PE S  AND PO L E S  N E A R  BU IL D I NGS 

These should be filled with cone-shaped guards projecting 9 in. from the pipe 
or pole and filled with a collar and metal strap which can be tightened to 
give a close fixing. Cone-shaped guards should be fitted tighdy to the 
brickwork. 

DR A I N S  

H rats are sllspected in the drains a poison treatment should be carried out 
and all drainage and sanitary fittings examined and repaired where neccssary. 
The more usual defects arc broken manhole covers, fresh-air inlets, derective 
pipes and dried-out or broken \\·.C. pans, all or which will allow rats to leave 
the drains and enter the building. 

I NTERNAL HA R D O U RAGES 

Any hidden or inaccessible spaces should be reduced to a minimum, e.g., 
where possible, floors constructed with timber joists should not have ceilings 
below. Hollow timbcr stud partitions are undesirable. Cracks and expansion 
joints in concrete floors should be filled, as these form harbourage for insects 
and mites and allow grain to accumulatc. 

NEW BUI L D I N G S  

\Vhere new buildings arc to be constructed, care should be taken to ensure 
that all disused drains are dug out and the site made up with hardcol'e. Land 
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drains should be carerully diverted rrom the site, with the dual objects or 
draining the roundations and avoiding harbourage ror rats. 

B I R D  PROOFING 

Every efforl should be made to keep birds out or buildings used ror the 
storage and drying or grain, as lhey not only roul the contents with their 
droppings but lend to ncst in any convenient part or the roor, such as the 
eaves and on and around the trusses and other roor members. 

Bird-nesling material, orten containing weed seeds, not only provides 
rood for mice but can encourage the development or an inrestation of insects 
and mites if any are present. 

Nonnalty � in. he.xagonal galvanized wire netting will keep birds Ollt, but 
they will fly through quite small holes and evcn up the corrugation of vertical 
asbestos-cement or iron sheeting where this overlaps the wall in such places as 
gable ends. 

Holes should be plugged with concrete or mortar unless they occur in 
asbestos cement 01- iron roof sheeling, when a plastic filler may be used or in 
some cases crumpled up wire netting forced in tightly. Corrugated sheets 
overlapping a wall can be proored with concrete on the inside laid on top of 
the wall and into the corrugations. 

Buildings constructed with con"ugated asbestos cement or iron roors and 
sides may be proofed at the eaves with hexagonal wire nelling rolled lip 
tightly and forced into the space between the vertical and sloping sheeting. 

To prevent birds from flying through open doorways, black nylon net 
screens can be used, irit is impracticable to keep the doors closed, but as this 
material is easily damaged it should be rLxed into lighl timber frames arranged 
to open casily or to be removed entirely. 

Birds have been known to peck out soft fiUers such as fibre-glass, roam 
slag or plastic materials and these should not be used. 

:\IAINTENANCE 

It  is extremely important that grain drying and storage buildings be kept 
scrupulously clean and no grain should be allowed to accumulate, thereby 
attracting rats, mice and insects. Silos and the whole of the drying plant 
should be cleaned out regularly, the former whene\'er they are empty and the 
latter before and after harvest. 

Undergrowth around buildings should be kept down and trees and 
projecting branches, from which raU could jump to the roofs of buildings, 
should be felled or lopped respectively. 

Accumulations of rubbish, timber or other unwanted debris around 
buildings all provide harbourage for rats and should be cleared away. 

A D V I C E  A N D  A S S I STA:'-ICE 

For advice on any aspect of control of insects and mites in stored grain 
farmers may apply to the District Advisory Officer of the National Agri
cultural Advisory Service, and in respect or rats, mice and birds to any 
Di\'uional Office of the Ministry: or, in respect of all kinds or pests to the 
Regional Pests Officer at any of the :'-.linistry's Regional Offices . 

• 
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I n. Scotland, the Departmenl of Agriculture and Fisheries for ScoLland is 
rcspollSiblc and further advice may be oblained from any of the Deparuncl1t's 
J nfcSlation Control offices (Glasgow, Edinburgh and Penh) or from the 
AgricuhUlal Scientific Services, Easl C,aigs, EdillLurgh 1 2 .  
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Safety Regulations 

Attention is drawn to Regulations made under the Agriculture (Safct)" 
Health and Welfare Provisions) Act, 1 956, which affect 50l11e of the buildings, 
plant and machinery dealt with in the Bulletin. The main regulations that 
apply arc: 

Tlte Agriculture (Safeguarding of lI'orl.plaus) Regulations 1959 which require 
certain safclY standards in places where farm workers arc employed. I n  
general, stairs and floors must be as safe as is reasonably practicable for the 
purposes for which they are used. Detailed requirements include the provision 
of handrails or handholds for stairs and the fencing of openings through or 
from which a worker might fall more than 5 ft. 

The Agriculture (Stationary i\lachintry) Regulatiolls 1959 which require the COI11-
ponents of stationary machines used by fannworkers to be guarded, unless 
the)' are so posiuoned that the worker is safe against contact. The regulations 
also require the provision of stopping devices and there must be adequate 
lighting where a machine is used. 

The Agriculture (Fitld t\fachinuy) Regulation.; 196:z require field machines, such 
as combines, pick-up balers, etc" to be guarded so as to protect farm .. vorkers 
from contact with their dangerous parts. Other safelY requirements include 
the provision of Slopping devices, draw bar jacks, standing platforms and 
seats and footrests, 

The AgNcullure (LijtiTlg oJ Heavy Weights) Regulations, 1959 which are eITective 
from Ist ]uly 1 965, stale that the ma:l(imum weight of a sack 01' bag and its 
contents which a worker employed in agriculture may lift or carry, unaided, 
is 180 lb. 

Full details of these Regulations are given in the booklet 'Farm Safety: 
Guide to the Safety, Hcahh and Welfare Act and Regulations' a copy of 
which has been sent to every farmer. Copies can be obtained from any 
divisional office of the Ministry. 
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Useful Data and Tables 

I .  All'lric COln'i'TSioll Factors 

TABLE A I  

To convert InIO multiply by 
for COIWCrsC 
multiply by 

6.I.u. calorie (kg) 0'252 ,.g68 
ell. ft/m in C\!. mClr</min 0-02832 35-3' 
ell. ft/mill ell. mctrc:/hr , 699 0',5886 
(I mill metre/mill 0'30,8 3"28, 
fl/second centimetre/sec 30"48 0-0328, 
in. water gauge mm \\:illtr gauge 25'40 0'°3937 
Ib/sq. Ill. kg/sq. cm 0'0703' q 22 
Ib/sq. fl kg/sq. m 4 883 0'2048 
Ib/clI. ft kg/ell. m 16'02 0-06243 

•• Temperature COl/versioll 

TABLE A. 

Fahrenheit 10 Centigrade <lFahrenhcit 10 Centigrade Fahrenheit tQ Centigrade 

3' 0 0  60 15 6 88 3 I . I 
33 0 6  6 ,  16· I 89 " 7 
34 , . , 6, ,6'7 90 32-2 
35 , ·7 6, 17-2 9 ' 32.8 
,6 ,., 64 17-8 9' 33-3 
37 ,·8 65 18'3 9' 33"!! 
,8 ,., 66 ,8'9 94 :14"1 
'9 ' 9  67 '9'4 95 :wo 
40 44 68 20'0 g6 35 6 
.,. 5·0 69 20-6 97 36-1 
4' 5 6  70 " , 08 36'7 
4' 6· , 7 '  21  '7  99 37'2 
44 6·7 7' 22'2 '00 37'8 
45 7·' 73 22'8 "0 43'3 
46 7.8 74 23"3 "0 48'1) 
47 8·, 7S 23'9 ' ,0 5·' 4 
,8 8 9  76 24'4 '40 60·0 
49 9·' 77 25'0 '50 65'6 
50 10'0 78 25'6 ,60 7 I ' 1 
5 '  10,6 79 26'1 , 70 76'7 
5' 1 I ' I So 26'7 ,So 82'2 
53 1 1 '7 8,  27'2 '90 87'8 

" 12'2 8, 27'8 '00 9'·' 
55 12,8 8, 28'3 '.0 08 9 
56 '33 84 28'9 ' " 100'0 
57 13'9 85 29'4 "0 104'" 
58 14'4 86 3°'0 
59 '5'0 87 3°·6 

,64 
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The formulae for converting Centigrade and Fahrenheit lemperatures are as 
follows: 

Temp. C = S(F - 3') 
9 

For tcmp. rise or fall calculations: 

Temp. change C = F 

3. �'niLs and thtir Equit'almt 

I?olumt 

I eu. ft 0.78 bushel 
1 bushel - 1 '285 cu. ft 

II'tight 

I CW{ 1 1 'l lb 
I Ib - 7,000 grains 

Prcsrore 

1 
9 

Temp. F = C X 9 + 3' S 

Temp. change F = C X 9 
S 

1 In. waler gauge 
l lb/sq. in. 27.7 1  

0.036 lb 'sq. in. = .1)· 194 IIJ 'sq. fl 
in. of water = 2'04 in. mercury 

rower and Energy 

I h.p. 746 watt 
42'4 Rt.u. mill 

1 kilowatt = 1 ,000 wall 
= 56'9 n.t.u. min 

1 kilowatt hour = 3,412 B.clI. 

4. Htai 
TABLE A 3  

Calorific valuts of commonly used luat sourctS in grain d1')'illg 

Hc�t source 

Dlnel (lr gas oil 
Coal gas 
Propane 
Dutane 

Calorific: \'alue B.t.u. t 

g''''' ne< 

166.000 1,;6,000 

500' 450 
2 1 .500 19,800 
21,300 19,600 

Unit of 
mea5urement 

gal 
cu. n 
Ib 
Ib 

• On this basis 200 cu. rt I therm = 100,000 B.I.u. 
t S« p. !)8 for further information OD calorific values of fuel. 
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T A B L E  A 4  

Specific heal of Btrsct W heat 
[afler Disney ( 1 954)] 

J\loi$luTt 
(onlmt S/Kcift 

(/It, ((nI, wtl hlllt 
u:lighl haJ;J) (B.I.u./lb, "F) 

" 0'39 
' 4  0'4' 
,6 0'43 
,0  0'45 
'0 0'47 
2:= 0'49 
'4 0'5' 
,6 0"53 
,0 0'51 
30 0'56 

\°a.]ut"S for �Ianiloba \\hcal (up to 18 JX'f ccnt moisture content) were the same. 
Mallmg barlcy (up If'! 1 6 5  pt'f ("ront moisture contcnl) wa:; very similar. 
R("<;ults obtained by Ilaswcll ( ' 9541, using the same apparatus, were also similar, 
for oats of up to 1 8  per cent moisture content. 

5. J/o;slure COli/till 
�loisturc coment of grain or other material may be expressed in either of 
two ways: 

(I. wet weight basis 

b. dry weight basis 

weight of moislure present 

weight of undried materia 

weight of moisture prcsclll 0' X 100 0 weight of cir)' stock 

l\Icthod (a) is the one normally employed in commercial practice. 
To convert from moisture content from a WCl weight basis (�Jw) to a dry 
weight basis (1\[n) 

l\[u = 100 X l\fw 
100 - l\lw 

and to convert from a dry weight basis (1\[0) to a wel weight basis (�fw) 
l\lw = 

100 X 1\[D 
100 + �ID 

To calculate loss, multiply the original weight of grain by the factor found 
at the intersection of the two columns-Initial moisture content and Final 
mOisture content. 

Example: 28 ton of grain at 24 (l,� m.c. dried to 14% 
= 28 ton X ' 1 163 = 3·�S6.� - 3 ton 5 cwt 1 4 1b loss of weight. 

Formulae for calculations not covered by Table AS-
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For use where ulldried weight is known 

L - - I W ,(M, - M,) where ass In welg II = 
000 - Mz W 1 = weighl of U N D R I  E O  grain 

Initial 
moislure 
content 
per CCnt 

30 
'9 
,B 
'7 
,6 
'5 
'4 
'3 
2Z 
. .  
'0 
' 9  
, B  
, 7 
,6 
, 6  

T A B L E  AS 

Loss ill weight during drying due 10 evaporation Oll!y* 

Final moisture content per cent 

'9 ' 7  ' 5  ' 3  

- ' 359 -146, -1567 - , 666 - 1 765 - 186, - '955 -20_,6 
- ,  235 - 1 342 - 1446 - 1547 - 16.J.7 - 174-4 -18.10 -1932 
. , , , I -122O - 13:.16 - 1429 " 53° · , 628 " 725 ' ,8 '9  
-0g8B . '098 ' 1 205 - 13  I ° -, 412 " 5 12 - 161 ° ' 17°5 
-0865 '0976 ' 1 085 ' I I 9 1 -1295 - ' 396 - 1495 - 1591 
'0741 '0854 '096+ ' 1 072 " 1 77 ' 1279 ' 1380 " 477 
-0618 -0732 -0844 '0953 - 1059 - I 163 ' 1 265 ' '364 
'049,' '06'0 '0723 -0834 '09-11 ' 10+7 ' I  150 -125° 
-037' '0428 '0603 - 1 71  5 '0824 '093' ' '°35 . 1 '37 
'0247 -0366 -0482 -0595 -0706 -0814 '0920 '1023 
'0124 '0244 '0362 '0476 '0589 -o6gB -0805 -0909 

-0122 -0242 -0357 -0471 -0582 'oGgo '0795 
'0' 2 1 '0239 -0353 -0466 '°575 ,0682 

'0120 '0236 -0349 '°-1-59 -0568 
-0 I 18  -0233 '03-1-'1 -0455 

'01 1 7  '023° '0341 

" ' 0  

-2135 -2223 
-2023 -2 , I I 
. , 9 ' , -'000 
" 798 ' 1889 
- 1686 - 1 778 
-1573 ' 1667 
'1461 ' 1 556 
" 348 ' 1445 
' 1 236 ' 1 3H 
- I 124 '1223 
- I 012  - 1 1  12  
'0899 - '000 
'0787 ,0888 
'0674 '0777 
'°562 -0666 
'0450 -0555 

• Some loss of dry maller may occur during drying, partic\llarly if the grain is dirty, 50 
that losses in practice may be slightly higher than indicated here_ 

For z;se where dn'ed weight is known Ivf 1 = m,c. " " 

L - - h 
W,(M, - M,) 

oss III welg t = 
\OV2 = weight of D R I E D  grain 

100 - .Ml rvfz = m_c. " " " 

Platform Driers (moisture extraction rate) 

To check the percentage of moisture extracled from a sack of grain: 

100(X -y) - - = % moisture extracted 
x 

where x = the weight in lb of the grain before drying commences, 
y = the weight in Ib of the grain after a period of drying 

Grai" wetting 

" 

Quantity of water to be added (assuming all is absorbed) to gIVe a 
moisture content of 1 8 per cent. 

For conditions other than those given in Table AS, the following formula 
may be used: 

224 X W (M - M )  
\Vater to be added (gal) = 2 1 2 

(loo - M,) 
where W?, = weight of D R I E D  grain :r,.,f2 = m.c_ of D R I E D  grain 

]\11 = rn,c. Or U N D R I E D  grain 
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TABLE A6 

Gallons of waler ptr /011 of dry graill to wet 10 18 per Ctrlt m.c. 

6. Storage Buildlllgs 

Crop 

Whea.l 
Barley 
0", 
R)'c 
I)eas 
Bea.ns 
Lmsc<"<l 

Initial grain m.c. 
�r cent Gallons per ton 

..  
'5 
,6 
, 7 

10'g 
8" 
;'5 
' 7  

TABLE A 7  

Jtl'tights and measures 

Weight Weight 
1Xr cu. ft per bushel 

(I.) (I.) 

49 63 
43 ;6 
32 .' 
41 57 
.8 63 
; ' 66 

4 ' 51 

Cu. ft 
per ton 

Note!;: Column Xo. 3 is based on 3\'cragc figures 
I bushel = 1'285 cu. ft 

Dia. 
(fI) 

8 
9 

'0 
" 
" 
'3 
, '. 
'; 

TABLE A8 

Capacities jor cylindrical bins 

Cu. ft 

;0 
6, 
79 
95 

I 13 
'33 
'54 
'77 

Capacity per foot of height 

Wheal Barley 
(tons) (tom) 

, ' , , '0 
, '4 1'25 
, '7 1 '55 
" , ' 9 
2'45 ,,' 
' 9  , 6  

3'35 3'0 
3,85 3 5 

Oau 
(tons) 

0'75 
o .  
I . I 5 
' '4 
,-65 
1 '95 
2-25 
,,6 



A P PE N D I X  I l  

TA B L E  Ag 

Pressures on retaining walls 

Rankine's Formula 

169 

Pressures for surcharged walls are for grain heaped at the angle of natural 
repose over the level heap to same heighl 

h 
(feet) 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Level gTain 

fy 
(Ib) 

53 

66 

79 

Fy 
(Ib) 

3 " 

'3' 

Surcharged \\'a11s 

fy 
(Ib) 

' 59 

'99 

'39 

'79 

3 , 8  

Fy 
(Ib) 

50' 

7' 5  

1,271 

Notes: h = height of \'crticaJ rctaining wall 
fy = horizontal thrust 

Fy = horizontal pressure pu n run 1 beight of waJJ 
Dc.ruity of grain 49 Ib per cu. ft 
Angle of repose 35° 

TA B L E  A I O  

SaJe bearing pressure oJ llOriouS soiLr 

Odcription of soil 

Marshland, �ih, mud, hard peat, turf 
Marshday, alluvial deposits 
Alluvial carth, clay loam, damp clay, loam 
Soft chalk, soft sandstone 
Loose sand 
Hard white chalk 
Firm clean sand 
Firm sbale, compact gravel 
Hard rock 

Approx. safe maximum 
load in tons per sq. ft 

0-- 0'20 
0'20- 0'35 
0"75- 1'00 
1"00- 1'50 
2'50- 3'00 
2'50- 4'00 
2"50-- 4"50 
6'00- 9"00 
8'00-- 18'00 

• 
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TABLE A I I 

i.ontiillg imjJoscd by grain on floor (assumillg 110 load IOhm by walls) 

� grain ("heat) (49 Ib 1Xr cu. ft spr('ad at 3.n nen hdght) 

2' high = 98 Ib/sq. n 
3' high = 147 Ib/5q. Cl 
4' high = IgG Ib/sq. Ct 
5' high = 245 lb/sq. ft 
6' high = 29-1 Ib/sq. fl 

Grain in sa(k (\\hC31) (1 sack, 4-bu�hd, wf:ighs 252 1b and wvcn an :area of 
3 sq. ft) 

I .sack high "'" 8.t Ihf�q. fl 
'2 't3cks high 168 lb/sq. ft 
3 satks high - 252 Ih,'sq. (, 

TABLE A I 2  

/loJ/d Sltel Joists 
Safe loatb/or mild slltl. Based 011 BS #9 (omtndt'd uP.;) 

Size:' \\( 
o U pt'r ft 
IIldu:s Ib� 

S K I ' 7  
7 K 4 1.1'5 
6 I( 3a I I "S 
5 )( 3 9 
1 )( 2, 6·5 
3 K '2 I 4 5  I 

Safe Di�tributed Loads in tons 
for �pal1S in feet 

12'1 10 ' 7 9,6 I S o  6 8  6 0  5-3 

� 
6 0  5 ' 1 5 

6- , 5"5 , .. 9 -I '  3 5  
4 0  3·5 3.2 

2 0  , ·S 

LootiJ 10 right of .:ig::.ag lint git'l dljftcliltn tt:Uldlng yl:olh J/HIn. 

TABLE A I 3  

Uniursal Stltl Btam.s 

I S 

SaJt loads Jur mild strtl. Bastd Of! BS -149 (amtndtd l!/ill 

Size \\'1 
o 8 JX'r ft 
inches Ibs 

I Z  6! 36 
3 '  

.. '7 
'0 5) '9 

25 
z o  

8 ,. s i  
' 7 

2 1"0 z o 6 
20"5 18"5 

18"8 16·7 IS"1 

I :;:; 112 " 9

1 1 1 "0 9 8 

Safe distributed loads in ton5 
for spans in fut 

26"8 1 7"9 ,6·, ' 4 6  
15"3 13"8 12"S 
1 3"3 1 1 "9 10"8 
12"0 10·8 q-8 
10"1 9 ' B ,  

12"5 S·3 7 5 6 8  
9 9  7 4 6 6  ,.9 
8·2 6 ,  54 4·9 

Load1 kJ right oj.:il;!og lint giu dtjltCtlO1I t\Cltdlnl .,..�""OtJl JjHm. 

'3"1 
1 1 "5 

9 9  
8 9  
77 
6 ,  

12·" 
10"6 

9·'  

1 1 ·5 
9·S 
S·5 
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H usbandry 
Gives accounts or husbandry experiments carried out at 
both experimental husbandry and commercial farms 
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Horticulture 
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GYRA-FLO 
the revo l utionary 

h igh-speed 

G RAI N 
BLOWER 
I 

For delivering Moist or Dry grain into silos 
Indirect feed eliminates grain damage 

Big 11ft silos created the need for <lI new type of grain (onveyor. Adaptation of ellisting equIp
ment h;ad proved inadequate; and where grain was fed dIrectly t"rou," an impeUer the 
consequent d;am"'ge could seriously impair stonge capabilities. 
The solution lay in the production of a high·up;adty conveying unit with Indirect feed. The 
revolutlon<llry outcome of continuous design and development In this field wu the Gyra-Flo 
Grain Blower. 
Opented successfully on grain up to 2<400 moisture content. the Gyra.Flo Grain Blower un 
also be used on dry gnin over long pipe runs, and for remote drying systems. Poruble, self· 
conLlined and fully motorised. it obviates the use of U';IIctor p.t.o. Hopper c:apadty up to 4� 
cubic feet or ISO Ibs. ofb.rley, Throughputs up to IS tons per hour on 120 feet ofhom:ontal 
piping. 

FULL DETAILS OF PRICES AND TECHNICAL 

DATA AVAILABLE, ON REQUEST 

KEY TO T H E  DIAGRAM 
O SIIr.Deln SUrter 
o G7r�.flo r,,, HouI'''1 

O
' S h P. loUJlr e"cIOUd 

OOpunll,c ,,,,lejuk 
o Rubber-l1rtd wheeil 

o ���';:��c 1!:��'P�t�:��r 
O ElectOr P,plO 
o �����';r,'!���;r!f;,��� 

CARTER THERMAL ENGINEERING LIMITED Redhlll Road. H;JY MIlls. B,rminghlm 25 



CARY- W H I T E  

GRAI N 
DRI E R  
M O D E l  6 6  

LOW R U N N I N G  COSTS 

O N E  FAN O N LY for dryi ng, cool ing 
and extraction 

NO PERFO RATED M ETAL IN DRYING 
C O L U M NS, prevents clogging and 

faci l itates cleaning 

NO A U G E RS-Chain and flight con
veyors give maximum efficiency for fil l i ng 

and emptying 

CARY-WHITE LTD., 
HIGH STREET. ONGAR. ESSEX 
TELEPHONE: ONGAR 2108 

C O M PLETELY 

D U ST FREE 

Other Carr-White 
Equipment 

Belt Conveyors 

Chain and Flight 
Conveyors and Belt 
and Bucket Elevaton 
(all from 5 to 40 tons 
per hour capacity) 

Dust Extractors 

Pre Clc3ners 

Suction Cleaners 



PenneYllMITE� Porter 

CONTINUOUS FLOW 
G R A I N  C RYI N G  

P. & P. now manufacture a range of five dryers 
with contInuous now outputs of 38 - 62 -
99 - 140 and 200 cwt. per hour. 

Fe;atures Include: 
low FUl!:l Consumption 
Compact. easy to install 
Refractory hned furnace 
ReversIble Hot A.r Po,," 
Cuing for in·barn hlly drying 

COMPLETEONoTHEoF\.OOR 
G R A I N  CRYI N G  

The P. & P .  "Porterpack" 
Fan and Heater Units with 
"Porterducu" prOVIde the 
COMPLETE on-the-noor 
drying and ventilatlnl 
system for grain. hllY. 

"Porterpack" 
with 

2nd fuel 

There are 10 m.ny " ... ilbl .. I" lra;n dryi"1 thlt 
intendinl tI.eu cannot alwlr. recOlnlse ch. pot.n-
tllUtle. of the model . .... Ih'ol •• It I. ,d"l .. bt •• 
therefgre, to nil on 0 ..... hllhlr trained ,ta" who 
wlII anell Indl .. ld ... al probl.m. and ad"I •• gn the 
.il. and type of .. nit req .. lred. 

P E N N E Y & P O R T E R  L I M I T E D  
O UTER CIRCLE ROAD, LINCOLN 

Telephone: Lincoln 17�'" (5 lines) Telegra ms: Porter Lincoln 
LONDON OFFICE: ST. STEPHEN'S HOUSE. WESTMINSTER S,W.I. T.I; Wh'l.h.1I .. 788 



You r  Grain Storage problems 
solved by 

NESTBINS 
DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BY 

ALDERSLEY "THE. HANDUNG. DRYING AND STORAGE PEOPI.£"' 

• All-steel construction. Flat-bottomed or self-emptying. 

• Designed in  standard sections. No special foundations 
required. Can be erected by unskilled labour. suitably 
supervised. 

• Sizes 6 ft. to l O ft. square and up to 50 ft. overall height. 
Over 100 tons maximum capacity per compartment. 
based on English wheat. 

• Any number can be "nested" together. with smooth. 
clean corners where grain cannot lodge. 

• Supporting steelwork of standardised rolled-steel 
sections. 

• No Internal tie rods or other obstructions. 

• Roofing. ladders. access doors and outlet connections. 
etc .• can be supplied. 

• AnCillary eqUipment such as Conveyors. Elevators. etc .• 

designed and planned-In. as reqUired. 

ASK FOR FULL DETAILS FROM: 

ALDERSLEY ENGINEERS LlD · UPPER CHUROI LANE · TIPTON • STAFFS 

Telexl "Alderlley" Chamcom Blrmlnlham 1l8Ol4 
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